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News In Brief
More rain for South, but experts
say it's now too little, too late
Storms poured more precious rain on the parched South, but
too late to quench dusty cornfields or help farmers ease more
than $1.5 billion in losses from a drought that has sparked
emergency donations of hay and even ice.
Shipments of hay for starving livestock continued pouring in today from across the North and Midwest, where farmers already
have donated tons. Services have been offered free by train,
trucking, telephone and ice companies.
"My cows are eating Illinois hay for breakfast, Iowa hay for
lunch, and they'll be having Indiana hay for Sunday dinner,"
Tom Trentham, a South Carolina dairy farmer, told officials in
Indianapolis on Wednesday.
The drought has been compounded by a 2%-week heat wave,
which eased this week after killing 42 people.
Storms dumped 3 inches of rain on Richmond, Va., within two
hours Wednesday, about 2% inches on Mobile, Ala., and Berea,
S.C., and 1.3 inches on Atlanta in less than an hour. The rain
generally dissipated by early this morning, the National Weather
Service said.
Scattered thunderstorms stretched Maryland to Florida on
Tuesday, keeping temperatures below 100 degrees.
"The few bands of thunderstorms, of course — where they hit
certainly didn't hurt. But basically it's still a bad situation." said
Homer Rowley, assistant statistician in Virginia's Department of
Agriculture and Qonsumer Services. "A lot of fields are beyond
help."
In addition to the drought, the heat is killing pounce. About
610.000 broilers have died in Georgia in the last 13 days, said Abit
Massey, executive director of the Georgia Poultry Federation.
The effects of the drought and heat already are being felt outside the region, according to Massachusetts Agriculture Department spokesman Christopher Phillips. New England produce
prices have jumped 15 percent to 25 percent since mid-June, he
said, while beef and pork prices have fallen 5 percent since last
year, partly because farmers are selling serving animals as hay
supplies drop.

Elsewhere...
By the Associated Pres.

MOSCOW — Badly prepared experiments conducted to see if a
turbine generator could provide energy to an atomic power plant
in case of an accident caused the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, a
Soviet offical said today.
WASHINGTON — The Senate is moving ahead with plans to
impose sanctions on South Africa, despite warnings by the
Reagan administration that such steps would hurt U.S. chances
of nudging the white-ruled government toward sharing power
with the black majority.
MIAMI — President Reagan, wrapping up a Southern camvaign swing in drought-stricken South Carolina, says Democrats
are responsible for "the bad old days" of American politics that
the Republicans have banished for good.
PIEDMONT, S.C. — Residents of this parched South Carolina
community awoke today anticipating the arrival of a present that
— temporarily at least — would transform Piedmont into the
coolest haven in dehydrated Dixie.
TERCEIRA, Azores — Britain's Prince Andrew and his bride,
now the Duke and Duchess of York, put the hoopla of the royal
wedding behind them in their first full day of a five-day honeymoon cruise in Portugal's Azores archipelago.
SAN DIEGO — Fourteen of the nation's top education experts
called on state officials today to begin a wave of school reform
giving teachers more power and stressing experimentation and
flexibility in the classroom.
WASHINGTON — Smokers could be asked to cough up 50 percent more in federal cigarette taxes as Congress searches for
ways to meet its deficit-reduction promises.
WASHINGTON — Women who gain 26 to 35 pounds during
pregnancy run a significantly lower risk of losing their child to
stillbirth or late miscarriage than women who put on less than 16
pounds, a government study shows.
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Knicely says
still other
Japanese
plants coming
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
State Commerce Secretary Carroll Knicely expects to announce
at least one additional Japanese
plant investment in Kentucky
each month until the end of the
year.
That pace. described to
Japanese consul general
Takashi Miyazaki at a Louisville
Chamber of Commerce meeting
Tuesday, reflects the reason
Miyazaki is spending time in the •
southeastern United States
lately.
"The Japanese like the South.
We encounter practically no antagonism or animoffity against
Japanese investment here,"
Miyazaki said.
Miyazaki describes himsetf-asa matchmak-er between
Japanese companies interested
Staff photo b. 'his id T111 k
in U.S. investment and U.S
business and governmental
leaders.
Lin Thurman discusses a children's book with Holly Bloodwort
h, the new children's program director
There are 13 others for Japan
at the Calloway County Public Library. Thurman has resigned
as program director at the library and
in the United States, but
has accepted a teaching position in the Paris School System in
Paris, Tenn. Bloodworth replaces ThurMiyazaki oversees economic
man on a full-time basis and will be responsible for all children's
programs and the selection of reading
and listening materials. A graduate of Murray State University
, Bloodworth brings a bachelor's degree
in elementary education with graduate work in the area of
(Cont'd on page 2)
reading to her new post at the library.

Program director named

Birth a together experience for Paris couple
Not many husbands are
privileged to- stay in--the-room
with their wives all the time they
are in the hospital during and
following the birth of a child, but
Scott Hoover of Paris, Tenn..
was.
Hoover. 31. was severely injured April 19 in a motorcycle
accident, and was still far from
recovered when it came time for
his wife. Kimberly. 24. to go to
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the birth of their
first qpild.
Unable to drive a car or care

for himself at home and with no
family members available to
help him, he had no alternative
but to stay at the hospital with
her, the two of them sharing a
fourth floor semi-private room.
Although not due until August
7. the baby, a six-pound-oneounce boy. Sean Patrick, was
born at 4:50 the afternoon of July 3 with his parents being
together throughout his
mother's labor and delivery.
Because of the complete
gynecological services available
in Murray. Mrs. Hoover had

been coming to the Murray
Woman's Clinic throughout her
pregnancy, and was under the
care of Drs. Tom Green and
Lewis Drake. III.
She also has been impressed
by the prepared childbirth
classes, the flexible maternity
policies and the completeness of
the nursery in the Miracle
Moments Maternity Unit at the
Murray Hospital.
With her husband unable to
accompany her to the foursession series of prepared
childbirth classes taught at the

LITTLE ROCK (AP) — More
tests were planned today for
recalled Foremost milk produced in Paragould. although state
and federal officials say the
claim that some milk was
poisoned with cyanide was probably a hoax.
The recall came after someone made an two anonymous
calls on Tuesday, saying 200
gallons of the company's milk

had been poisoned with cyanide.
Initial test results on 16 of 20
milk samples Showed no cyanide
was present, Jimmy Waltham,
an investigation with the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration,
said Wednesday. The other four
samples are being tested at the
Mayo Clinic, and results .were
expected today.
Other tests were being conducted at the Arkansas State

Crime Lab and at state Department of Health Services
laboratories, said William
Clayton. program administrator
for the Division of Sanitary Services of the state Health
Department.
The parent company of
Foremost. Knudsen Foods of
California. had reported that up
to 700.000 gallons of milk had
been recalled. However.
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Forecasts
Tonight: Warm and muggy
with some late night fog. Low
70 to 75. Light south wind.
Friday: Partly cloudy with
a 30 percent chance of afternoon thunderstorms.
Extended Forecast
• The extended forecast calls
for hazy, hot and humid days
with warm, muggy night
Saturday through Monday.
LAKE LEVELS.
Kentucky Lake
358.1
Barkley Lake
358.0

Waltham said the recalled milk
amounted to four or fii-e days of
production and the figure would
be closer to 100,000 gallons
Clayton said random samples
were being taken from milk
stored at the plant as well as
from milk already packaged
and on-store shelves. He said the
report of the cyanide was likely
(Cont'd on pace ?)

Coffins:
• KSP
investigation
will not be a
'witch hunt'
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More tests are ahead for recalled milk

Today's highlight in history: On July 24, 1959, during a visit to
the Soviet Union, Vice President Richard M. Nixon got into a
well-publicized debate with Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev
over the merits of Communism versus capitalism. The confrontation became known as the Kitchen Debate because it took place in
a model kitchen at a U.S. exhibition.

-

hospital by Nancy Orr. R
her
20-year-old brother-in-law.
Kevin Hoover. came with her
rather than have her make the
nighttime trip alone.
A senior at the University of
Tennessee at Martin. he went to
Paris each of the four nights of
the class, picked up his sister-inlaw and attended the class with
her.
"He's single." Mrs. Hoover
laughed. "but he did everything
all the prospective lathers were

SPEECH
711 77
•Oral interpretation instructor Ruby tinder (Ian) directs (from left) Julie
Maddox, Melissa Clement, Beth Henninger and MarianMenderson in an exerciae
at the Murray State
University Speech Institute. The girls are students at Murray High and Calloway
County High School.
The institute, open to junior high and high school students, included divisions
in oral interpretation.
debate and public speaking. Over SO students from Georgia, Kentaicky, Miselmri
and Tennessee par
delimited in the week-long institute, part of the university's Summer Youth Program.
The institute was
sponsored by the Department of Speech Communication and Theatre at Murray
State.

41.1.1.1110.0.1...1........P.

t.IIANKFORT, Ky. 'Al" —
Members of a special committee
appointed to review the state
police will have full discretion to
look into anything they wish, but
it will not be -a -witch hunt."
Gov. Martha Layne Collins says.
Collins said Wednesday that
-she • will meet with - tfle fiVe
members of the KSP Administrative and. Management
Evaluation Committee on
Thursday, a day before the
group is scheduled to meet with
Commissioner Morgan Elkins.
Collins said she will tell the
group they should be thorough
and lbok at everything from persome] matters such,as recruitthent and promotions to
ministrayi.ve policies and'
procedures..
_ • •
—'he•
sonimittee will also consider the morale of the troopers.
a topic that has prompted some
disagreement in the ranks of the
state police
(Cont'd an page

•
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Plant...
(Cont'd from page 1)
and trade relations between
Japan and Kentucky, Tennessee, Mississippi. Arkansas
and Louisiana.
Japanese manufacturers have
built or announced plans to construct about 30 plants in Tennessee, 17 in Kentucky, 10 in
Mississippi and seven each in
Louisiana and Arkansas. according to information from the
Japanese Consulate in New
Orleans.
Among Miyazaki's tasks was
to handle some negotiations for
Gov. Martha Layne Collins' visit
to Japan last March.
If Kentucky continues its Pace
of the last two years. it-Might
soon surpass Tennessee as the

Birth...
(Cont'd from page 1)
asked to do When the time
comes for him to become a
father-, he should be. pretty well
prepared'
Throughout the week his wife
was hospitalized. Hoover occupied the other bed in her
room, watching as she fed and
learned to care for their
newborn son.
His meals were brought to him
by the nurses right along with
those served his wife and the
other new mothers on the floor.
Teenage volunteers rolled him
around the hospital in a
wheelchair as he handled the

Investigation...

•

(Cont'd from page 1)
Elkins has said he believes
morale is high among sworn
personnel except on the subject
of pay scales.
Many ordinary troopers agree
that pay is a sore point but also
complain privately that morale
is not good.
Collins said she. expected the
committee to make recommendations that could be implemented immediately or
through legislation.
"This is not a witch hunt," she
stressed.
Collins said "unfortunate
publicity" abedt

THURSDAY, JULY 1141. 19.11

Southeastern state with the most
direct Japanese investment.
Miyazaki said.
The consul visited
Elizabethtown Monday for the
announcement that Akebono
Brake Co. Ltd. of Japan will
build a brake plant there in a
joint venture with General
Motors Corp.
He said the recent investment
activity in Kentucky. including
the 6800 million Toyota plant in
Scott County, is reflective of how
most Japanese investment activity in the past two years has
focused on the South.
A recent study conducted for
the U.S. embassy in Japan
reported that 300 Japanese autoparts makers are ready to build
plants in the United States by
1988. barring any U.S. trade
restrictions.

Electrification

Milk tests...
(Coard from page 1)
a hoax.
"It's not conceivable that they
could have put (cyanide I in the
milk at the plant" because the
milk is processed in large
volumes. Clayton said, noting
that the caller specified 200
gallons of Foremost milk had
been _laced with cyanide.
Waltham also said that he
doubts the milk could have been
tainted at the plant because
plant security is good and
because the company has an
employe who tastes samples of
all milk received at the plant.
"He's still standing," Waltham
said.
Roy McSpadden. Foremost
district manager,said Foremost
drivers on Wednesday began
delivering fresh milk to
Foremost customers in a fivestate area in exchange for milk
dated on or before Aug. 3 and
stamped with the plant number
05-21. The affected states, in addition to Arkansas, are Tennessee, Missouri, Kentucky and
Illinois.

-finalleia I matters connected
with his wife's hospitalization
and their son's birth, as well as
ran numerous errands for him.
With their new son, the
Hoovers returned to their Henry
County home Saturday, July 12.
Hoover. the son of'Frank and
Jean Hoover of Memphis, was
critically injured when a woman
Recalled milk was returned to
turned left into the path of his
motorcycle and crashed into her the plant for sampling and
disposal. The state Department
car.
.His injuries included a broken of Pollution Control and Ecology
leg, a compound fracture of the is disposing the milk by
left arm, a broken wrist and spreading it over Arkansas
pasture lands, said Doug
hand, a separated shoulder and
broken collar bone, broken ster- Szenher, communications coornum, three separated ribs, a dinator for the Pollution Control
broken jaw plus severe bruises Department.
The FBI and Paragould Police
and lacerations.
Unable to get into a car have started a joint investigabecause of a full-leg cast, his tion aimed at finding out who the
periodic trips to his doctor's of- anonymous caller was.
Lt. Harold Brogdon of the
fice were made by ambulance.
The Hoovers met in Nashville Paragould Police Department
where her parents live and said Wednesday police have
where she was working with the several leads in the case.
firm for which his father was Brogdon said the department is
working with FBI Special Agent
associated.
For the past 18 months, they Craig Cormier of Jonesboro and
lived in Paris, where they own the local telephone company to
and operate their own determine the source of the
restaurant supply business, ser- calls, which Cormier said had
ving clients across west Ken- been made locally.
Cormier said the FBI has
tucky and west Tennessee.
With him still recovering from
primary jurisdiction in the case.
his injuries and his wife's time He said unless cyanide'is found
fully occupied . with the new in the milk, the legal violation
baby, the business is "in limbo" will be communicating false inat the moment, he said, adding. 4ormation that a consumer product has been tainted, which
"But if you know anyone who
wants to buy a motorcycle, I've carries a maximum $25,000 fine
or not more than five years imgot one for sale - cheap!,"
prisonment, or both.

Tennesseans thinning herds, too

In selected
developing countneS
Percent of population
With electncity
In rural areas
Taiwan
199%
6129%
Singapore
99%
10%
South Korea

6

195%

11.1143%
Mexico
81%

6.30%
Costa Rica

By JENNIFER JOHNSTON
Associated Press Writer
Tennessee livestock farmers
have been forced to thin their
herds and turn to winter
reserves of hay as the extended
drought continues to scorch
pastures, officials say.
Most state crops have fared
better than those elsewhere in
the Southeast, while livestock
farmers have been hardest hit,
said Bud Quinn, assistant
statistician for the Tennessee
Agriculture Statistical Service.
"The part that's having the
most problems right now is
pastures," he said. "Cotton is
the crop that's showing up the
best. It's a hot weather crop
anyway."

80%

only 10 percent of Tennessee's
pastures are in good condition
while the remainder are fair,
poor or very poor. As a result.
farmers are using stores of
winter hay to feed their stock,
Guinn said.
"We've had reports of people
selling off their cattle because of
lack of feed and pasture. We've
also had reports of reduced milk
production,- he said.
Jerry Schubert, a Loudon
County farmer, attended an auction in Sweetwater recently to
sell two Holsteins.
"If it stays dry. I guess I'll
have to sell the rest of them and
go out and find a job like a cityslicker." said Schubert. in his
mid-30s.

University upperclassmen
receive academic awards

52%
India
77%
Kenya
6%
84%
Nepal
94%
Bangladesh
85%
Niger
84%
Electrification figures are as
of 1982: rural figures, 1985
Chicago Tribune Graphic. SourceWorldwatch Institute

Reagan may
delay missile
deployments
5WASHINGTON (API - President Reagan is willing to delay'
deployment of 'space-based
missile defense systems for five
to seven years if the Soviet
Union agrees to allow expanded
testing of the "Star Wars" cornpenents in the meantime, The
New York Times reported intoday's editions.

Two upperclassmen at Murray State University have been
awarded scholarships by the
Murray State University Alumni
Association • for the 1986-87
academic year.
Laura Lee Walden of Paducah
was selected as winner of the
$500 J.B. Wilson Pre-Pharmacy
Scholarship, and Joanne Yancey
of Hopkinsville was awarded the
$200 Polly Sue Anderson
Memorial Scholarship.
Miss Walden, a sophomore
pre-pharmacy major at Murray
State, is the daughter of Joyce
E. Walden of 3441 Afton Ave. and
William Walden Jr. of 435 S. 19th
St.
The 1984 salotatorian at
Paducah Tilghman High School,
Miss Walden served as a
representative on the Elizabeth
Hall council and is a little sister
for Alpha Tau Omega social
fraternity.
A senior majoring in clothing,
textiles and fashion in the
Department of Home
Economics. Miss Yancey is the
daughter of Mona Yancey, 116 S.
Sunset, and the late Billy Joe
Yancey.
The Wilson scholarship honors
J.B. Wilson who served the Murray community as a druggist for
40 years before his retirement.
He attended Murray State
where he finished the pre-

pharmacy curruculum.
The Anderson scholarship was
established in memory of Miss
Anderson, a Hopkinsville native,
who died March 4, 1984, following an automobile accident in
Dallas. She was a dedicated
teacher of children and youth in
the public schools and her
church.

General Tire plant
hires more workers
MAYFIELD - General Tire
has added 62 employees to its
production staff in the past
several days and has plans of
adding 10 to 12 more in the next
two to three weeks. Kenneth
Herndon, personnel manager,
has announced.
The hirings are a result of the
company's plans announced in
May to hire approximately 90
additional workers and reflect
renewed optimism about future
orders for bias light-truck tires.
Total tire proauction after the—
additional employees are hired
is predicted to reach 23.710 per
day. Last year during the _same
period, production at.the plant
kiveraged 16,300 tires a day.
The current employment total
at the plant is 1..706 compared
with about 1,430 in the summer
of 1985%

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only

$400

per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Only $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

Ingersoll HYDRIVR will operate five
hydraulic, labor saving,
attachments.
HYTILC-HYSPLI1"-HYDRABAGGER
HYDRAVAC -HYDRACUTTER
match-up one or more of these
hydraulically driven attachments to
your Ingersoll HYDRIV' garden tractor.
Enjoy these benefits:
•No additional outside power
source to buy, service, refuel,
and maintain.
• Convenience-All, except
logsp litter are controlled
from the tractor seat.
•Less effort, less noise, less
weight, less vibration. and no
exhaust fumes
•Easily connected or
disconnected to theHYDRIV'
Ingersoll garden tractor.

INGERSOLL.
The New Name 7b Say
For Case Garden 7i-adors

Esantolos of mortify PIJIIMENOte ai 7.0 AIR financing tor 36
months after• 25% down payment
On Amount
to Is• Finencod

Typical Monthly
Payments •I 7 9 APR

$ 600
1200.
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600

25 03
3759
50 07
62 58
75 10
87 61
100 13
112 65

HYTILL'-Hydraulic Tiller

•

Register to win a
FREE

Rell

19"
Color Television

The first 1000 subscribers to
apply for Daily Delivery are eligible
in a drawing to win a FREE 19"
RCA Color TV from Ward-Elkins.

Name

Summer Clearance Sale
Lowest Sale Price In A Long Time
Plus 7.9% Financing
Mode 116 1i,
Yard Tractor
with 44" Deck
Reg $2900

Box No.

City

For More Information CaU 753-1916

HYS,PLIT' — Hydraulic Logsplitter

HYDRACUTTER • — Hydraulic Brush CLgter

Address

Zip

HYDRABAGGER — Hydraulic Collection System

State
OIA I I TIr In Till *.MUUAI rLhmT5I

Phone(
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
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PERSPECTIVE

Flip Wilson's "Geraldine"
needed the devil to blame for
her misadventures, Congress
needs Gramm-Rudman. The
Supreme Court ruled that the
balanced budget law was unconstitutional because it relied on a legislative officer,
the comptroller general, to
make spending cuts, rather
than an executive department official. Since then, Congress has been tinkering with
a new and improved devil —
er, model — that will force it
to do its job.
Recently, Sens. Gramm,
Rudman and Hollings
unveiled their handiwork, a
plan that will make the director of the Office of Management and Budget — an executive officer — the final budget cutter. According to the
senators, the basic law, which
requires the deficit to be cut
in steps until it is wiped out
by 1991, will remain the
same. Under the law, Congress has the first chance to
cut the deficit, but if it can't,
the automatic cutting procedure kicks in.
Without the automatic
budget-cutting mechanism,
Congress,— horror of horrors
— would have to take upon
itself the task of making difficult budget decisions in the

By M.C. Garrott
S

coming years. In a minor test
of such heady freedom, Congress voted recently to keep
in place $11.7 billion in spending cuts made this year under
Gramm-Rudman but invalidated by the Supreme Court
decision.
That exercise in free will
spooked our elected representatives. • Senate Budget
Committee Chairman Pete
Domenici, R-N.M., warned
that it probably won't happen
again. Without the threat of
automatic cuts, he said, Congress is unlikely to vote to cut
the budget in future years.
House Budget Committee
Chairman William Gray, DPa., said the vote to uphold
the cuts means "Congress is
being forced back to reality.
No philosopher-king or chief
executioner is going to make
them for us. We must make
the tough decisions."
If only that were true. With
unemployment still hovering
around 7 percent, economic
growth less than earlier estimates and the gross national
product down in the second
quarter, we're dealing with
an uncertain economy. We
need wise and flexible decision-makers, elected officials,
capable of responding to the
situation at hand.- We don't
need devilish deficit devices.

Business Mirror By John Cutuliff

Should we worry about inflation?
NEW YORK (APi — As the
listless economy stumbles
through the summer heat, the
big question facing the nation's
economic leaders is how to
generate some excitement and
vitality without opening the door
to inflation.
Here are some of the reasons
for confidence that the trick can
be accomplished:
• Labor-cost increases are
low. Morgan Guaranty
estimates that employment
costs, including fringe benefits,
have decelerated from an annual 10 percent rate of increase
in 1980 to less than 4 percent in
the past year.
• Energy costs are low. And
while most of the decline is over,
costs are likely to remain low, a
consequence of conservative
usage and overproduction.
• Commodity prices are low
and weak.
• Debt monetization is low, as
pointed out by economist Robert
Christian of PNC Financial
Corp.
Provident National
Bank, Pittsburgh National
Bank, and other financial
institutions).
Federal deficits, he explains,
are not necessarily inflationary
unless the central bank prints
money to accommodate that
debt. But in the first quarter of
this year the Federal Reserve
was a teller, not buyer, of new
government debt.
• There is sufficient industrial
and human capacity to accommodate an accelerated economy
without putting an inflationary
strain on the system. That is,
there are enough workers and
giant capacity to handle more
activity.
But there are other considerations too, and the first of them is
that when human beings get to
cocky and refer to the death of
inflation it does something to the
beast. It is then, it seems, that

Mrray Ledger & Times

Garrott's Galley

Deficit free will
frightens Congress

inflation sneaks right back.
Yet there are also factors that,
given the right environment,
could put life into inflation.
• The dollar is weakening.
Much of the decline in the
dollar's trading value, relative
to the currency of other nations,
may already have occurred. But
the impact isn't necessarily
over. It could put upward
pressure on prices.
A falling or low valuation of
the dollar means that imported
goods have higher price tags
than. before. In theory, that
means' less competition from
imports. And less competition
might allow domestic producers
to lift prices.
• While energy prices are likely to remain low relative to other
years of the past decade, the biggest part of the downward
pressure on other prices is probably over.
Morgan Guaranty observes
that "even if energy prices were
simply to hold at present levels
in the coming year, the absence
of the earlier depressant influence would contribute to a
faster pace of inflation."
• While wage costs declerated,
the costs of services — haircuts,
medical care, dry cleaning,
movie tickets, rents — remain
fairly high. Some analysts feel
Sikh Catiario are less responsive than wages to economic
conditions.
Adding to concern is the
gradual shift of the economy
from the production of goods to
the providing of services.
Already, the economy is
primarily _scervice-oriented.
and the trend in that direction is
likely to continue.
What would you do?
The question is a very personal one, because it is in your
home that the unwelconie guest
Intends to set up house if you
leave the door ajar.

An ex-boss who has become an author
to be here Sunday to discuss his book
•
My long-time friend and onetime boss up at Morehead State
University, Dr. Adron boron,
will be in town this coming Sunday to speak at three services at
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ.
Adron, whom I've known
almost as long as I can
remember, will be speaking at
the 8:30 and 10:40 services in the
morning and at the 6 o'clock one
in the evening.
Adron, who is president
emeritus of Morehead State,
recently has become a published
author. He has teamed up with a
long-time friend, Dr. J.E.
Choate, to write "The Christian
Scholar: A Biography of Hall
Laurie Calhoun — Protege of
John William McGarvey."
The book has been published
by Gospel Advocate Company in
Nashville, where Dr. Choate is a
professor of philosophy at David
Lipscomb,College.
The book deals with the life of
Hall Laurie Calhoun, a writer,
teacher and preacher who is
considered to have made some
of the greatest contributions to
the church's Restoration Movement in the early 20th Century.
Born in 1863, he died in 1935 at
the age of 72.
Although his funeral had to be
conducted in the Nashville War
Memorial Building because of
the large crowd. Calhoun's
name had become relatively
obscure in the 50 years following
his death.
• • •
The book materialized from
research "Adron began while
preparing a lecture on Calhoun
and which he delivered at
Freeh-Hardeman College in
1981.
He is credited with first
recognizing the overlooking of
Calhoun in the church's Restoration history, and it was at his invitation that Dr. Choate collaborated with him in researching and writing the book. A
copy of it was shared with me by
Glenn Doran, the chief executive officer at Peoples Bank.
He is one of Adron's cousins.
It took the two of them four
years to put the book together
with Adron centering his
research around Lexington and
Central Kentucky, while Dr.
Choate concentrated his in Tennessee between Nashville and
Henderson.
Adron also is one of a
diminishing group of people who
knew and worked with Calhoun,
who at one time was the
associate president of FreedHardeman College.

• • •
Dr. Doran, who is a brother of
Wayne (Gasey) Doran's late
father, and Dr. Choate jiave
known each other for 45 years.
Both are native Graves countians and both attended Murray
State.
Adron went on to serve four
terms in the Kentucky House of
Representatives — one term as
its speaker — and as president
of Morehead. a post he held for
23 years.
Retired now for 10 years or so,
he and his wife Mignon, live in
Louisville.
John Dale. my personable and
humorous friend and the
minister at Seventh and Poplar,
tells me Adron will be ctiscussing
Calhoun's. life and his contributions to the Restoration Movement in his remarks Sunday at
the local church.
• • •
We had a nice note the other
day from Pat Klesow. Pat is the
wife of Paul Kiesow, who used to
be manager of the Fisher Price
plant here in Murray. They now
live in Oxford, N.C., where he is
with the Lenox china people.
Paul has been in Europe
recently for a couple weeks
checking on kilns for some company extension in Nuremlierg,
West Germany area. They get over to Raleigh for
concerts and other major enter.

tainment, Pat writes, pointing
out that she enjoys the closeness
of a large metropolitan area.
They expect to be in- Murray'for
a visit about Aug. 1 after first
stopping' by Louisville to see
daughter Nancy. who is on
surgical rotation at the Veterans
Administration hospital there.
"Drought and hot weather
here," she writes, "so I can't
say it has been a great summer.
although we have been over to
the coast twice for the long
weekends. I'm 'dying' to get
back to the mountains."
• • •
Quote of the week: Dr. Joe
Rexroat, a local dentist-on one of
our clear, bright mornings: "No
matter what the weather is. I'll
be down in the mouth all day."
• • •
Murray golfers continue to
report having seen the red fox at
the Paris Landing golf course. It
seems to have gained some local
lame by streaking out of .the
woods on the 14th hole and making off with the players' golf
balls — especially the orangecolored ones.
If you recall. Industry and
Technology Dean Ken Winters
ahd some of his friends were
among the first to spot the fox
making off with the kolf balls to
her den in the woods.
That was several months ago,
and I told their story here in the

Ten years ago
Maurice E. Humphrey, USDA
Soil Scientist for Soil Conservation Service. ,.'ho lives in Murray, is one 'Or a team of soil
scientists in Alaska this summer
making a soil survey to show soil
limitations for about 110.000
acres in Anchorage Borough, according to SCS Area Conservationist William C. Lowry of
Mayfield.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Nix, July
16.
Murray Little League AllStars lost 22 to 19 to Mayfield in
championship game of tournament. Murray coaches are Jim

GeR021F1F
in.

lag

PoTAT0E5 Ok, CAZzOrS oT<,
LtvER
souP's ok,BUT IT
Looks LIkE wE'LL ?LAVE TO pircg
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Calvin and James Hooper.
St. John's Episcopal Church.
Carolyn Caldwell scored her
Murray Colt League All-Stars
first hole-in-one In 110 yafd 10th
beat Madisonville in district
hole at Oaks Country Club. She
tournament. Phil Jones was pitwas playing golf with Polly
cher for Murray.
Seale. Virginia Jones and
„..X....
Mar ......--Tbirty,%-ears ago
Alice Smith.
Rudy Hendon,' Marvin Hill.
Twenty years ago
Harvey Ellis. Wayne Williams
Mist Libby Sims won Junior
and Ernest Clevenger attended
Specialty Act during 4-H Day at
an area meeting of Soil ConserMurray-Calloway County
vation Supervisors held at Ed
Jaycee Fair. Winners of Senior
dyville Prison Farm
4-H Specialty Act were Mary
Russell Hunt, University of
Williams. Gale 'F'Utches, Judy
Kentucky Tobacco Specialist.
Kelso and Ellen Watson of
will be one of the featured
Calloway County Teen Club.
speakers at Banker-Farmer
The Rev. Bill Knight has acField Day held July 27 on Marcepted the pastorate of Salem
vin Hill farm,
Baptist Church.
Murray lost to Lebanon in one
Miss Judith Anne Gowans. of opening games of 1956 Babe
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Ruth League Baseball TournaJ. Gowans. was married to Jimment here in Murray.
my Lassiter Adams. son of Mrs.
Bobby Foy. son of Mr. and
Fannie Lou Adams, on July 10 at
Mrs. S.V. Foy. has accepted a
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new position in Civil Engineering and will work on his
master's degree at the University of So.uth Carolina at
Columbia.

Thoughts
In Season
111 hen %oil
Here is a strange idea — but
one that may grov,
you as you
think about it. espvcially if you
are the mother ot small children.
1 ha% e disco% ered that all
human evil comes from
this, man's being unable to
sit still in a room.
The author is the seventeenth century religious mathematician
Blaise Pascal.
n

II RITt: LErrivu — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed 1) the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
To the Editor:
Parker's second wife Jennie
will not be published.
Would you please print this in
Vick. sister to Martha had three
Letters should be type% ritten
your newspaper. I am trying to
sons George. John and Edward
and double-spaced if possible
find my Parker relatives. Sam
There could be more children
and should, be on topics of
Parker was born in 188% in
- Also Sam Parker's sister Jane
general interest.
Calloway County, Ky. Tits •
1-nrried John Perizo I would
Letters must not be more than
parents were Tom Parker and.
like to hear from anyone in.the
SOO ords. Longer letters cannot
Elizabeth Wickham."Sotne of the
Parker, Wickham, Vick. or
be published.
Porkers were in ,Hou,Itop Coup._
4-444,4ao.4a.miiky or --anyoneEdi4or re:iwerve the rtght
ty, 'Venn. in 1889 and in
ing anything about any of these. condense or reject any letter
Cheatham County, Tenn. in 1900.
families
and limit frequent writers.
I have the name Willis Parker,
Thank you for printing this,
Address correspondence to:
wife Martha Via. Their sons
Mrs. Mitchell Mettle Beard
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Samuel. Robert and Thomas
312 Old Franklin Road. N.W.
Times, Box 1040, Murray. 1{):
( this could be Tom. Willis
Fairview Tenn 37062
42071.
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column. some were skeptical at
first, but since then she has been
seen several times.
• -One nittie Iatest of our folks to
have seen her is Tom Villaflor.
the assistant chief of radiology
technology at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
The other day. Tom and
Michael Karnes were playing
the Paris course. Karnes lives in
Nashville and is a sale..
representative of the Siemens X.
Ray company, which installed
the hospital's CAT Scan equip•
ment a couple of years ago.
They were on the 14th green
when the fox. which. Tom
figures. measures about :ill inches from the tip of her tail to
her nose, came bravely up onto
the green behind then)
When they finished putting,
she followed then) on over to the
15th tee and stood- motionless in
the background among the
underbrush while they hit their
drives.
"Then she just trotted on back
to the 14th fairway and watched
as a foursome came down the
hill toward the green." Toni
said. "They say she will run off
with the orange-colored halls. so
1 guess she was hoping someone
in that group was playing with
an orange ball. The white ones
she just chews on for-a minute
spits out. But she didn't
make any effort to bother us "

Looking Back
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Irvan descendents meet at club house and at local homes for reunion
Members and
descendents of the family of Dr. O.B. and Ora
Fulton lrvan (both
deceased) met for a
family reunion - the
first in 18 years - over
the July 4th holidays.
The gala celebrations
were hosted by

members of the late Roy
and Lucile Irvan
Weatherly family and
their children.
To kick off the reunion, an ice cream supper was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Richardson,
Aurora, on July 3. •

July 4 was spent with
dinner and supper being
served buffet style at
the Murray Woman's
Club House. Family
mem•bers shared
photographs of days
gone by and recalled
memories.
Also this was a time of
•

V

Pocket The Savings
54

URRAY
MOVIES

Ladies Shoe Sale
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VAMP

Now In Progress

•

95
Buy One Pair For $1 0

getting acquainted with State Park at the home
new family members, of the Richardsons.
the youngest being
On July 5 family
Master Brandon Ray; members enjoyed
son of Mr. and Mrs. boating, golfing and
Kevin Ray of Ocala, treks to the family
Fla., and grandson of cemeteries for informaMr. and Mrs. Rob Ray tion and data on other
of Murray.
ancestors.
Mrs. Richarilson
A hot-dog supper was
presented a -family served at the home of
tree" during visitation. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
representing each Hopkins. On Sunday, Jubranch of the family.
ly 6. a goodbye
L.a t e r__ lam
.y -breakfast was held at
members enjoyed the Holiday Inn, Murray,
fireworks at Kenlake where plans were, made
for an even better Irvan
reunion to be held next
year.
Attending all or part
of the reunion were the
following:
Mrs. Nelle Irvan
Pace: Mr. and Mrs.
John K. Pace, Sarah
and. Elizabeth, Benton;
A Frightening
Mrs. Charles Irvan
Comedy
1:30. 9:15. 7:05. 900
Pace, Mr. and Mrs.
Mark Pace and Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff (Tammy)

CV:

8AcicaScHooz

Ae.

Mrs. Eileen Irvan,
widow of Eugene Irvan,
called earlier in the
week, but was unable to
attend. Also calling
were Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert (Eloise Irvan
Erwin who were unable
to travel;
•
Family ,members of
Roy and Lucile Irvan
Weatherly attending
were the following:
Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm tia..n.i_ce
Sublett, Tom Sublett,
and Mr. and Mrs. Barry
Sublett. Denver. Colo.,
Miss Shannon Sublett,
Indian Wells. Calif.; Mr.
Kay
and Mrs. Rob
Ray, Murray; Mr. and
Mrs.- Kevin Ray and
son, Brandon, Ocala.
Fla.:
Mr. and Mrs. Henry
(Mary Frances)
Richardson. Aurora;
Mr. and Mrs. Martin
( Willette t Oliverio and
Rachel. Huntington Sta-

tion, N.Y.; Richie
Richardson,
Bridgeport, Conn.; Roy
Richardson, Northport,
N.Y.;
Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Weatherly and son,
David, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry GinnO Hopkins.
Lanette Hopkins, Lisa
Morris and Matthew, all
of Murray; Mrs. Mark
(Leslie) Denham and
son. Christopher. Colorado Springs, Colo;
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
(Nettie Jones. Almo;
Miss Shannon Jones,
Lexington; Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Weatherly
and sons. Robert and
Preston, and Harry
Weatherly and sons,
Harry II and Robert,
Murray.
A special guest attending was Mrs. Mahala
Brown, sister of Mrs.
Ora F. Irvan. She is a
(Cont'd on page 5)
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Designer sketches of the Duchess of York's
wedding dress show the details of the ivory
silk duchess satin gown with a 171/2-foot train.

LONDON (APISarah Ferguson's bridal
dress, one of the bestkept secrets of Wednesday's royal wedding. is

•
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Although penguins
cannot fly, the Adelie
penguin uses its short
wings to swim through
the water at speeds up
to 25 mph.
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The Dakota

A

"Quality Makes The Difference"

an ivory silk satin gown shaped bow.
Details of the bride's
beaded with the bees
and thistles of her coat gown were made public
of arms and anchors to coincide with the moand waves for her Royal ment that Miss
Ferguson stepped into
Navy prince.
the black-and-gold trimWith its low, curved
med Glass Coach at
neckline and fitted
Clarence House on her
bodice, the gown shows
way to Westminster Aboff the figure of the
bey for her marriage to
26-year-old bride, who
Prince Andrew.
on Tuesday described
Several manufac•
the creation by London
turers had promised to
designer Lindka
rush out copies of the
Cierach as
elaborate bridal gown,
"incredible."
•
which took three months
The gown, with full to make. One manufacsleeves edged in pearls, turer. Sidney Ellis. said
has a dropped waist and his first copy would be
falls into a wide skirt on sale within five hours
which is flat in front and at a London department
full at the back, with a store for $1,275.
ITht-foot train flowing
The bride insisted
from beneath a fan- Tuesday, "There will
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Description of royal wedding dress given
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This event and the upto-dateness of each was
part of the recent visit
and conversation when
six close friends met for
lunch. One of them,
Letha Lyons Watrous,
drove from her home in
Owensboro for the oneday get-together. The
occasion was prompted
by the return visit of the
former Nancy Wear
who was visiting her
mother, Mrs. Georgia
Wear Adams.
The six included:
Letha Lyons Watrous,
Nancy Wear mimes,
Kay Weatheri
Ray.
Ann - Perry
Sue Parker arner and
Lochie Fay Hart
Lando
I learned of the happenings of the six, who
met and pooled their activities since graduating
from high school.
Ann Perry is Mrs.
Ronald Churchill,
Cleveland, Ohio. She
teaches business in high
school. She and husband, "Sonny" _who
retired early, have two
children and one
granddaughter.
Sue Parker, Mrs.
John Warner, lives in
Elizabethtown where
she teaches
kindergarten. John is a
commercial artist at

l;
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The graduating trip
for the Murray High
School seniors seems
like it was yesterday.
But it was 35 years ago
that the 1951 class
pioneered in trip-taking
- longer than one day
excursions - usually to
the Cotton Carnival in
Memphis. This class
was unusual then and a
model group even by today's standards of excellence. Forty-three
wore the camp and
gown and left the next
afternoon for an allexpense week trip to
Biloxi and New Orleans.
Not because I was the
sponsor, am I proud of
this class; but by their
cooperative attitude in
school and scholarship
is my statement made.
They planned and'worked at making money for
this trip from the eighth
grade. As it should have
been, representatives of
the class asked the administration through
W.Z. Carter, the
superintendent, for permission to work for and
make the trip.
Parents cooperated,
too. For a few in the
class it was the first
train ride - from
Fulton to Memphis. The
remainder of the trip
was by bus.

Magazine Club hears
program on weddings

•
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Pomeroy, all of
Clarksville, Tenn.:
Mr. and Mrs. 0.13. Irvan, Memphis. Tenn.:
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Irvan. Kristina, Stephanie
and Stephen. New
Orleans. La.; Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Irvan and
Ashlee, Germantown,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs.
Jim (Linda ) Eales,
Champaign. Ill.; •
Virginia lrvan Dixon,
w as
de e.e_as.ed
remembered, as was
Lois Irvan Jones who
was unable to attend.
Family members of
Mrs. Lydia Irvan.
unable to attend, and
the late Karl W. Irvan
present were Mr. and
Mrs. Phil Irvan. Joshua
and Jeffery.
Philadelphia. Pa.. Miss
Lisa Irvan, Saugus.
Calif., Mr. and Mrs. Joel
Irvan, Stephanie, Jason
and Jonathan, Atlanta,
Ga.;

Rodney
Dangerfield PIE

4

observations
by lochie hart

never be a dress to
match it."
The beading is based
on the bride's recently
adopted coat of arms
showing thistles with
bees hovering over
them. These are interwoven with anchors,
waves and hearts on the
train which has in the
center a huge A interwoven with two small
Ss.
The veil, made of pure
silk bobbinet, is
scalloped with embroidered hearts along
the edge and beaded
throughout with sequins
and punctuated with
tiny bows.
Although she was not
well known in London's
top fashion circles
before being chosen to
design the royal gown,
Ms. Cierach's one-of-akind wedding gowns,
which cost at least
$7,500, are noted for
their exquisite fabrics
and beautiful detailing.
The price of the royal
wedding gown was not
divulged.
Like most traditional
brides, Sarah Ferguson
said she would wear
something old,
S omething new,
something borrowed
and something blue but
she refused to disclose
what the blue item
would be. saying only
that it wasn't a garter.
The dress is new, and
the borrowed Item Is a
- diamond tiara lent by a
family friend.
She also wore a pearl.
gold and diamond
necklace and pearl and
diamond cluster
earrings.
Her shower bouquet of
lilies, gardenias and
traditional myrtle and
veronica, cut from
bushes grown from cut_tinag _frArk,
torti wedatig bow- •
quet, qualified as
something old.
In her red hair, she
wore lilies and clusters
of cream roses and
gardenias following the
outline of the tiara.

C.C. I..r)vry of the program commitenter] the progrirm tee. introduced
at the June 26th meeting laowry.
of the Magazine Club
tevotions wrov -led by
held a,t--the home of 14•6*.c....---Mrs...U.-A. Johnston whf
1aiTy Whayne.
read quotations -.1111
-June Weddings" was Friendship and cunCluilthe theme of Mrs. ed with a Message on
Lowry's: program. She coping with
quoted from several problems.
authorities on wedding
Mrs. (11ga Freeman.
procedures. identified
president.
presided. The
the origins of many
traditional wedding resignation of Mrs. R.F.
)ixon was accepted
customs, tracing some
upon her moving to
current social conventions to Jewish, Greek Atlanta.(
and Roman patterns
Decorations of sumPrevailing usages in mer lilies were used at
foreign countries were vantage points in the
described
'indicating W h a N. Ti e h is ni e
•
variance in etiquette in
el reshme in IS Were
practice today. The served by Mrs.‘Vhayne.
wedding dress of Ws_
Mrs. Jack Sunk. of
John Livesay was .ong Beach. Calif..
displayed.
laughter of Mrs. E.C.
Mrs. Timothy Graves Jones. was a guest.
•

Hospital dismissals
listed for Wednesday
Murray -Calloway
County Hospital has
released the dismissals
for Wednesday, July 23.
No newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Katrina Cooper
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
.166A. Cedar Lake
'Estates, Camden.
Tenn.; Charles Carr,
Rt. 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Shannon Walter.
Rt. 1, Box 284B, Big Sandy. Tenn.; Ms. Elva
Leona Lawrence. Rt. 1,
Kirksey;
William Turner, Rt. 2.
Box 159, Farmersburg.
Ind.; Mrs. Carol Cain.
Rt. 1. Box 257,
Farmington-'

Larry Poyner. Rt. 1.
Farmington; Charles
Thurman Jr., Box 254,
Murray:. Robert
Mimms, Rt, 1, Box 90,
Benton:
,
Walter Conner. 1506
Sycamore St., Murray:
Mrs. Mildred Bell. 403
South Ninth St.,
Murray;
Raymond Parkhill. •
c/o 0. Parkhill. 4520H
Central St.. Charlotte,
N.C.: Mrs. Lillian
Rogers. Rt. 3. Box 94,
Murray.; •
Mrs. Volena West. RI.
1, Sedalia; Leonard
Clayton, Rt. I. Box 247,
Puryear. Tenn.: Mrs. .
Gretchen Colson, Rt. 1.
Hardin

((ont'd from page 4)

Mrs. John Ed Covington
great-great-great-aunt awl daughter. Sharon
to the youngest genera- Parker, and daughter
tion 'attending. Alm) at- and son-in-law, Kelly
tending with her was and Katie Richardson.
her daughter. Mrs.
Also signing the guest
Mary Jo Myers of register were Mrs.
Benton.
Clover Cotham and KenCousins attending ny Wayne Kingins. Murwere Pat Irvan Coy: ray. and Hill (:tiess,
ington. Murray. Mr. and Lexington.

•
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The graduates of 1951 chiss of Murray High School pose in the
high school chapel (now the _Middle School) for their picture..
They are, from left, front row, Lochie Fay Hart, Betty Sue
Hutson, Jenne Lou 'Jellison, Geneva Sue Allison, Sue Parker,
Kay Wt.atherly, Ann Perry, Mrs. George Hart,sponsor, Letha
Lyons, Wanda Mcite3 molds, Glenda Kirkland, Myrtle Dunn,
Peggy Rowland, Ronald Jones; middle row, Gene Hendon,
Charles Skaggs, Jimmy Jones, Mason Evans, Bobby Dowdy,
Billy Joe Parker, Thoncrs Lee Hopkins, William Thomas
Parker, James Dale Outland. Billy Outland, Bobby Foy, Tom-

my Walton, Gene Wells, Zetta Yates, James Glasgow; back
row, Gene Cahoon, Buddy Buckingham, Freida Jones, Sue
Jones, Shirley Henry, Nancy Wear, Carolyn Melugin, Mat,
Buchanan, Martha Parker, Wanda Vance, Zonn Patton, Mo
deans Parker, Martha Bland, Anne Fenton and Patsy Robertson. Not knowing the married names of all the girls, I have used the names as I knew them. I see some of group, those
residing in Murray, occasionally. There is a thrill that a
teacher feels when former students become adults and make
contributions wherever they are.

.1*
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2 Items or More Thick or Thin
Good on Eat-In. Pickup or I
Expires July 31. 1986
Not Valid With Any Other Coupon
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-Pick a
card, any
card...
and suit
„ yourself
'for fun
and fashion ,
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Olympic Plaza
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Jewelry
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NEW
MARKDOWNS
DAILY!

DELIVERS IT ALL

'Summer

Values to $50 On

Values to $220

Pizza inn

(S6
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Entire
Summer
Stock

same Size. Same Type Thick or The,
r good on Eat-In Only
Expires July 31. 1956
I
Not Valid With Any Other l'oopor) t III.-
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Buy One Pizza,
Get One Free
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Fort Knox. they have
three children.
Letha Lyons. Mrs.
Fran Watrous, is
librarian of two grade
schools. Fran, a former
Murray State athlete, is
principal of a grade
school in Owensboro.
They have one daughter
and a grandson.
Nancy Wear, Mrs. Les
Grimes, lives in
Winston-Salem, N.C.
She took early retirement as a first grade
teacher. Her husband is
a general contractor.
They have a son and
daughter and one
grandson. Kay Weatherly is
Mrs. Rob Ray. Rob is
retired. Kay is a
homemaker. They have
two children and a
grandson.
Lochie Fay. Hart is
Mrs. Gene Landolt. She
is employed with the
Murray Cablevision.Gene is a salesman.
They have three
children and two
grandchildren.
The six discussed the
idea of having a 36th
class reunion. The 10th
and 20th reunions were
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Observations...

tion department of Mur- tractive mother and
ray State. A charming children are in sight, I
young couple. Jamie forget. So was the case
and Jerry.
Sunday when Raylene
• • •
Gagel and her children,
I have to keep remin- Joe, a second grader,
ding myself to pay at- and Jessie, first grader,
tentlo1NQJe serviceain sat in front of me.
church. IltIwhen an at- Raylene sat between the
two who were quiet and
attentive. Mother and
daughter wore alike
skirts. Mrs. Gagel is a
teacher in the
W.A.T.C.H. program.
and assistant to director, Peggy Williams.
• • •
Lunching with Betty
Riley and Ruby Pool
recently, I learned of
former Murrayans and
alumni, Murray State.
Waltar M•hr
Phormacist-Ownor
Betty recently visited
with Dr. and Mrs.
Willard Dill, Biloxi. The
former Imogene Parks
continues teaching first
grade and husband, a
DEVELOPING SPECIAL
psychiatrist, has an of-

UNCLE
JEFF'S
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

PHOTO COUPON

Coming community events listed

Couple plans September wedding

(Cwit'd from page 5)

reviewed. No 30th gettogether was held.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Lyons are ne.w acquaintances of mine. I met
them in church Sunday
and learned that he
teaches in the recrea-

FILM
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Thursday,July 24
Compassionate
"arent Support Group
Arill meet at 7:30 p.m. at
alloway County Health
;enter.
---Chapter 50 of Disabled
American Veterans and
Auxiliary are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at
American Legion
Building.
---Murray Shrine Club
will meet at 6 p.m. at
The Boston Tea Party.
Holiday Inn.
---Health Council Committee of Purchase Area
Development District
will meet at 7 p.m. at
PADD office, U.S.
Highway 45 North,
Mayfield.
---Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church to
carpool to Kenlake
Music Barn. Aurora.
---Prepared Childbirth
Class will meet at 7 p.m.
in third floor classroom
of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.

6

$1.99 Pregnancy weight
15 Expos4re $2.59
studies discussed
20 or 24 Exposure $3.99
12 Exposure

36 Exposure

LI

$5.99

Offer good from 110,
126, 135 and Disc color
print C-41 orders for
regular prints
Does not include CustoMat 35, Mork 35,
foreign film or processing by Kodak.
Good July 21-27 with coupon

Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
753-7688

Hwy. 641 South

WASHINGTON (API
- Women who gain 26 to
35 pounds during
pregnancy run a
significantly lower risk
of losing their child to
stillbirth or late miscarriage than women who
put on less than 16
pounds. a government
study shows.
The study by the National Center for Health
Statistics said women
who gain less than 16
pounds have a fetal

Donna Gail Swift and
Steven Wayne Ashworth to marry

DATEBOOK
Patients dismissed

We Stock The
Finest '
Major Labels

Visa And
Mastercard
Welcome

GWEN S
• to

FINAL SUMMER
CLEARANCE SALE

5

0% AND MORE
All Summer Merchandise

Gwen's Stout Shop Offers The Largest Selection Of Large Size (36 To 60) Merchandise In
Western Kentucky Gwen's Gives You A
Choice Now At Special Prices.
2302 Kentucky Ave., Paducah, Ky.—
Hwy. 148 So. of Herrin, Ill.

We Carry
Girl's Preteen Fashions
Our fall merchandise
is here and do we have it
all! Stirrup pants, oversized tops, sweaters and.
more in all the latest
styles! Bright, bold knits
by Crazy-Horse and Next.

All Boy's & Girl's
Summer Merchandise

/
1 2 PRICE
•

4
0
)

•111..

Books group wilt meet

Bible School on Sunday

alive to women with little weight gain tended to
be small babies, who
have more health problems and higher infant
mortality rates.
Despite the value of
the added weight, the
study said a substantial
proportion of pregnant
women do not gain
enough.

New Group
Medicare
Supplement Plans
Announced — At
Rates As Low
As $21 A Month!
Washington D.C.
A
association has looked into
Medicare. and into insurance
plans to help America's
senior citizens protect
themselves against the
hospital and medical charges
not paid by Medicare.
Barb Enloe, National
Director of the Federation of
American Consumers and
Travelers (FACT.), says,
as a result of the study, new
Group Plans of insurance
have been designed which
provide affordable help for
people on a fixed income.
Members of F.A.C.T. may
purchase the protection for
as little as $21.00 a month.
Mrs. Enloe says all
members who are age 65 or
older and who are eligible for
Medicare are guaranteed acceptance, regardless of past
or present health conditions.
She also emphasized that
the plans are underwritten
by leading companies which
have been carefully in.
vestigated by F.A.C.T 's Insurance Advisory Board

Come In and See Our
Great Selection.

qOP

ma we!
*2

.

.1.••

Maternity and Childrens Shoppe
Open Monday-Saturday, 10-6
Central Shopping Center

759-9578

ii

Local persons who
want information,
without obligation,
Group
about the
Plans, may contact:

Bennett & Associates
305 N. 4th Murray
1- —Phone "Paa-TriS
t ersons who already
belong to FACT may
receive full details about the
Group insurance at the same
number and address

Church plans events
Sinking Spring Baptist Church will have its
155th anniversary homecoming on Sunday, July
27. The Seekers Quartet of Graves County will be
the featured singers for the afternoon gospel
singing. The Rev. Don Pippin, guest evangelist,
will speak at 11 a.m. and is the speaker for the
revival services at the church each evening at
7:30 p.m. A basket dinner will be served at noon
on Sunday. Other activities will include roll call
of church members, baptismal service, past
reflections and fellowship. A nursery will be
provided.

Singing at Grace
A gospel singing will be Saturday. July 26, at 7
p.m. on the parking lot of Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth St., Murray. In case of rain, the
singing will be held inside the church. Featured
groups will include Melody Makers, United
Quartet and Calvary Quartet.

Concert at Memorial
Son Celebration, a summer missions music
team sponsored by Kentucky Baptist Convention, will present a concert on Sunday, July 27, at
7 p.m. at Memorial Baptist church. This team
consists of students from Georgetown College,
University of Kentucky, University of Louisville
and Joluma Kazlauskas representing Murray
State University.

Church plans services
Pleasant Valley Church of Christ, located on
Highway 280, Pottertown Road. will have a
gospel meeting July 25 to 27. Dalton Vaughn of
Calvert City will be the speaker for the services
at 7 p.m.on Friday and Saturday and at 10 and 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday.

A reception will follow
at the church.
All friends and

Horoscope

Gee

ek

relatives are invited to
attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Local girl wins at pageant

Singles plan events
The Murray Single Connection will have a
special event on Saturday. July 26. The group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in parking lot.of North
Branch of Peoples Bank to carpool to Pirate's
Cove for a picnic, boating, volleyball and tennis.
Also the group will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7
p.m. at First United Methodist Church tqcarpool
to Kenlake Music Barn at Aurora and later to
Blewe's for dessert. For information call Dick at
436-2174. Ruth at 753-3735 or Linda at 753-9414.

Revival at Dexter
Gospel Center Holiness Church at Dexter will
have revival services starting Monday, July 28,
and continuing through Saturday. Aug. 2. The
Rev. Eulas Greer, pastor of Brooks Chapel and
Bethel United Methodist Churches, will be the
speaker for services at 7 p.m. each evening.

Martins visit here

Saturday
July 26th
Any Hat Worn
Gets You
.
$ 1 00

OFF

1971 reunion planned

ot\AF. C108

The 1971 Class of Calloway County High School
will have its 15-year reunion on Saturday, August
23, at Executive Inn, Paducah. The class has extended its deadline for getting in reservations.
Any class member who did not receive a letter or
who has any questions contact Judy Winchester
Scruggs, 492-8459, after 5 p.m.

145- 61-q
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Goshen plans school
Goshen United Methodist Church will have
Vacation Bible School starting Monday, July 28,
and continuing through Friday, Aug. 1. Classes
for preschool through sixth grade will be from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m., Monday through Friday. All
children in the community are invited to attend.

The. Price"Of An All Day Pass!

Sunday-Friday
Sunday 11 a.m.
Nightly 7:30 p.m

"EVERYONE WELCOME-

Lions Club gets banner

c.:vneisrlin.ear4vneonvirwanwr4w%54r4ler -Av

Youth Club plann0
A parent meeting for registration of Youth
Club of First Christian Church will be Sunday.
July 27, at 7 p.m. in the church parlor. This is for
youth, age 4 through Grade 12 and will start
meeting weekly on Wednesday, Aug. 27. Carol
Falwell is the director and for more information
call 759-4359 or the church office. 753-3824.

Sinking Spring Bap"Sing Out, Ken- tist Church
will have its
tucky!" will be 1 55th
atrirrversary
presented at 8 p.m. at homecoming
today.
Kenlake State Resort
---Park.
Family Bible .School
---will start at 6
Hazel and Douglas University
Churth o
Cehters will be open Christ.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
---for activities by senior
Gourmet Cabaret by
citizens.
Community Theatre
--will be at 8 p.m. in
Kentucky Lake
Chapter of National
Association of Retired
Birthday
Federal Employees will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at
from
Calloway Public
a
Library.
---i\
Round and square
dancing will be from
7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn
with 30%
Grove Roller Rink.
Kt. Gold
------jc wetly 2rid
Events in Land -Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
show proof .4
p.m. at Golden . Point
birthday.
Visitor Center; LAL
2. 3 days before
Wildlifeat 1:30 p.m. and
days after
Beaver's World at 2:30
3. Gitil he used with
p.m. at Woodlands
'any 4 her prornotilm
Nature Center.
-V Under 18 musts ts:
terrriffiTniriP's guardian
Twilight golf is
Downtown Sturr.it
scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
:Otos.: English
at Oaks Country Club.
os9.4S-i
----

Terry Lynn Dillon born
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Dillon, Rt.5, Benton,are
the parents of a son, Terry Lynn, weighing eight
pounds 12 ounces, measuring 22 inches, born on
Wednesday. July 16, at Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. They have one datighter,
Amber Jean, 3. The mother is the former Darla
Scillion. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John
Dillon of Dexter and Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
Scillion of Rt. 5, Benton. Great-grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Willard of Rt. 5, Benton,
and Mrs. Fairy Pritchett of Dexter.

Hwy 641
Gilbertsydle Ky
l'r miles from
Ky Dam

onder
aters

on 14

off

a special
birthday- gift
Rules to clink\
••Must

at Kentucky Lake

Ky. Grafts
Antiques Is
Now Open 11-8!

GOSPEL. MEETING
Friendship
Church of Christ
July 27 - August

Country
4 Notions
& Antiques

Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Martin and daughters.
Linda and Mary. of Jenks, Okla., have been the
guests in the home of Euel and Ruby Bray.

w New.

Genesis has top record

Your Individual

Happy

HAT DAY

I

Iristmas;
in July

Pre-Inventory Sale

11 12

and less

14K
Pierced
Earrings

i
o 20-40% off
Pulsar &
11
Seiko
Watches

20%

Summer Dresses

1/2 & Less

1 Group

$10 & '15

Blouses
1 Group

10 & 95
95

Slacks
Swimsuits
Coverups

$15

1 Group

Sportswear
Lingerie

Discontinued
crystal

Colibri
Lighters
50%

50%

off

New Low
I Price on Spode
Christmas
Tree
Dinnerware

off

Ladies Diamond l
A
Cluster Rings in
White Gold

s

30%

off

'Many Other Items Discounted In The Store

The Mademoiselle 3hop
Downtown Murray

iFutehega.4ewelry
113 S. 4th

es‘.
`

off

All

753 2835
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Saturday,July 26
Sunday,duty 27
'Sunday.July 27
Sunday,July 21
Sunday,July 27
Gospel singing will be Playhouse in Murray.
Best-selling records of Jackson
Building, South Sixth in church parlor. For inat 7 p.m. on parking lot Calloway County Park.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30p.m. the week of July 20 bas5. "Holding Back the
and Maple Streets. For formation call
759-2359 - at The Homeplace-1850; e d on Cashbox
of Grace Baptist For information call
Years." Simply Red
information call or 753-3824.
Church.
Skywalk at 11 a.m..and 2 magazine's nationwide
759-1752.
6. "Danger Zone."
753.0061, 762-3399 or
---p.m. at Golden Pond survey have been Kenny Loggins
---753-7764.
---Murray Single ConVisitor Center: Stencil- released as follows:
National Museum of
---Annual homemade ice ing Demonstration at 1
nection will meet at 9:30 Boy Scouts of America
7. "Who's Johnny." El
1. "Invisible Touch,"
Men's Invitational cream
supper will be at p.m. at Empire Farm: Genesis
a.m. in parking lot of will be open from 9 a.m.
DeBarge
Golf Tournament will 6:30
p.m. in fellowship LBL Wildlife at 1:30
North Branch of to 8 p.m. "The Unknown
8. "Glory of Love,"
2 ''Sledgehammer,"
continue at Murray
hall of First United p.m. and Tackle Those Peter Gabriel
Peoples Bank to go to Scout" will be present at
Peter Cetera
Country4Club.
Methodist Church.
Pirate's Cove for a 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Ticks at 2:30 p.m. at
3. "There'll Be Sad
---9. "No One Is to
day's outing.
Woodlands Nature Songs (To Make You
---A parent meeting fgr
Blame."
Howard Jones
---Center.
Cry." Billy Ocean
AA will have a closed ' registration of Youth
10. "Love Touch."
Events in Land BetSouth Pleasant Grove meeting at 4 p.m. at
4. -Nasty." Janet' Rod
Club of First Christian ween' the Lakes
Stewart
will inHomemakers Club will American Legion
Church will be at 7 p.m. clude Iron Industry
have a family get'
at
4111.
together at 7 p.m. at
Golden Corral
Restaurant.
---Annual meeting of
Hicks Cemetery will be
from 8 a.m. to noon.
Frances Drake
---Men's Invitational
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out
Golf Tournament will
what the stars say, read the
forecast given fbr your birth sign.
open at Murray Country
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 25, 1986
Club. A dance for all
club members will be
ARIES
SCORPIO
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
"It
(Oct.
23 to Nov.21)
---Self-confidence abounds. Both
Children are a source of special
Independence United
thinking and concentration are good happiness. Both
business and pleaMethodist Church will
today. Still, you must be on guard sure are happily
accented, but don't
have a gospel singing
against those who misrepresent take on more
than you can handle.
featuring The
themselves in business.
SAGITTARIUS
Neighbors Quartet at 7
TAURUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
p.m.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
This a good time to visit grandchilDespite social successes today, you dren, though you're
---tempted to also
may wish for some time by yourself spoil them.
1986 West Kentucky
Dealings with banks and
towards nightfall. Tackle those realtors also look
Bible Lectures will
promising.
AA and Al-Anon will
unfinished obligations.
begin at Sunny Slope
CAPRICORN
have closed meetings at
GEMINI
Church of Christ, Rt. 5,
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
8 p.m. at First Christian
(May 21 to June 20)
It's not the best time for company,
Old Mayfield Road,
Church, Benton. For inYou should be on top of the world though home life is
Paducah.
favored. Partners
formation call 753-0061,
regarding career progress now. Some are busy making
plans.
You're the
762-3399, 753-7764 or
receive bonuses or special assign- recipient of good
news today.
Dance with music by
753-7663.
ments. Old friends are best for AQUARIUS
Rowdy will be from 8
socializing.
---(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
p.m. to midnight at
CANCER
"Sing Out. KenThe financial picture brightens for
Murray Moose Lodge.
(June 21 to July 22)
tucky!" will be
you. Fulfill a social. obligation today.
This is for members
A conservative path is best in Disregard
presented at 8 p.m. at
rumors. Morning hours are
business today. Stay clear of far- best.
Lake Barkley State only.
Lee
Ann
Rayburn,
fetched'
Murray,
schemes. You'll be hearing PISCES
left in back row, who represented Murray in the
Resort l'ark.
AA and Al-Anon will
from someone who lives at a dis- (Feb. 19 to
warno
1986 Miss Teen of Kentucky Scholarship and Recognition
Mar.20)
Pageant held in
71101
tance.
meet at 8 p.m:, at
Frankfort, July 18-20, was named first runner-up in the pageant
Things
go
pretty
much
finals
your
held
way
Board of Oaks Coun- American
LEO
at Captiol Plaza Hotel in Frankfort. Candidates were judged
Legion
and • your self-confidence improves.
on scholastic*
try Club is scheduled to Building.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
South. Sixth
record, service and achievement to school and community,
Career is highlighted. Avoid financial
personal
meet at 8 p.n.
You'll be making important busi- involvements with
and Maple Streets.
development, interview, personality projection in formal wear and
friends.
general
---ness moves or investments now.
YOU BORN TODAY are capable of
awareness test. Angela Brunker of Cynthia, front left, was named
1986 Miss
Friday,July 25
Capitalize on oppbrtunity. Swap' life deep thought
_National Museum of
and are adventurous
Teen of Kentucky. The event raised over $1,200 for United
goes best with.faamiliaeties.
Gospel sitiging featur; Boy Scouts of• America
Cerebral Palsy in
Though You have unusual viewpoints,
a
special
Scavenger
Hunt.
Also
pictured are Sandy Watts, Paducah, back
VIRGO
ing Tpe Heritage will be open from
you sometimes are slow in making up
9 a.m.
right, and Lynda Barron, Henderson, front right. Lee Ann,
(Aug.23 to Sept22)
Singers will start at 7 to 8p.m. "The
,
daughter of
your mind. You are drawn to the
linknown
David
and
Wanda
Attend
Rayburn
to
of
domestic,agairs. Happi- theater and usually have
Murray, was one of 37 teenaged girls parp.m. at New Jenny Scout" will appear
no trouble in
at 11
ness comes through partners and
ticipating in the pageant. Her sponsors were Allison Photography,
'Ridge Pentecostal a.m. and 2 p.m.
commercializing your creative
Mr. and
close
acquaintances.
Mrs.
Some
Lubie
singles,
Roberts,
Mrs. Elvyn Rayburn, JAE Enterprises, Inc., Cain's
Church, located off
talents. Law and politics may also
---though, may not exercise good judg- appeal to
AMC-Jeep, Inc., The Shoe Tree, Mr. and Mrs. R. David Rayburn,
you. You should be a
Highway 94 East.
Bank of
Gourmet Cabaret by
ment tonight.
specialist in your field. However, you
Murray. Corn-Austin Co. and Mademoiselle Shop.
---Community Theatre
LIBRA
will find the world of experience to
Annual Cemetery Day will be at 8 p.m. in
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
be your greatest teacher. Birthday of:
will start at 10 a.m. at Playhouse' in
Schedule interviews and business Frank Church,
Murraypolitician; Maxfield
Mt. Pleasant United Calloway
appointments on this day when you'll
County Park.
Parrish. painter; and Jack Gilford,
Methodist Church.
make
valuable
progress.
For information call
actor.
---759-1752.
`
1111.11111111.11111M1111111rmar
Practice round for
---Murray Country Club
"Sing Out, KenInvitational Golf Tour- tucky !"-I will
be
nament will be at club. presented at 8
p.m. at
No twilight golf will be Lake Barkley
State
held. Friday night social Resort
Park.
will be at club.
0
---121 Bypass
---Events in Land BetMurray
Greater Paducah ween the Lakes
753-6774
will inArea Chapter of Parents clude Reed
Basket
Without Partners will Workshop from 9
a.m. to
meet at 8 p.m. in Irvin 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm:
Cobb ballroom, Iron Industry at
10:30
I'aducah..
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and
---Muzzzleloading Rifle
Potluck supper will be Match at 2 p.m. at The
served at 6 p.m. at Homeplace1850
Kirksey United Skywalk at 11 a.m. and
Speaker: Ronald Coleman
2
Methodist Church prior p.m. at Golden Pond
Arab, Alabama
to revival sevice at 7:30 Visitors Center:
LBL
p.m.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
---Summer Fishing and
Games are scheduled Smoking Fish at 2:30
Lion Jim Miller, right, of Reidland-Farley Club, past district governor of
at 8 p.m. at Murray p.m. at . Woodlands
43K,
presents the home club banner to the Murray Lions Club as Lion Arvin
Moose Lodge. This is for Nature Center.
Crafton, left, is serving this year as district governor of 43K. Accepting the
. members only.
---banner is Lion Mike Outland, center, president of Murray Club. Presenting
---Sunday,July 27
the
program on Tuesday at Murray Woman's Club House were Crafton,
AA and Al-Anon will
Son Celebration will
Outland and Lion Yancey Watkins who reported on activities of the National
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U. present
a concert at 7
Lions' Club convention they attended with their wives at New Orleans, La.
Kevil Center. South 10th p.m. at
Memorial BapWatkins, past district governor, was, coordinator for All-State Kentucky
Street Extended, tist
Church.
Band of 43 members playing at the national convention.
Mayfield.

fice in Biloxi. Imogene's
mother. Mrs. Jewel
Haley Parks, is in a nursing home nearby.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Swift of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching mar• • •
riage of their youngest
Reunions bring people daughter, Donna Gail,
home. So was the case of to Steven Wayne
the meeting of Ashworth, son of Mr.
graduates of Kirksey and Mrs. Samuel E.
High School who met in Ashworth of Hurricane,
cafeteria of Calloway W.Va.
Miss Swift is the
County High School
recently. Margaret Nell granddaughter of Mr.
Cole Boyd had her and Mrs. J.D. Robinson
brother, Gene Cole, as a of Murray and of Mr.
guest. Both are Kirksey and Mrs. Eldridge H.
alums. Gene lives in Swift of Almo.
The bride-elect is a
Great Falls, Va.
Margaret Nell sings 1981 graduate of
with the Front Porch Calloway County High
Swing, a barber shop School and a 1984
harmony group, graduate of Murray
directed by Larrie State University. She is
Clark, retired professor presently employed as
of music at Murray Administrative AssisState University. They tant, Education for the
are preparing for a pro- Tennessee Bankers
gram in August on the Association in
Nashville, Tenn.
Riverfront.
Mr. Ashworth is the
grandson of Ms. Edith
E. Bailey and of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel H.
Ashworth, all of Hurricane, W.Va.
The groom-elect is a
1980 graduate of Hurdeath rate of 10.5 per ricane High School. He
1,000 live births, com- served four years in the
pared with a death rate United States Air Force
of 3.8 at the higher and presently is
weight range.'
employed as a telecomThe statistics, based munication service
on a sample of nearly representative for
16,000 pregnancies, sug- M.C.I. Telecommunicagest that current tions in Nashville, Tenn.
obstetric guidelines for
The wedding will be
weight gain may be too solemnized on Satur- Cumberl.and
conservative. Those day. Sept. 27, at 4 p.m. Presbyterian Church,
guidelines, issued in at North Pleasant Grove Murray.
1983. suggest that
weight gain during
pregnancy should be
between 22 and 27
pounds.
But the new figures
• show progressively betLocal . persons recently dismisged from
ter outcomes with Lourdes Hospital,Paducah,include Charles For,
weight gains up to 35 tiernf Hardin and Dyrus Stubblefield of Murray.
pounds. Above 35
pounds, the fetus is at
slightly higher risk but
Adult Great Books Discussion Group will meet
still is statistically safer
Monday, July 28, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public
than at any weight gain
Library. Dr. Clell Peterson will lead the discusbelow 26 pounds.
sion on the book of Job. Anyone who has read the
With a weight gain of
book is invited to attend and take part in the
16 to 20 pounds, the fetal
discussion.
death rate was 6.7 per
1,000 births; 21 to 25
pounds, 4.8 per 1,000 birUniversity Church of Christ will have its Famiths: 26 to 35 pounds, 3.8
ly
Bible School starting Sunday, July 27, from 6
per 1.000 births; and
more than 35 pounds,4.1 to 7:30 p.m. and Monday through Thursday. July
28-31, from 7 to 8:30 p.m."We Worship God" will
per 1.000 births.
be the theme of the school for all ages including'
The study, released
adults.
For transportation call the church office,
Wednesday, also show7
ed that children born 753-1881.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Playhouse getting set for gourmet cabaret
Theatre fans can
celebrate those end of
the summer romances
as Murray's Playhouse
in the Park presents
their third gourmet
cabaret, "Courtship,"
July 26 and 27. The
Broadway melodies
featured in this cabaret
sing about love and
laughter and come from
such well known
musicals as "South
Pacific." "Fiddler on
the Roof."
"Oklahoma," "My Fair
Lady" and many more.
Fans will also hear
music inspired by the
final production of the
summer "Inherit the
Wind."
Performing will be
Kristy Calman, E'beth
Farris, Mark Lamb,
Laura Lawson, Charlie
Logsdon. John Pasco
III, Bill Phillips. Amy
Ross, Todd Ross. Gretta
Shepard, Pat Skinner,
David Weatherly.
Louise Weatherly and
Randy Wilson. "Courtship" is directed by
haron Logsdon, with

choreographers Hendricks.
Bethany Holland and
Make plans now to enMark Lamb, and ac- joy all the music of
companist , Donnie "Courtship" at Mur-

ray's Playhouse in the
Park. July 26 and 27 at s
p.m. Reservations can
be made by calling

759-1752. And don't miss
an American classic.
"Inherit the Wind,"
August 1-3 and 8-10.

Wray Ledger & Times

Reggae singer Jimmy Cliff
co-starring in new movie
NEW YORK (AP) —
AS a charismatic singer-

turned-outlaw in the cult
movie, "The Harder
They Come," Jimmy
Cliff exposed reggdO
music to a wider audience. He hopes history
will repeat itself with
"Club Paradise."
In the new summer
comedy, Cliff and comic
Robin Williams are
partners in a seedy
Caribbean resort that

caters to a wacky
clientele. The movie is a
far cry from "The
Harder They Come."
which offered a grim
view of life in Jamaica.
Yet there is one striking
similarity between the
two movies: reggae
plays a key role in both.
In the 15 years since
he starred in "The
Harder They Come,"
Cliff has seen a host of
pop performers experi-

WKMS Highlights

Cabaret at Playhouse
Gourmet cabaret performers David Weatherly, Laura Lawson, Mark Lamb, Amy Ross, Bill Phillips,
Gretta Shepard, Charlie Logsdon and E'beth Farris prepare for "Courtship" this weekend at
Playhouse in the Park.

Beck cut from night-soap Dallas'; plans return to movies and stage
LOS ANGELES AP
nighttime soap opera?
— Did John Beck star in
Beck returned to
CBS' Dallas' last year -"Dallas" last season as
and marry Bobby Ew- Mark Graison to renew
ing's widow in the his romance with Pam
season -ending clif- Ewing, played by Vicfhanger, or did he only toria Principal. She was
dream he was in the hit widowed when Bobby

mixed feelings," Beck
said. "Ft also gave me
great freedom I could
do theater or a movie or
another series. When
you're doing a show you
can't do anything else.
You don't have time.-

Patrick Duffy I was Pam. But when she
struck .),-,(1 apparently woke the next morning,
killed by an automobile Bobby was in the
at the end of the 1984-85 shower. Since the finale,
Beck has been dropped
season.
As the 1985-86 season from the series.
"When I was told I
ended in May, Beck's
character married
was being let go I had

STATE 035 i3-SEi

PUBLICATION COPY - COMMERCIAL BANK
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

STATE BANK NO

207
FEDERAL RESERVE DISTRICT NO

BANK OF MURRAY

8
COUNTY

STATE

Calloway

Kentucky

ZIP CODE
42071

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

June 30, 1986

Dollar Amounts in Thousands

Bil

Mil

Thou

ASSETS
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions
a Noninterest -bearing balances and currency and coin
b Interest - bearing balances
2 Securities
3 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices of the bank
and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries and in IBFs

4 750

4 Loans and lease financing receivables
a Loans and leases net of unearned income
b LESS Allowance tor loan and lease losses
C LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve
d Loans and leases, net of unearned income
allowance and reserve (item 4 a minus 4 b and 4 Cl

Friday, July 25. through Ttiuradsiy. Jul) 31
Monday Friday
5 30 a m Morning Edition
900 a.m Daytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news
headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
4:00 p.m. All Things Considered. National Public Radio's news magazine
of the air.
6:00 p.m Radio Reader
Friday. July 25
6.30 p.m. Evening Classics - Classical Encore C H Hunt features two
hours of favorites from the WKMS classical library
8:30 p.m. Night Beat Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and progressive jazz from the 60s through the Ws
11:00 p.m Jazz Horizons with Cam Williams Two hours of contemporary
jazz
Saturday. July 96
6 00 a.m. The Flea Market. Jim Post welcomes Tom Paxton. Allen Street
String Band, Aileen & Elkin Thomas
8 00 &irk. Music from the Front Porch Four hours of folk and bluegrass
music from the WKMS library
12 Noon. Mythic Times Lynn Jarrett hosts an hour of acoustic music
ranging from the traditional to progressive sounds
1 00p.m. The Times. They Are A-Changin' with Jim Carpenter and John
Griffin
2- 00 pm. Potluck. Seth Blair and Marc Seals are guests with Sandy
Bradley and the Small Wonder String Hand
3 00 p.m Whad 'Vs Know' Michael Feldman is host of an hour of corn
edy, interviews and call ins
5 00 p m. A Prairie Home Companion
7 00 pm Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz with Alice ('oltrane
8 00 p.m Jazz Saturday Night
Sunday, July 27
•
6.00 a.m. Music from Interloc hen
7:00 a m Opus 86 with Margaret Hunt
9 30 a m Saint Paul Sunday Morning Smithson Chamber Players
11 Xis m Chamber Music
1 00 p m The Big Broadcast of 1989 Benny Goodman Guy Lombardo,
Glen Gray. Russ Morgan, Billy Eckstine. others
4 00 p m. All Things Considered
•
5 00 p m Our Times with Kent Jenkins '
6 00 p m NPR Playhouse Marlon's Men: The Life
Times of the
Swamp Fox. "Mahan's Tower to the Rescue "
6 30 pm. New Sounds with John Schaeffer Extending the Piano with
Terry Riley. WillianteDuckworth. Laraap. others
7 30 pm Audiophile Audition with John Sunier -Harr Imports"
8 30 p m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins and the music of Oscar Peterson. Zoot Sims. Louis Armationg. others.
10.00 p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space
Monday, July 23
6:30 p m Evening Classics - Symphony Orchestra of Montreal Moshe
Atzmon. conductor. Nelson Frelre. piano soloist. performing Mozart Sym
phony No 32. Rachmaninov Rhapsody on a Theme .of Paganini
Bruckner. Symphony No 4
8:30p.m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Dave McKenna, Frazer MacPherson and Peggy Lee are among the featured artists
Tuesday. July 29
6:30 p.m Evening Classics - Saint Louis Symphony Orchestra with Jiri
Belohlavek. guest conductor, performs Beethoven - beater,. Overture. Pro
kofiev: Violin Concerto No 2; Dvorak Symphonic Variations Jacques
Israellevitch, violinist
830 p.m Easy Street Bobby Bryan features the music of Maynard
Ferguson. Charley Byrd. Nancy Wilson, others
Wednesday. Ally 30
6'30 pm. Evening Classics • New York Chamber Mush' Series t'do
Pelneman. baritone. and David Selig pianist, perform -Die Winterreise
by Schubert.
8'30 p m. Easy Street Count Basle, Al Cohn and Anita 01lay are among
tonight's featured artists
Thursday. July 31
6 30 p m. Evening Classics New York Philharmonic Zubin Merits conducts Mozart's Plano Concerto in D minor with Alfred Brendel. pianist.
Vivaldi's Concerto in C for piccolo and orchestra with Mindy Kaufman.
soloist, and Tchalkovsky: Francesca de Rimini.
8:30 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Bill Berry. Tat Farlow. Keely
Smith, others.

ment with the music he
helped introduce, including the l'olice,
UB-40, Joe Jackson and
the Rolling Stones.
The music is the
highlight of the film.
and most of it is pure,
unadulterated reggae.
Cliff has been experimenting with a fusion of reggae and
rhythm and blues for
years — something that
many reggae fans disdain — but he returned
to his roots for the
soundtrack.
The exception is
"Seven Day Weekend,"
a duet between Cliff and
Elvis Costello. It is a
raucous party song, an
out-and-out rocker.
"The movie needed
another type of music to
fit the urban part of the
film," Cliff said. ''So,
some names were
thrown out. When Elvis
Costello's name came
out, it stuck with me,
because I knew his
music. I thought it
would be interesting for
me to do a rock 'n' rolltype song with someone
like him."
For "Club Paradise."
Cliff wrote and performed seven songs. The
movie also features a
song by calypso king the
Mighty Sparrow. and
songs from the reggae
bands Blue Riddum and
Well Pleased and
Satisfied.
Cliff. 38; didn't use his
new fusion sound but
returned to traditional
reggae because that's
what Americans have
come to expect, thanks
to the influence of the
late Bob Marley.
The two main
popular reggae people
in America are Bob
Marley and myself." he
said in an interview.
'And maybe there was
a stage when Bob
Marley's music was
more popular than
mine, and then maybe
people said. 'hey, reggae. Bob Marley.' And
they think everything
should sound like that."

4d

5 Assets held in trading accounts

5

6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)

6

7 Other real estate owned

7

8 Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies
9 Customers liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding

NINE
NINE
NINE

10 Intangible assets

8
9
10

11 Other assets

11

12 Total assets isum of items 1 through 11)

12

LIABILITIES
13 Deposits
a In domestic offices

13 a

(1) Noninteresting - bearing

13 a (1)

(2) Interest - bearing

13 a (2)

b In foreign offices, Edge and Agreement subsidiaries and IBFs

'3 b

Noninterest - bearing

NE

(2) Interest - bearing

r4reW 13 b (1)

NON

1 3 b (2)

14 Federal funds purchased and Securities sold under agreement to 'epurchase in domestic offices of the
bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries and in IBFs
15-Demand notes issued to the U S Treasury

15

16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases
18 Bank s liability on acceptances executed and outstanding

16
17

19 Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits

19

20 Other liabilities

20

21 Total liabilities Mann of items 13 through 20t
22 Limited - life preferred stock

21

18

22

EQUITY CAPITAL
23 Perpetual preferred stock (No of shares outstanding
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorized

NONE
148.000
148.000

COMMUNITY THEATRE APPLAUDED — Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre is congratulgied on 10 successful years of theatre productions with a special storefront display of theatre memorabilia at Kentucky
Finance on the court square in Murray. Pictured next to the display are
Karen Story, Donna Lovett, Sharon Wilson, Playhouse in the Park Executive Director Liz Bussey and John Pasco, assistant manager of Kentucky Finance.

25 Surplus
26 Undivided profits and capital reserves
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adiustments
28 Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27)

28
29
MEMO
a

29 Total liabilities, limited -life preferred stock and equity capital sum of items 21 22 and 28)
MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding as of Report Date

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

1 a Standby letters of credit Total
1 b Amount of Standb letters of credit in memo 1 a conve ed to others throu h
ations
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized offfcerisr and attested by not less than three directors other than the offiLerisi signing the report
I We the undersigned officerisi, do hereby declare that this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance with official instruc
bons a
is t
to the pest of my knowledge and belief

SIGNA

R(S) AUTHO

OF

TO SIGN REPORT •

DATE SIGNEDZ
July 23,

1986
(
NAME AND TITLE OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT
AREA CODE PHONE NO
Joe Dick, President
(5021 753-1893
We the undersigned directors, attest the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare that it has been examined by us and to the
best of our knowledge and belief has been prepared in conformance with official instructions and is tr
and c
ppryjUilp OE DIRECTOR
,...,,
TURE OF DI
OR
S
,•••‘-/1 )2:-9....'!.."
•'
,
".J.-( State •of •

--

r --WAKE 110*Rff -POP —
NOTARY'S 'SEAL,

15% Cash Discount On All Prescriptions.

Kentucky

Sworrl to and subScribeirbefore 4this

rs-44iVsy. aucr

23rd

and I hereby certify that 4am not an officer dr director of this
ci
29,
88
My commission expres Nvember
"n i41.14A.14

Wall elaques

ruu
we NotairMbbbc

7L

vir.- Baskc" -woo • *.Volivorrneforr,-Napkin Rings

Cards for all occasions!

Pineapple Accessories
*Lots more!
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House blocks
efforts to halt
dump site search
WASHINGTON AP)- House
members blocked a last-ditch effort to stop the search for a highlevel nuclear waste dump site
and defeated a string of other
amendments in approving a
$15.5 billion energy and water
spending bill.
The Energy and Water
Development bill crafted by the
Appropriations Committee for
fiscal 1987 was passed virtually
intact and sent to the Senate
Wednesday evening on a 329-82
vote.

Just having fun
Sandy Williams and Alys Brockway smile as they leave the security
of their plane for a 4,500 foot
parachute jump at the Columbus,Ohio Hot Air Balloon Festival recently.
The women are part of The
Misty Blues, an all-female sky diving team.

Report calling for educational
reforms unveiled at annual forum
SAN DIEGO(AP)- Fourteen
of the nation's top education experts called on state officials today to begin a wave of school
reform giving teachers more
power and stressing experimentation and flexibility in the
classroom.
The report, "What Next?
More Leverage For Teachers,"
was unveiled at the Education
Commission of the States national forum and annual
meeting.
While hailing educaticrnal
reforms of the past few years,
the commission report stressed
the need for greater professionalism for teachers And more
individualized instruction for

Peres, Hassan
hold meeting
on Middle East
TEL AVIV. Israel (AP) Prime Minister Shimon Peres,
returning from talks with King
Hassan II of Morocco. today
said the dialogue will continue,
but acknowledged the two
leaders remain far apart on how
to reach peace in the Middle
East.
Hassan and Peres met for 10
hours over two days in the
Moroccan summer resort of
Ifrane, 150 miles east of Rabat.
"During the talks, which were
characterized by frankness, the
Fez Plan was discussed," Peres
and Hassan said in a joint statement released today in
Jerusalem. "The leaders
debated thoroughly the Mideast
situation. It was an exchange of
views and not negotiations."
The Fez Plan was adopted in
1982 during an Arab League
summit held in Fez, Morocco,
under Hassan's chairmanship.
The plan for the first time offered mutual recognition between Israel-and the Arab states
on condition Israel recognize the
Palestine Liberation Organization and withdraw from all occupied Arab territories, including East Jerusalem.
Israel. at the time governed
by the right-wing Likud bloc, rejected the plan.
In a television address to his
nation Wednesday night. Hassan
said he took the initiative to invite Peres, leader of Israel's
Labor Party. to Morocco to ask
for his direct response to the
plan.
Hassan s'aid during his
45-minute televised address that
Peres told him he would not
recognize the PLO. The king's
report did npt contain any optimistic statements.
Peres, the first Israeli prime
minister to visit an Arab nation
other than Egypt, told reporters
at a pre-dawn news conference
at Ben Gurion Intetnational'Airport that a "wide and demanding gap" still existed between
the Arab and Israeli positions.
Peres said he thought Hassan
shared his concern about the
dangers of another war in the
Middle East.
"I think the king sees very
clearly and profoundly the
dangers happily over
—1.111dMe East," Pere:rim-1'ft,
feels very strongly that we don't
have much time, and there is no
real alternative for peace If we
want to prevent another
catastrophe in the future."

students.
New Jersey Gov. Thomas H.
Kean, the commission chairman, said the test for education
in the next five years rests on
the quality of people attracted to
teaching, not on the passage of
reform bills pending in many
states.
The commission report is a
follow-up to one issued in May
by the Carnegie Task Force On
Teaching As A Profession titIed
"A Nation Prepared: Teachers
For The 21st Century."
Three areas for redefining the
teaching profession are discussed in the new report: restructuring teacher training; changing
teacher working conditions; and
making teaching more like a
profession.
Creating great schools of
education is one way to achieving greater success in the egucational field, the experts said.
Diane Ravitch, adjunct professor of history and education
at Teachers' College, Columbia
liniversity, suggested
abolishing undergraduate
education departments.
"If teaching is a profession,
we have to move training to the
graduate level. What we're doing now is permitting people to
use undergraduate education
courses to crowd out the real
education- they should be getting," she said.
A second area addressed in
the report is the stifling effect of
school administrations on
teachers.
"Schools operate in an incredibly bureaucratic culture,
at the bottom of which we find
the teacher," said Marc Tucker,
head of the Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy and
a contributor to the report.
"The organization of schools
has evolved pretty much along
the lines, of a factory; administrators are like factory
supervisors and teachers are
like factory workers," Ravitch
said. "We can't continue to attract people with those sorts of
working conditions."
Patricia Albjerg Graham,
dean of the Harvard Graduate
School of Education, said requiring administrators to teach
might help solve the problem.
"Once they experienced some
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Neighbor Can't Turn Back
To Back-to-Nature Family
DEAR ABBY: We live in a highly
desirable section of town. A few
years ago when our neighbor's little
boy was 3, I observed his father
teaching him to relieve himself off
the side of their house! He's 7 now,
and he's still urinating outside
whenever he feels like it. (In the
winter it's freezing cold here, but
that doesn't seem to matter.)
We have a daughter (now 8) who
has been taught to come into the
house to use the bathroom. She
knows that urinating outside in
public is nasty, unsanitary and illmannered.
These same neighbors have a 4year-old girl who is following in her
big brother's footsteps. Our son,just
turned 3, sees these kids pottying in
the yard, and now he's doing it.
I realize that the neighbors have
a right to do whatever they want on
their own property, but it's setting
a terrible example for our children.
The neighbors across the street are
also upset about this because their
children play over here. What can
we do? Please don't mention our
town or name, as this family is
pretty good at throwing eggs, too.
APPALLED IN THE MIDWEST

explaining that my husband needed
to understand that willing one's
organs alter death in order to
improve the quality of life for the
living is one of the most generous
acts a person can perform. And the
possibility that some "scalpel
happy" surgeon might remove one
of my organs before I was dead was
impossible because a patient must
be pronounced dead by two doctors
before a death certificate-is signed.
And as for "needing" all my organs
for the Resurrection, should a
person return to live again in the
body of his previous life, the good
Lord could be trusted to miraculously replace the,,missing parts.
To make a long story short, when
my family saw your explanation in
the paper, they not only offered to
witness my donor form, they became donors themselves! ,
And listen to this, Abby. Last
week I had major surgery, and
when I gave my doctor my donor
card to clip to my chart, he asked me
what it was. He said he had never
seen one before! So please print this
and tell everybody who has a donor
card to inform their doctors now, in
case one day they'll need emergency
surgery and are in no condition to
DEAR APPALLED: First, let the doctor know. Thank you.
speak to the offending neighKATHERINE IN
bors and explain the unhygienic
GEORGETOWN,TEXAS
aspects of using the yard as a
toilet. Advise them that the
•• *
department of public health
disapproves of this practice,
and you will report them to the
DEAR ABBY: May I suggest a
authorities if they do not clean
up their act. Then have no more appropriate reply to the
hesitation to make an official question, "I'll bet you don't remember me, do your How about, "You
complaint if necessary.
win!"
STAN HAUXRURST
•••
CORONA DEL MAR,CALIF',
• °
DEAR ABBY: Remember me? I'm
DEAR STAN: Beautiful. You
"Katherine in Georgetown, Texas." win!
I wrote to you last Septitnber
saying that I wanted to donate my
•••
organs after death but couldn't get
any witnesses to sign the consent
form. Members of my family refused
(Thank-you notes, sympathy letters.
to sign it, fearing some doctor might
get "scalpel happy" and remove the congratulations, how to decline and
accept invitations and how to write an
organs they need before I'm dead. I interestin
g letter are included in
took the form to church five Sun- Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
days in a row but couldn't get for All Occasions." Send your name
anybody to sign it. (They said I and address clearly printed with a
might need all my parts at the check or money order for $2.50 and a
Resurrection.) Even my own hus- long,stamped(39 cents)self-addressed
envelope to: Dear.Abby, Letter Bookband wouldn't sign it!
let, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif.
Well, Abby, you printed my letter, 90038.)

The Army Corps of Engineers
would receive nearly $1.2 billion
for maintenance and construction on 32 navigation, flood protection and erosion control projects. The Bureau of Reclamation would get $592 million for
of those working conditions, water delivery projects, repairs
they might be more willing to to seven dams in California and
face up to the difficulties." she Arizona and a new water supply
system for Needles, Calif.
said. •
Unlike past years, there was
Most mentioned was the need
to give teachers more authority, no floor battle over the water
"Powerful people take the projects, which critics have frejobs that entrust them with the quently labeled "pork barrel.'
After a bitter fight last year,
important things," said
Theodore Sizer, author of the the House agreed to a Reagan
widely regarded education administration request to limit
reform book "Horace's Corn- the federal share of the costs of
promise." "If you want good such projects by requiring local
beneficiaries to • pay a larger
people in .the teaching profession, you have to. s,et it up-scu----share•
Westerners waged an impasteachers have authority over the
sioned but unsuccessful fight to
important things."
Gary Sykes, a former English eliminate $291 million elirmarkteacher and governmental ed for excavations and other
policy- analyst, said teachers study at potential radioactive
need to be thoroughly involved dump sites in Texas, Nevada
in running schools. "Nobody and Washington. The amendment. introduced by Rep. James
else can do it.- he said. "The onWeaver, D-Ore., lost 351-68.
ly way is to invest more authoriThe DOE program has had a
ty in teachers."
The report also says teacher stormy course, particularly
since the department decided in
pay is not the heart of the
what some saw as a political
matter.
"Listen to the good teachers." ploy to indefinftely halt its
Sizer said. "They talk about search for a second waste site in
an Eastern state.
pay, yes. But they talk more
passionately about the fact that
other people are telling them
what to do. I would say the heart
of the matter is substantial control over time and materials;
pay follows that."
Other experts contributing to
the report were: Ernest L.
Boyer, president of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advanc-ement of Teaching; Bernard R.
Gifford, dean of the Graduate
School of Education at
Berkeley; Ann Lieberman,
chair of the Curriculum and
Teaching Department at
Teachers' College; Sara
Lawrence Lightfoot, professor
of education at the Harvard
Graduate School of Education;
Andrew Porter. professor of
educational psychology at
Michigan State University;
Phillip Schlechty,. executive
director of the Jefferson County
Public Schools-Gheens Professional Development Academy in
Louisville, Ky.; Lee S.
Schulman, professor of education and affiliated professor of
Term
psychology at Stanford University; P. Michael Timpane, presi($500 min.)
dent of Teachers' College; and
Linda Darling-Hammond of the
($500 mm.)
Rand Corporation.

1
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Lincoln Federal says...

To Long Term
High Rate Insured CD's
Currently Paying*

24 Month
18 Month
1Z Month ($500 min.)
6 Month ($1000 min.)

REWARD
Undelivered School Orders

Nationwide Distributors Education Department placed orders in
anticipation of previous year's sales. Due to budget cuts those sales
are undelivered. All heavy duty sewing machines must be sold. All
sewing machines offered are new and the most modern heavy duty
sewing machines are in new cartons. These heavy duty sewing
machines are made of metal and sew on all fabrics. Levis, canvas,
upholstery, nylon, stretch vinyl and silk. EVEN SEWS ON LEATHER.
These 1986 sewing machines have open arm for doing pants, cuffs
and sleeves. Nationwide Distributors will be offering your choice
between a new heavy duty White free arm sewing machine or a
Nelco heavy duty free arm sewing machine. These sewing machines
are new with a 25 yr. warranty. Easy tp use, just set the dial and
see magic happen. Straight sewing, zig zag, button holes(any size)
invisible blind hem, monogram, satin stitch, elastic stitch. All this
and more without the need of old fashioned cams or programers.
YOUR PRICE WITH THIS AD ONLY $168. Your choice of a heavy
duty White or Nelco. Without this ad $499.
MasterCard, Visa, Choice, Discovery and American Express Ac
cepted. Your checks are welcome. Layaways, phone orders ac
cepted (we prly freight), trade-ins accepted.
1- 12
_4 HOURS 010.Y
...,._
SATURDAY, JUL? 26TH
9 a.m..1 p.m.
Hetklay inn
Hwy. 43 Bypass At St 121
May0•141. Ky.

That was after majorities had
fended off the anti-dump drive
along with attempts to cut the
Appalachian Regional Commission budget In half and reduce
the entire bill by 4.6 percent
across the board.
The appropriations measure
includes $10.8 billion for Department of Energy activities, including nuclear research and
atomic weapons development,
as well as $4.1 billion for water
projects and money for several
independent agencies.
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3 p.m.•7 p.m.
Holiday Inn
S. 12th St. US 641 S.
Murray, K y.

Fixed Rate

Effective
Annual Yield

7.00%
6.70%
6.60%
6.30%

7.18%
6.87%
6.76%
6.39%

Serving Kentucky's Financial Needs For Over 70 Years
Lincoln Federal Savings Now And In The Future
If you want to guarantee a high rate of return for up to
10 years or keep your funds readily avaliattie. we have
the right combination for you. Interest is Compounded
Quarterly on some certificates, which gives you an
extra edge over similar investments that offer no compounding. Unlike other types of investments, there are
never any fees or hidden costs with Lincoln Federal
certificates. As always, your deposits are Insured by the
FSLIC to $1000,00. Lincoln Federal says Yes with the
right Combination for your investments.
Substantial interest penalty for early withdrawal.
*Rates subject to change without notice.

LINCOLN

FEDERAL SAVINGS
SIAND Le..."14. ASSOCIATION.
Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd
Interest Rate Hotline 753-4184

**
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Brown, Lancaster entered
in 27th Murray Invitational

5

By M.C. GARROTT
way tie for sixth place
An early field of 185 last • weekend in the Irgolfers is ready to tee it
vin Cobb Championup for this weekend's ships in Paducah. car27th renewal of the Mur- ding a 146) four over
ray Invitational at the
par.
Murray Country Club.
Lancaster and Brown
On hand to defend his
will be looking over
championship flight. ti- their shoulders at one of
tle in the two-day. the largest champion36-hole, medal play
ship flights in the tourtournament will be Lan- nament's history.
ny Lancaster of
Breathing down their
Mayfield.
necks from thct start will
Lancaster. who be Roy Cothran, who
coaches girls basketwon - the' °Wig Invitaball at Mayfield High tional last weekend:
School. shot a 5-under Roy Boisture of
par 139 to win the Princeton; Jeff
prestigious event for the
Wiseman of Benton:
first time. in 1985.
Johnny Quertermous of
Alscr in the field will be the host club: Sonny
Jimmy Brown of _Gibson and Scott Nall.
Paducah. who has won
Jr.. of Mayfield: Harry
the tournament four of Rush of Metropolis. III..
the last six years. three and a covey of others.
in a row in 1982-83-84. any one of whom is
- Brown, twice Ken- capable of winning the
tucky's amateur cham- tournament.
pion. finished in a fourThere are a few last-

minute openings for entries, according to cochairmen Sam Jones
and Johnny Gingles,
who urge, however, for
anyone wishing to play
to contact them
immediately.
Jones' phone number
is 753-0692. Gingles' is
753-7224. No entries will
be accepted after 5 p.m.
Friday.
The golfers and their
starting times for Saturday's play are:
5in. 1 Ter
:Iii .1 III
I 4.4.10, Jack
1.11r,rris Ian Janson And Bob Sparks
7 50 a
- Paul Loge! Cod* Fit
**Ards and Kenneth Walker
5a m - Al Ione, Neal Patterson
t'urt Leroy and Bill 1 114110p,
1
Shearer Jett
Id a m
Stoll, Boyce Hs ile- and Tommy Filo5 20 a ni - Ui, k Lamkin Steve
Ind ha ni
And I 'an
I rale 1%
%Idler
* 30 A ni - Choi k Wilson I tong
Nash .14;hn I.. A1111 Tommy
Latimer
5 40 a
- I ian Kr,* Hrignie
Lau son Mark Waldrop arid PhIllip
Bryan

-.Jon

Dawkins signs contract
SAN ANTONIO.
Texas
AP
— Duke
University star Johnny
Dawkins donned a San
Antonio Spurs' cap and
called his new home a
"great town" as the
team announced its
first-round draft pick
had signed a four-year
contract.
Dawkins was introduced by head coach
Bobby Weiss .at a news

conference Wednesday
night.
This is a great town
and the fans seem to be
very enthusiastic,"
Dawkins said. "So far.
I've found that it's a lot
more competitive," he
said of workouts at the
NBA team's rookie
camp.
"I -am playing against
top of the line college
players and some NBA

veterans. It's more difficult, but I can play."
Donald Dell, chairman of the board of ProServ, Dawkins' agents,
and Spurs President
Angelo Drossos came to
formal agreement
Wednesday afternoon,
but terms of the contract were not disclosed.
,The 6-foot-2 guard led
Duke to the NCAA
championship game

3 DAYS ONLY
FRI
SAT
MON

19.4 Cu. ft. Capacity
Adjustable
GLASS SHELVES

• s,
.,,rrt 1,011e. Homer
Bran.9 11..,11, Parker and Dwain
Gibbs
- 1 ...will Buckingham. liar
9a
1,1 Durham Sam Sprieland and
Rick %Inlet
9III
it.,1 Flour Chad
4 Ill
Steuart Hot' Su usher and Frank
Hi-Amer
9 Ai a ill - .1ohntr* Gingles. Jimmy Broun Burch Kinsols ing and
Ronnie Goode
Si 311 a 01 - Bill Bogard. Johnny
Pritt hard Al landse* and Richard
Knight
9 40 a in - BOW Thurman. Bob
Hibbard Jiggs Lassiter and James
I .assiter
%a. Ili Tee
7 40a
- Bobby Wilson ill111
Christofano
Danny
-.1tray..114:-Kendreie. %Lax
. .8 10
Oliver
Bill l'as... and Mark
Blankenship
m
5 20
- Darold Keller Rick
Jones Howard Steely and Richard
Slorts
5 :10 a in - lirrbby Canter Mike
Henley and (like illover
* 40 a m - Larry Robinson. Tony
Thomas Tint Miller and lorry
Grogan
50 a in- Keith Smith. Billy
Dyer I lean Alexander and Itir k
Garland
9 a in Rob Miller.
k
1. ernon Cohoon and Filch,' Mastera
11 10 a in - Ron Colson Raz
Villanos a Reggie Carlson and Jerry
McCo*
14 21i .101 - Ted Billington .1 al k
Shell Jim Moore and .lerry McCoy
9 341.4m - Don Robinson Johnny
Mr-Cage Bobby Fike and Ralph
McCuiston
9 40 a In - Lindy Sinter. Tim
(1arland I bivid 11111 and Robert
Iiullingluuui
%la 1 Tee
12 10 p rn - Ken Rogers Doug
listing Gill Morrison and Billy
Giannini
t2 20 p m
- Ileums Tornek
Rich ii' thigh., Ricky LI.% Is and
Roy Boisturr
12 341 p ni - John Lovett. Leon
Riley. Pal Howard and WIN1(1111%
Holland
12 MI p Iii - Kirk Eduards Lynn
Smith
Kent Al, Clain and Ray
Ileska nip
12 50 p m - Todd Solomon. Jeff
Vs isernan Monte NE,* cmilb and -left
Slone
trm - Johan Taman, Scott Nall
Tlohrirry querternitilis And Er
Hoffman
p re; - Jerry Mr Caitlin NI..
HAN N ••
JIM tirrr).
I.refit r
harit•11
; 3.; p m - John Boyer 1,14 Tom
my Hamlin
—
I
p rum - Steve Farmer . 5.011
I ;4o1.-... Allen Martin and ibitiby
silo,den
I Sal p ni - Mickey fireff Shawn
Reed and Mike Carter
▪ rrt - Arthur l'rocter,vid
111
ry: Hughes
No. Ill Tee
L.: 10 p in - Jimmy Ellis Steve
Stu. ker. Bob McGaughey. It And
Bob McGaughey. III
12 20 p m
Harold Niehrit1 Leon
,trui'II, Mike Kaufman and Warren
I hole
12 311 pm - Ricky Ryan. David
Ryan. Terry Edwards and Jimmy
:.
Land)
12 40 p m - Roy Cothran I ion
Cothran. Truman Whitfield and
Chuck Bollegar
12 50 pm - Lanny Lancaster
Tim Cook and Bobby Brown
t p m - Sonny Gibson Harry
Rush and Larry Grooms
1 20 p in - HON ant Krone lreg
Cohoon. Rodger Mathis :Ind 1 1311
I ihnston
I 2144 p m - Ron Greenlee Russ
Waggoner Toni Grimm and Dick
Stacey
1 40 Jr ni - Hal Kemp Pit rdorn
Los ell Jerry Parker And Jimmy
Boone
1 50 p tr. - Leon I.:1111'k I rick 01
Spahr. Jim Wes1 and Kenn*
Rowland
2 p ni - Nick Hibbard Mike Hill
bard and Rodney Miller

staff photo b• Chris Es mos

Briggs and Stratton catcher Ron Baker and Jimmy Bailey of Ed's Used Cars got better acquainted in a
play at home plate during Industrial League softball action Wednesday evening at the MurrayChlieway County Park.

If Racers reach playoffs,
NCAA will give drug tests
By KENT HBO% 1
Sports Editor
After Sunday's
Courier-Journal hit the
newstands, porches,
sidewalks, bushes and
roofs, some people were
claiming Frank Reamer
didn't get out of the
house much.
"People who come to
Murray, Ky., know we
don't have any trouble
with liquor or beer down
there," the paper
reported Beamer telling
a gathering of Kentucky
college football coaches

and media called the
Countdown to Kickoff.
On the drug usage
problem. University of
Kentucky football coach
Jerry Claiborne said,
"If Frank doesn't think
it's at Murray, Ky., he's
crazy."
Not crazy._ says
Reamer.
"I'm not naive enough
to think it doesn't exist
in our community and
university." , Reamer
says. "I was joking
when I said that. I know
drug problems exist

THE FLEA & TICK SEASON IS HERE!
These pests are a source of Aggravation,.
Discomfort, and Embarassment. You don't
have to own a pet to be infested

,Ce

'Home Pest Control
•Tree Pest Control 'Moisture Barrier Installation
•Lawn Pest Control •farm and Garden Rodent Control
Murray's ONLY Home Owned
Pest Control Company
Murray's ONLY Pest Control Co.
with on Entomologist on staff
or

-

"And I am for testing.
Anything that helps the
student-athlete is good.
It. is in their best interested to be tested.

••••

Call the Trained Professionals Today
We Also Offer Complete Service In:

753-0414

everywhere in our
society."
Which brings Beamer
to another point.
He thinks the spotlight
should fall on other
areas, as it has on
athletics.
thiMk it is a natural
thing for so much attention to fall on athletes,"
Reamer said.,"It is part
of the responsibility of
being a special person,
which I think athletes
are. If you. play football
in college and get your
degree, do well in the
classroom, then you are
special.

753-3914

"I'd just like to see
them start talking about
testing other occupations. It makessense for
you to want to know if
the person you are dealing with, depending on,
is functioning at his best
level. I'm not talking
about testing them to
catch them either — at
least not the first time.
"If you catch them
once, you should try to

Model TBX19TH
•5.53 cu. ft. freezer.
• Equipped for optional icemaker
• Adjustable tempered glass shelves
• Two vegetable, fruit pans, one
sealed
• Energy Saver Switch helps cut
operating cost
• Spacemaker door holds 6-packs.
has "Snugger to keep small items
from tipping over
• Textured doors won't snow
fingerprints

COME TO THE
Dolivered

Grand Rivers, Ky.

638°°

GE. We bring good things to life.
EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVA1LABLE—LAYAWAYS
Low Interest Rates!
Free Warranty!
Long Monthly Payments
Fast, Efficient Service!
Home Owned
Large Inventory

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
211 East Main Street
753-1586
Howard Coy 8. John Simmons Owners

LAKE
PAVING
'CO., INC.
ASPHALT
PAVING

••••••••••
WEEKEND SPECIAL

•
•
••••

Rent 3 Movies Get 1 FREE
Movie Club Members Get 2 FREE
Weekend V.C.R. Rental Only $8.95
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
VCR RENTAL
FOR THE WEEK
ONLY $12.50
RENTAL SALES
Choose from over 2000 movie
titles end growing doily.
Open till Friday & 6 Set.
733-1201

CENTER
200 I. Wan Money 7134201

'
Streets
'Roadways
•Parking Lots
'Shopping Ctrs
•Residential
Subdivisions

Free Estimates

362-8661
Plant Sites
Paducah
I
Lake City
Mayfield

help them, get them
counseling or whatever.
If you catch them again,
they should be dismissed from the team.
"I don't know a lot
about drugs, to be
honest with you. I need
to learn more. But from
what I've seen, the- ones
who get a second opportunity end up getting
third and fourth opportunities, and you've just
delayed solving the
problem.
"The person has to be
serious enough about it
to solve the problem
himself."
Murray State doesn't
have a drug testing
program.
• •
According to Beamer,
the reason it doesn't is
money.
"At this level, cost is
something that is very
much of an issue when it
comes to drug testing. If
you are going to test a
football team with 100
players on it, you are going to need thousands of
dollars. I think the price
we got on the machine
and instruments was
about $30,000. And then
it costs every time you
give a test.
"I sure hope we get
tested this year, though.
The NCAA tests you if
you 'make it to the
playoffs."
Beamer believes Murray State eventually will
haye- a drug testing

program.
He thinks all colleges
Will have programs
someday.
"More attention is being put on this all the
time. Drug testing is going to be an accepted
practice. To be practical, though, it has to be
done randomly. It won't
do that much good if
they know they are going to be tested on a certain day."
Reamer'says he
doesn't have a set policy
on drug usage to relay to
his team.
But then he also says,
'At_ this time, we
haven't had any problems with drugs here.
We just try to educate
them'on them and hold
our breath, and hope
none of our players get
Involved wfth them. It is
(Coard on page II)
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McGee injured
in St. Louis win
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SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

ST. LOUIS (AP) San Francisco tied 1-1
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
Following their second on Joel Youngblood's e
three-game sweep of a second of. two hits off
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
summer that has been Cox, 4-8, but St. Louis,
bereft of joy, bit- during a rally that Vince
tersweet tears clouded Coleman ignited, moved
_r *040?
901 SYCAMORE
753-8355
LINDY SUITER
the St. Louis Cardinals' away in the bottom of
happiness.
the sixth.
BASEBALL STANDINGS
Los Angeles 5 eterizuela 12k et Pittsbore.
"We lost Jack Clark
"I just knew it was up.
45, in
AMt kit AN LEAGUE
when it hurt. Now we've On two strikes, I look for
Only games st heduled
East Diviston
Fridays Games
lost Willie," right- one pitch," Van Slyke
W I.
Pd
GB
Los Angeles at Chit ago
Boston
57
37
64141 —
bander Danny Cox said said of his RBI triple off
Houston at Philadelphia • n •
New York
55
41
573
3
San Franciseo at Pittsburgh n
of a hamstring injury to LaCoss's 0-2 curve in the
(leveland
51
41
554
5
Montreal at Cincinnati • n •
Toronto
52
45
53k
Sty
Willie McGee that mar- middle of the three-run
New York at Atlanta in,
Baltimore
.5,
44
532
7
San
Diego it St Louis • n
red St. Louis'4-3 victory rally. "He threw me two
49
45
521
Milwaukee
19
44
473 121
Wednesday night. good ones (curves). The
,
TRANSACTIONS
West Division
"What's it going to be first two I took, and he
California
fe,
44
532 —
ALL
Texas
47 4.
next?"
495
3,5
American latague
hung the third."
Kansas City
44 51
CHICAGO WHITE SOX—Placed Joel
4ti:I
Kent, I
McGee, the catalyst
Van Slyke's triple
Chicago
_42cries • on the- -15.day disabted HST Asitigni-d - 1.- -•
St
454. 7-xe
Seattle
for a Cards attack that scored Oziie Smith, who.
43
54
443
DeLeon pitcher to Buffalo of the Amen(an Assocla
Oakland
411
57
lion Puri based the contract of Ray Searege pit, her
412 11,
1
recently has flashed had singled home ColMinnesota
sk
from Buffalo
411 Ili,
signs of revival, pulled eman following a
Wednesday's Games
OAKLAND ATHLETICS—Placed Moose Haas pit
New York Texas 2 I.. timing,
,her on the 15 day disabled list Retailed Eric Plunk
up lame in the fourth in- leadoff walk, wild
a'
Oakland 9, Boston 2
pite her. from Tacoma of the Pet if ii Citest League
Tonintoii Seattle 2
ning of the'triumphover pickoff attempt and wild
National League.
lietroit 12 Minnesota
('HICAGO CI'BS— Activated Bob Ilernier out
the San Francisco pitch.
Cleveland 7 ch.ago 2
fielder, from the disabled•list Sent Gui Hoffman pit
Giants.
Kansas City 7 Baltimore 3
, her to Iowa of the American Association
"Coleman caused us
California 3 M ia cokee
innings
HOUSTON ASTROS—Attivated Terry Puhl out
"t feel it's a test. all kinds of trouble. He
Thursday's Games
fielder. from the 21 day disabled list Outrighted
Nobody said it was go- gets on, and you start to
Kensas City • flankhead 3 4 . at I adroit •0 Neal 1 4 ..
of Ty Gainey outfielder to Tucson of the
•n
Pardo Coast League
ing to be easy," McGee hurry," Giants
Chicago . Cow ley 55. at Baltimore .Flanagan 4-6
PITTSBURGH PIRATES—Traded Jour DeLeon,
said of the injury he suf- Manager Roger Craig
pitt her to the Chicago White Sox for Bobby Bonilla.
I' No•kro 7 ii at Texas , Loynd Uti $ ,n
outfielder Waived Lee Mazzilli. outfielder
fered while rounding se- said of the Cards
Only games seheduled
BASKETBALL
cond base on a triple. speedster, who an innFriday's Games
'S&Ilona/ Basketball Association
Minnesota at New York
n
SAN ANTONIO SPURS—Signed Johnny I iew kins "I'm sure, after the ing later stole his 61st
Kansas City at I ietroit
n
guard, to a four year contract
situation this year, base."We ran into a hot
Chicago at Baltimore • n •
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS—Traded Al 115titid 15,
Cleveland at Texas. . n •
there won't be anything club" They're playing
ward, to the Dallas Mavericks for Dale Ellis for,a r
Allilwaukee at St•attle • n,
FOOTBAIJ.
we haven't gone well."
Toronto at I hikland. •
National Football League
Boston
California.
at
through."
•
n
BUFFALO
HILLS—Signed Lion Rolle tight end
Cox, 4-8, after staked
--flounced that Ron Robinson. tight end had left .•.
St. Louis Manager to the 4-1 advantage that
NATIONAL LEAGUE
CLEVELAND BROWNS—Announced the
Whitey Herzog said it St. Louis manufactured
East Division
ment of Paul Dombroska cornerback
!stew York
(13
21.•
DETROIT LIONS—Announced retirement 'it
(in2
will be Friday before In the sixth, yielded San
Montreal
45,
Sims running back
41!
533
the Cards, who had an Francisco's third and
l'hilade.11411.1
441
Signed Garry James running back and Paul Butt h. •
5IVI 17",
Itt
It
n2
linebacker
441 23
open date today, would fourth hits and second
Cho ago
31
GREEN BAY l'ACKERS—Signed Robbie°140-.
440 151
learn the extent of run in the seventh.
1.ittshurgh
quarterback to a three-year contract John Snider'
25
West
Division
linebacker to a one-year contract and Matt K,,„.
McGee's injury.
The Cards starter
Houston
5:1
55s
defensive end
4:1
Released Kirk Abernath5a •
"It's a typical happen- faltered in the ninth
San Franc',' $,
34,
45
- receiver. Paul Gruner offensive linert•.,r.
521:
3
• •>leg°
San
I
ing of this year, isn't when Jeffrey Leonard
47
Kortebein. Mark Mabry and Russ,- '
45
495
Cint moat]
V. 41'
s
473
linebackers and Gilbert Vasquez. defens:$ •
it?" Herzog said. "I and Chris Brown each
Angeles
So
Pis
II
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS—Agreed to ter,
Atlanta '
43
don't know, but he could singled. Ricky Horton
n
limo Hackett and Aaron Pearson. linebacker-457
Westnesday s Games
LOS ANGELES RAIDERS—Signed Brad C.,. •
be out a while."
came on, retiring Chili
San I hego
'h I,agii
defensive bat It to a three-year contract
Ilwaiston 4 Montreal 3 I: innings
McGee, who nudged Davis on a sacrifice fly.
MIAMI I i01.1'HINS--Signed T .1 Tamer ,Ite'• New York 3 Ciro innati
lineman
his batting mark to .251 before Todd Worrell
Los Angeles S. Pattsburet. 5
NEW YORK JETS—Waived [nevi/ I ieSi:c,
Philadelphia 4 Want., 2
with his three-base hit entered to finish and
kicker. and Dave Burnett offensive la, It:e
t •
St I
I
iwight
Bingham defensive end
off Mike LaCoss, 9-5, is record his 18th.save.
Thursday's Games
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS—Agreed to terms
also St. Louis' RBI
Montreal at Ciro innat
ornpletion of suji game
Earl Campbell running hat k
Cox, who hid not won
•
Announced that Al Richardson lineba,•ker $..•
leader with 40.
at Busch Stadium in 10
Montreal Tibbs 4 t- at Cin, innati
i •
k
et .
tir
"For this team to win, starts since Game 3 of
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES—Sigin t13..v I
Houston • St titt
it Phtlattelph
Bewley II ii•
punter Mike Erving running balk. and Jr'
we have to have last fall's National
In,
defensive back
•
•.• .1 I
everything perfect.'ft's League playoffs, viewed
Alb
unfortunate that Willie his performance
•
Malt photo by Chris Ss an.
got hurt." teammate philosophically.
Dan Jones handled the mound duties for Ed's Used Cars against
Briggs and
Andy Van Slyke said.
"I always like to go
Stratton Wednesday.
"He was beginning to nine (innings). but
901 S. SYCAMORE
753-8355
play like the Willie anytime I can go eight
McGee of last year."
and still win, I'll be hapClint Hurdle spelled py with that," the St.
the injured McGee at Louis pitcher said.
third base, afterward -That's the way it is for
scoring on Van Slyke's everybody on the team,
sacrifice fly to give the I think - a hump we've
Cards a 1-0'edge
just got to get over."
(Cont'd from page 10)
comes of 11 Saturdays. I
up to them. They have to don't think I can depend
be responsible for their on people to perform on
own actions. They can a high level consistently
read what it has done to when the football game
people who had might not be their first
everything going. for concern.
them, only to blow it on
"Drugs seem to take
drugs."
over these peoples'
(AP -From now on, Detroit automakers.
Drug experts talk to lives. How else can you
Billy Sims will be runnSims, the 1 9 7 8
ing a business instead of Heisman Trophy winner the players at one of the explain it when someone
first meetings of each gives up millions of
running to daylight.
from Oklahoma, was new
season. Beamer dollars to use cocaine or
"Playing football was Detroit's No. 1 selection
had one talk to the something else. These
great, 1?ut I knew it was in the 1980 draft.
In
a short-lived career," fewer than five seasons, players at spring prac- people know they are
going to get tested and
the Detroit Lions' star he broke 10 team tice this year.
Beamer said he would know that if they test
said Wednesday in an- records, including most
have considerable positive they are going
nouncing his retirement career rushing yards.
reservation about play- to be kicked out of the
from pro football. "I'll
While Sims announc- ing a player who
had game. But they do it
miss the game and I'll
ed his retirement, other been, caught
IC% op 9411nCASH
using. anyway. These people
miss the players. It was
players took first steps drugs.
lanoTsi
IBMI BACK
have everything going
fun while it lasted."
to begin their NFL
"My livelihood for them and throw it
It only lasted five careers, 'including top
depends on the out- away. it's scary."
years, but in that time draft choices John
RIME
L.
Sims piled up a club- Williams with Seattle.
*sow
record 5.106 yards in Markus Koch with
Detroit as well as a Washington and Mark
team -high 47 Haight with the New
KANSAS CITY. Mo. only part of the tumor_
touchdowns. However, York Jets.
AP) — Kansas City
was removed because of
he hadn't played a down
Full-Size Dodge Ram Tough Pickup'. And with
Williams. a fullback, Royals Manager Dick fears that - additional
Dodge Charger. Charger puts an end to the idea that
'cspector packages YOU can save an additional $200
since Oct. 21. 1984, when became the fifth first- Howser, suffering from surgery would damage
real American sport cars start at something over
to $BOO depending on the package and model you
he damaged ligaments round selection in the a cancerous brain other brain tissue.
$10.000 Because Dodge Charger delivers a ton of fun
choose Savings on selected models are based on list
and all for a very friendly base sticker price
in his right knee in a NFL's draft to come to tumor that doctors
prices of package items if purchased separately.
They were awaiting
game at Minnesota.
an agreement with their-- _could not- completely' fu-rther pa that° gy
"I feel I still had a lit- clubs when he signed a remove, was listed in reports before making a
tle more running to do four-year deal with the fair condition at St. decision on the best
here," said the 30-year- Seahawks.
Luke's Hospital.
method of treating the
GS% Op
old Sims, Who came into
A
malignant tumor tumor, located in the
DP
Koch, a defensive
the NFL as a 25-year-old lineman from Boise known as a glioma was left frontal lobe of the
rookie from Oklahoma. State, signed a contract discovered during .a brain, where emotions
"I wanted to play at worth a reported three-hour operation and personality are
least until I was 32 or 33. $700.000 over three Tuesday. Doctors said centered.
I didn't get a chance to years.
continue.''
Haight. the 270-pound
Sims may leave the tackle from Iowa who
game with some was the New York Jets'
regrets, but not without top draft pick, signed a
Dodge Ramchargers..%,.,
sport Jtorn.
Dodge Aries K. This car is the definition of American
.Aihicle
sits you way up there You get choices hke %sr
value Room for six Front-wheel dnve A tasty
some wealth.
four-year, $1.3 million
it tour vyheel drive engine size iup to 360 Cll, eaassortment of options that let you put together the
He has a 40-acre contract.
and mean or cute as a pretty tough button
kind of look and teel you like
ranch in his hometown
Elsewhere, running
of Hooks, TeXas. He has back Earl Campbell
real estate and apart- signed a contract with
ments in Texas and he the New orteans Saints
'the Dodge Boys want to clear out all Bleu 86 cars and trucks So nowl Pie time to timid slew best deaf PLUS the
has Billy Sims Enter- to play his ninth NFL
factory has authorized a sale with imr/ 55 to 85 annual percentage rate financing or SANS $1500 Lash back on
prises, which he hopes season, the team
selected US twin 36 Dodge cars and trucks in stock depending on model Financing IS tor qualified buyers through
Chrysler Credit Corp Dealer COntnbuliOn may aftect final pnce ask for details. Murry in now for the factory auttionzed
will do business with announced.
clearance sale, Buckie up tor
•t.1,461
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Beamer: drugs
take over lives

Knee injury ends
Sims'NFL career

5.5%ugclOs7stiCA21

Howser in fair condition - -
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Old Fashioned
Courteous Service
—full & $elf larva Ons
—We hand wash, buff & wax cars.

QUM BOYD'S AUTO REPAiR
& SERVICE CENTER, INC.
Istoblishod 1955

Murray Nissan
(
n4)
. Chrysler Dodge Inc.

Choose from 6 different styles and
sizes to buy or lease ta own!
•

a

5
t....
4 10 got

l

a

stern* for

averyon•
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Report from auditor's office criticizes state's property controls
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Al'
— Finance
Secretary Gordon Duke
said a report from the
state auditor's office
criticizing the state's
handling of its property
needs is based on outdated information and
sensational.
'-Our review disclosed
that the state's real property needs are not being provided at the
lowest possible cost.''
said the report issued
Wednesday by Auditor
of Public. Accounts
Tobiniukc in a letter to
Tobin that was included
in the report said the
mples that were us-

ed were, in some cases,
eight years old.
•'They are taken out of
context, described in a
manner revealing a lack
of understanding of the
applicable laws while
couched in sensationalistic and inflammatory verbiage,"
Duke said in a letter to
Tobin that was included
in the report.
The audit cited
several examples where
the state paid for improvements to. leased
property in apparent
violation of state
regulations.
Duke noted, however.
that almost all of the examples occurred in 197S

and 1979, during the administration of Gov.
Julian Carroll and well
before current regulations took'effect.
The audit also said the
Division of Real Propery within the Finance
Cabinet did not maintain adequate records or
require proper justification from other agencies
seeking to lease office
space.
The situation has led
to several instances
where the state paid toti
much for the lease of
private property, the
audit said.
Duke, however, said
he audit did not differentiate between the

kinds of space the state than the property was
needs.
worth Ion local tax
"Taken literally, the records.
concept of 'lowest possiDuke countered that
ble cost' could result in the decision to make
the rental of a tobacco outright purchases of
barn for office space,"
Duke said.
The inadequate inventory of property already
owned by the state and
lack of control on the
TROY, Mich.(AP) —
space requests from
other agencies has also Audi of America has anled the state into leasing nounced a recall of
buildings over a long 132.000 1984-86-model
period of time when Audi 5000 cars with
outright purchase would automatic transmissions to make an adjustbe cheaper.
The audit cited four ment designed to avoid
examples where lease sudden acceleration.
The private Center for
payments over the
years added up to more Auto Safety ill
Washington asked the
federal government in
May to issue a public
alert about the cars

real property generally
have to be made by the
General Assembly in a
separate budget
appropriation.
Duke and the

auditor's office also
disagreed over what
agency should oversee
the highway right of
way property. Duke
said the Transportation

Cabinet has all of the
necessary records, but
the audit said ,state
regulations make it
clear the duty belongs to
the Finance Cabinet.

Recall made of 132,000 Audi 5000 cars
for adjustments for unplanned acceleration
after a pedestrian in
Buffalo Grove, Ill., was
struck by an Audi that
reportedly accelerated
unintentionally.

the company believes
there is no defect in the
cars that accounts for
any occurrences of sudden acceleration.
The company will
notify owners by mail to
bring the cars in for installation of a shift lock
device, which will require drivers to press
the brake pedal to shift
from park to drive or
reverse, he said.
The modification will

A preliminary inquiry
by the National
Highway Traffic Safety
Administration into
complaints about
1984-85-model Audi 5000s
Is under way.
Audi spokesman Ed
Triolo said Wednesday

be made as parts
become available, Audi
said.
Audi said it is preparing video and audio
tapes to "reacquaint
current owners and
secondary drivers with
safe starting and
operating techniques."
It also will mail
literature to owners on
how to avoid unintended
acceleration.

Skinny inmate squirms to freedom
POINTE A LA
HACHE,La.(AP) — An
18-year-old jail inmate
shaved his head, creamed his body with lotion

and squirmed naked
through a thin feeding
slot on his cell to literally slip away from Plaquemines Parish Jail,

authorities say.
After squeezing
through the
14%-by-6%-inch slot.
Mark Gordy took an air

conditioner from a window on the third floor,
jumped to an air conditioner on the second
floor and then dropped
to the ground, said
Warden Ralph
Ferranto.
Gordy, a suspected
burglar who is 5-foot-5
and weighs 120 pounds.
was found hiding in his
underwear behind a
coal pile about five
miles away and about
2% hours after his Sunday night escape. Ferranto said Wednesday.
Gordy. who bruised
his tailbone in the
breakout. was 'booked
with an -additional
charge of simple escape
and an extra steel bar
was welded, across the top of the feeding slots
in all of the jail's cells.
Ferranto said.
"If he can get his head
through that," he said.
pointing to the freshly
welded anti-escape bar.
"I'm willing to let him
go."

STODGHILL-KOLB P.S.C.
WILLIAM J. STODGHILL, M.D.
AND
FRANK J. KOLB, III, M.D.
Are Pleased To Announce The Association Of

STEPHEN H. JACKSON, M.D.

1st YEAR: Full Warranty -An Paris and Labor'
2nd Ohm 5th YEAR limited WarrantyAN Parts. With a Labor Allowance,

For The Practice Of

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY
At

'POST OFFICE BOX 7745
619 NORTH 30TH STREET PADUCAH, KENTUCKY 42002-7745
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE (502)442-9461
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John S. Fandrich Sr.
1924. It is now operated
by his son, John Jr. and
grandsons, Bobby and
David.
Born Aug. 126. 1901, in
Belvidere he was the
son of the late Frederick
John Fandrich and Lucy
Ruch Fandrich. He was
a graduate of Huntland
High School and University of Tennessee,
Knoxville.
Very active in
Republican politics, he
was known as "Mr.
John S. Fandrich
Services for John Republican," serving in
Samuel Fandrich Sr., several political
were Sunday at 3 p.m. at capacities. He was a
member of many local
Belvidere United
Church of Christ, civic organizations and
Belvidere, Tenn. The of Belvidere United
Rev. John Schaeffer Church of Christ where
he served as an elder.
officiated.
He is survived by his
Active pallbearers
were Bobby Fandrich, wife, Mrs. Julia Willis
David Fandrich, Steve Fandrich, to whom he
was marrid on Sept. 11,
Rochelle, Bill Fandrich
Jr., Steve Simmons, Joe 1925; two sons, William
W. Fandrich and wife,
Hagan, John Hagan and
Rick Evans, grandsons Nancy, of Murray and
and grandsons-in-law, John S. Fandrich Jr.
and Henry Russell and and wife, Jean, of
Walter Russell, Belvidere; one
daughter, Mrs. Mary
nephews.
Burial was in the Hagan and her husband,
Dr. George B. Hagan,
church cemetery there.
Mr. Fandrich Sr., 84, Madison, Tenn.; 11
Belvidere, died Satur- grandchildren; 10 greatday at Methodist grandchildren.
Grandchildren from
Hospital of Middle Tennessee, Winchester, Murray attending the
funeral were Susan SimTenn.
Until very recently at mons, Sharon Fandrich,
6:30 each morning, Mr. Lee Ann Fandrich,
Fandrich was still open- Karin Fandrich and Bill
ing the seed, feed and Fandrich Jr.. grandgrain business, Fan- children, and Stephanie
drich Farm Supply, and Brad Simmons,
which he founded in great-grandchildren.

Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Wells, 47, Rt. 8,
Murray. died Tuesday
at 5 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
he is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Barbara Ann
Wells; four sons, James
Anthony Wells, Atherton, Calif., Michael Norman Wells. Sacramento, Calif., Alfred Baron
Wells, Long Beach,
Calif., and Corey Lamont Wells, Murray;
his mother. Mrs. Alfred
Wells, Rt. 8, Murray;
one sister, Mrs. Vernon
Mitchell, St. Louis, Mo.;
one grandson, Jared
Wells.

Mrs. Geneva Dunbar
Final rites for Mrs.
Geneva Dunbar will be
Friday at 1 p.m. at St.
John Missionary Baptist
Church, Murray.
Burial will follow in
Peaceful Valley
Cemetery, Mayfield,
with Hamock Funeral
Home of Paducah in
charge of
arrangements.
Visition will be from 6
to 8 p.m. tonight (Thursday I at St. John Church.
Mrs. Dunbar. 49. of
Milwaukee, Wis., died

Monday at Columbia
Hospital there.
She is survived by one
daughter, Miss Karen
Dunbar, and one son,
Stevie Dunbar,
Milwaukee; parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd B.
Arnold, Murray; four
sisters, Marie Wilson.
Georgetta Arnold,
Dianne Ivory and
Lucille Arnold; four
brothers, Joe Russell,
Harold Arnold, Anthony
Arnold and Ronnie
Arnold.

CHATTANOOGA,
Tenn.(API - C.H. Butcher Jr. and Jake Butcher treated the uninsured Southern Industrial Banking Corp.
like a convenient rainyday fund for small
loans, bank felon Jesse
Barr has testified in
federal court.
The two bankrupt
brothers who once headed a $3 billion financial
empire frequently borrowed money from each
other and used the loan
and thrift company for a
series of commercial
loan transactions, Barr
said Wednesday.
C.H. Butcher Jr., 48,
and co-defendent James
E. Steiner, 43, are on
trial in U.S. District
Court for allegedly using Southern Industrial
as a dumpiftg ground for
bad loans from Butchercontrolled banks and lying to investors about its
financial condition.
"Southern Industrial
was operated like a shoe
box," said Barr, who
served as a financial
consultant to the Butchers, advising them on
acquisitions, problem
loans and other matters.
"It was like having a
billfold ... with a slot in
the back for $5 for a
rainy day," he said.
"That's basically how
Southern Industrial was
used ... for that $5. It
was convenient and it
was there."
Under questioning
from defense attorneys,

Barr said his comments
were not meant to
disparage the thrift but
were meant to point out
Its small size compared
to much larger Butcher
banks.
Testimony was to continue today.
C.H. Butcher Jr.,
Southern Industrial's
chairman and chief executive, and Steiner, the
company's president
from 1979 to 1983, were
indicted in February on
11 counts of mail fraud,
10 counts of wire fraud
and five counts of
securities fraud in the
operation of SIBC.
The state-chartered
company, which filed
for bankruptcy in
March 1983, offered
customers investment
certificates. The certificates are accounts
similar to savings accounts at banks and installment loans secured
by second mortgages on
the borrowers'
property.
Prosecutors say investors lost more than
$25 million when
Southern Industrial
went bankrupt.
Barr is serving an
18-year prison term
after pleading guilty
last year to bank fraud
for arranging bogus
loans that were diverted
to Jake Butcher for his
personal and business
use.
Jake Butcher, a twotime gubernatorial candidate and organizer of

the 1982 World's Fair in
Knoxville. pleaded guilty last year to bank
fraud in the collapse of
his $1.5 billion United
American Bank chain.
He was sentenced to 20
years in prison.
The February 1983
failure of his flagship
UAB-Knoxville was the
nation's third worst
commercial bank crash
since the Depression.
"Jake hid things from

Gospel
44•14W Meeting
July 25-27, 1986

Pleasant Valley
Church of Christ
Speaker:
Dalton Vaughn

Calvert City, Kentucky
Friday, Saturday • 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning -10:00 a 11:00 a.m.
Sunday Night • 6:00 p.m.

directors. I was a party
to that," Barr said. "I
know we abused the
situation and Jake and I
had to answer for it."

most of the shots" at the in July 1983. Steiner
thrift until 1979 when the entered bankruptcy last
brothers decided to split August.
their financial holdings,
with C.H. Butcher Jr.
The two also are namcontrolling the $1.5 ed in a state indictment
But he said C.H. But- billion City 8z County on charges
they lied to
cher Jr. never asked Bank chain of more than regulat
ors about
him to do anything il- 20 banks along with Southern
Industrial's
legal and Steiner was SIBC, Barr said. Jake financial
status. C.H
only following orders Butcher took over the Butcher
Jr. is charged
from others when he ap- five-bank UAB chain, he in other
federal indictproved loans at said.
ments with bankruptcy
Southern industrial.
C.H. Butcher Jr was fraud and money
Jake Butcher "called forced into bankruptcy launderin
g.

Study: patients want final days at home
LOUISVILLE, Ky. care in those three
( AP) - The option of cities.
spending their final
"The physicians are
days at home is an in- critical gatekeepers,"
creasingly popular said Gordon Bonham,
alternative for ter- director of social health
minally ill Kentuckians, studies for the Urban
a University of, Studies Center.
Louisville study shows.
Bonham said that 70
Even more might opt percent of the patients
for care by relatives and seriously consider a
hospice workers over hospice if their physicare in hospitaks and cians provide the infornursing homes if they
mation when diagnosing
were informed of the terminal illness.
hospice availability.
"It's almost as if the
At least a fourth of the
physician wrote down
physicians do not tell on a prescription patients about hospices, 'hospice' - and they imalthough nine of 10 doc- mediately went to fill
tors in Louisville. Lex- it," he said. "It does
ington and Ashland show the importance of
know that such care is
an option, the study
indicated.
rederal•State Market News Service
The study by the July
U. INS
university's Urban Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report
Includes 11 Buying Stations
Studies Center and the
Receipts: Act. M3 E•t.700 Barrows
Kent School for Social Gilts Steady toll Higher Sows steady
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US It 230.250 Lbs.
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WOODMAN BUILDING
300 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

the medical
community."
Some physicians told
researchers that they
oppose hospice care,
which helps prepare a
patient and family for
death because, as one
doctor said, "I'm never
without hope."
"Some doctors,
perhaps because of their
training, never give
up," Bonham said.
"That's fine as long as

132% -%
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213
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801/2
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4
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8.14

the physician acquaints
the patient with all options for care."
Nearly twice as marl
patients opted IY
hospice care last year
than did three yerirs
ago. The choice of being
attended by relattves
and hospice workers
rather than hospital,
and nursing horn*-- is
still unavailable to
percent of Kentuckrans.
the study showed
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Hog market

Includes choice of potato
$
tossed salad, & French bread.

Thurs., Fri., & Sat July 24th-26th

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

341.5042.00
few 112.25
$50.50411.50
011140-111.75
140.00-411 00

300.220 tbs.
t'S 2.3 220-200 Lbs.
CS 34 255.270 Lbs.
Sows
US It 375.350 Lbs.
5441.0048.50
1'5 13 300-450 Lbs.
1144.00-49.00
US j.3 450-3110 I.
544.00-49.00
US IS Over allaias.
1140.05-51.50
few over NO Lbs. 52.00
US 3.3 300500 Lbs.
544.0044.05
Boars 538.00-43.00

$A25
*Every Thurs. Fri. & Sat Evening

Homeplace Family Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd.
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2 bedroom home located on 110 acres mil
approximately 10 miles from Murray.
Recently reduced from $107,000 to
$72,900. Owner says sell! Call 753-4000
for more information.

4 bedroom brick located on 119 acres mil.
Large work shop & several other barns &
equipment shed. Owner financing to
qualified buyers. Also additional acreage
available.
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ONE-OF-A-KINDS • Limited Quantities

House funding bill defeated
WASHINGTON ( AP
ment to TVA's $108
- U.S. Rep. Patricia million non-power apSchroeder's attempt to propriation, said Joel
delete funding for the Wood, press secretary
salary of Tennessee for Rep. Don Sundquist,
Valley Authority R-Tenn
nuclear chief Steven A.
White has failed on the
The amendment came
House floor.
on a measure to fund the
The House voted federal utility's
131-273 on Wednesday economic development
not to approve Ms. programs, among other
Schroeder's admend- things.
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Bank felon testifies against Butcher brothers

. Billy Wells
The funeral for Billy
"Wells is today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale is officiating. The song service is by singers from
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Active pallbearers
are Larry Gregory,
Larry. Ailey. Robert
Jones. Jerry McClain,
Terry Bean and James
Rhew.
Honorary pallbearers
are Joe Perry, Alfonzo
Perry, Jim Galbrieth,
Challon Lassiter, Don
Gregory. Leonard Fitzgerald and Vernon
Mitchell.
Burial will follow in
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A desirable coontry-like place at an attractive price. Located on 8 acres mil

20 acres mil plus 3 bedroom home priced
in the 20's

ri111111111111111
Kindness to yourself is seeing this one' Ask
us about equity sharing

Beautiful view from this 3 bedroom home
located on 35 acres mil within walking
distance of MSU Golf Course

•

Business plus a place to live Owner finan
cing to qualified buyers

Judy Johnston
437-4446
Mananging Broker
Jean Bird
753-3584
Emily Davis
753-5824

•

Bill Morgan
Principal Broker
Joe Dyer
436-2336

Old Fashioned Charm - and value Priced
in the 20's

1111rga:bak

Don Blalock
753-9218

CATALOG #

DESCRIPTION

WAS

20-13402

Sewing Machine

204.99 144.99

60.00

22-87361

0.5 Microwave

249.99

159.99

90.00

22-87661

0.8 Microwave

299.99 189.99

110.00

22-88861

Microwave 1.4

409.99

289.99

120.00

22-15465

Dishwasher

444.99

314.99

130.00

26-23721

Washer

482.99

372.99

110.00

26-65731

Dryer

359.99 289.99

70.00

46-64431

14 cu. Refrigerator 537.99

477.99

60.00

57-4242

19" TV & Remote

449.99

289.99

160.00

57-42201

19" TV

499.99

259.99

240.00

57-42511

Remote 19" TV-Stereo 549.99 394.99

155.00

57-41412

19" TV

299.99

279.99

20.00

57-5331

Cordless Remote VCR.
vMS 14 Day-4 Prolmn

374.99

319.99

55.00

57-9289

Stereo 30 watt

399.99 284.99

115.00

57-9290

Stereo 50 watt

489.99

309.99

180.00

ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING
DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION EXTRA

Joan VVhayne
753-2643

.

Plaza,_ 641 _north
753-4000

OiBetter
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State looking for organization to review Medicaid claims

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP The state is seeking a replacement for the Kentucky Peer
Review Organization, which has
canceled its contract to review
Medicaid claims from hospitals
and nursing homes.
Kentucky Peer Review, which
has been doing the work since
1977, told the Cabinet for Human
Resources that the $2.7 million,
one-year contract would be void
as of Aug. 3.
Paul Osborn, vice president
and chief executive officer, said
he had to cancel the agreement
because federal officials failed

to renew the group's $6.9 million
contract to review Medicare
hospital claims in Kentucky.
The change comes at a time
when cabinet officials are seeking an organization to screen
potential nursing home patients.
a program required by the 1986
General Assembly.
Kentucky Peer Review was a
top contender for the screening
contract, said state Medicaid
Commissioner Hughes Walker.
Walker said he was planning a
meeting with legislators and officials from the Finance and Administration cabinet to seek ap-
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proval to bypass normal bidding
procedures so that a new review
group can be in place by Aug. 4.
Such procedures normally
take up to six months. Walker
said.
Under the contract. Medicaid
hospital and nursing home
claims are examined to ensure
that patients are properly
treated and that the state is not
overcharged.
The program, financed by
state and federal funds, pro-

vides health care to poor, blind
or disabled people under state
administration while Medicare.
a federal program, provides
health care services to senior
citizens.
Osborne and Walker said they
learned that Kentucky Peer
Review had been underbid on
the Medicare claim by PEERVIEW, an Indiana-based company that reviews Indiana
claims.

•
usborne said loss of the
Medicare contract made it impossible for the organization to
continue to provide services to
Kentucky's Medicaid program
at the contracted rates.

Such contracts are normally
renewed. but one with the Kentucky Peer Review was not
because it had been determined
the group's "performance was
not satisfactory enough," said
Bill Tate, contract officer for the
federal Health Care Financing
Administration in Baltimore.
Once tile contract was rebid,
PEERVIEW offered "a better
technical proposal as well as a
better price." Tate said.

Overhead costs were based on
the presumption the organization would have both contracts,
Osborne said.
He said the organization had
been forced to lay off 107 of its
225 employees.

Another loophole found in new statute

LOUISVILLE, Ky. Al' Defense attorneys scrutinizing
the "truth-in-sentencing" law
since it became effective last
week have apparently found
another loophole in the new
statute.
An element of the law designed to keep violent offenders in
prison longer may not apply to
convicted robbers - even if they
subject their victim to violence.
The law, which went into effect July 15, will not apply to
robbers because to win a conviction for that crime, a prosecutor
has to show only that the defendant caused "physical injury,"

not "serious physiCal injury,"
according to defense attorneys.
As a result, a robbery conviction would not fit the definition
of violent offender, and tougher
parole eligibility that -goes with
it, the attorneys said.
Those attorneys included Paul
Isaacs. Kentucky's public advocate: Dan Goyette. Jefferson
County public defender: and
Larry Simon, chairman of the
Louisville Bar Association's
criminal-law section.
Under one provision of the
law. criminals who are deemed
violent offenders must serve at
least 50 percent of their sentence

before they are eligible for
parole.
"Violent offenders" are defined to include those convicted of
murder, rape, sodomy, kidnapping and other crimes in which
there is -serious physical injury
to the victim."
The law lets prosecutors give
_juries information about parole
eligibility and the defendant's
prior crimes, and requires
violent offenders to serve more
time before Mot are eligible for
parole.
Prosecutors might be able to
persuade judges to allow jurors
to consider making an addi-

tional finding that a robber has
inflicted serious injury, said
Dave Stengel, an assistant Jefferson County commonwealth's
attorney who helped prepare an
initial draft of the statute.
Chief Jefferson Circuit Judge
Edmund Karem also said judges
might be persuaded.to offer such
an instruction to juries.
But Karem said the issue will
have to be decided by the Kentucky Court of Appeals or
Supreme Court because the truthin-sentencing law does not say
such questions can be put to
juries.
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.00 Reg. To 8.99
_Jellies Shoes -2 Pairs For 3.00
Tank Tops (Solids & Prints)

* Summer Handbags
Straw Hat'
s

WASHINGTON ( AP ) - Sen.
Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz.,
chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee, is in a
hospital after suffering abdominal pains that his aide says
were probably caused by
indigestion.
The 77-year-old Goldwater
was at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center, where hospital
spokesman Ben S'rnith would not
disclose his condition Wednes-

day evening. He was admitted at
6:30 a.m. Wednesday.
"He is here, he is under
24-hour observation," hospital
spokesman Jim Stueve said
earlier in the day. "He came in
suffering atypical abdominal
pains."
. :The hospital spokesman said
Goldwater, a veterannf.30 years
in the Senate and the Republican
nominee for president in 1964,
was having ''routine blood

Death row
Racial composition of convicts
by state as of May 1, 1986

tests" and would remain in the
hospital until at least today.
James Ferguson, a
spokesman for Goldwater, 'said
he had spoken with the senator's
doctor, who "told us he had
seafood late last night,and had
just had a really bad flare-up of
indigestion. .1 don't think it's
anything Ser1011S.
Ferguson said he had spoken
by telephone with Goldwatet,aand "he sounded fine."

1.0

37

California

5

.00 Reg. To 12.99

Cotton Knit Pants
Canvas Tennis Shoes
Espadrille Shoes
Halter Tops

7.00

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

PRESCRIPTIONS

--Our Most Important Business

-We fill Ky. Medicaid. PCS, Medimat. Blue Cross
Blue Shield, Paid. and Tenn. Medicaid
Prescriptions.

Reg. To 21.99

Cotton Sweaters
Better Knit Tops (Prints)
Nylon Robes & Gowns
Better Fashion Shirts

9.00

Reg. To 24.99

Controversial
Conrail proposal
is withdrawn
MI 10 ••••••,

WASHINGTON (API- Conrail officials say they are relieved that Senate Commerce Committee Chairman John Danforth
has withdrawn his controversial
proposal to tap $450 million of
the railroad's funds to help
NASA.

Dressy Blouses
Cotton Tank Sweaters
Unconstructed Jackets
Summer Fashion Skirts
Summer Fashion Pants

The plan had drawn opposition
from government-owned Conrail and on the committee,
which was under orders to
achieve $50 million in budget
savings.
"He withdrew it in recognition
of the fact that- it was so controversial and because so many
members did not have enough
time to look at it," said a committee aide speaking Wednesday on condition of anonymity.
A vote on the proposal had
been expected to be close, the
aide said.

10.00 • 13.00
17.00

Reg. To 49.99
Tank Dresses (Prints & Solids)

Fashion Sundresses
Dressy & Casual Dresses

At Time of Processing
1135 rnm 116 110 6 Disc ,

Junior & Misses Sizes

50% To 75% Off
1 & 2Piece Swimsuits

Film Developing Specials

(Nationally Advertised)

12 Exposure,

Active Sportswear

15 ExDosure

2.59

36 eipdsure

$5.99

$1.99

(Pandora-Hang Ten-Tomboy)

. Summer Jewelry
.Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Chicago Tribune Chart. Source
NAACP Legal Defense and
Educational Fund

'Offer good from 110. 128. 135 Disc Coto, Print C 01
Orders For Regular PtInts Does not Indocile Custotilst 35
Mort 35. Foreign Film or processing by Kodak

NEW
Kodak Supralife
Gold Tipped
Alkaline
Batteries

Conrail officials reacted
angrily when they heard about
the plan this week. Danforth, RMo., said the idea had been to
help the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration meet
expected budget restraints,
while taking advantage of Conrail's profitability.
Conrail, the freight railroad
created by the government in
1976, has a cash balance of about
$1 billion and reported earnings
last year of about $440 million.
Conrail management had said
Danforth's proposal violated the
railroad's financing agreement
with the government that spells
but when payments are due on
Conrail securities held by the
government.
"Obviously you know where
we stand, and obviously we are
pleased." Conrail spokesman
Bob Libkind said Wednesday.
"We think the public interest
bar. been served."
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Kentucky News In Brief
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- "Project Vision,"
a computer program designed to assist first- and
second -grade students with remedial
mathematics, has been unveiled by some young
students and Gov. Martha Layne Collins.
The project is a joint effort he project combines advanced computer graphics and audio
systems to entice the student into grasping a
variety of mathematics concepts, said Amy Ciecarello, a teacher at Hearn Elementary School in
Frankfort who assisted in the pilot project.
"The motivation factor is phenomenal," Ms.
Ciccarello said Wednesday.
The computers will be placed in eight school
districts this fall that were selected for their
geographical distribution and because they
already have remedial programs in place.
The school districts are Covington and the
county districts of Christian, Daviess, Franklin,
Jefferson, Laurel, Nicholas and Wolfe.
---FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The state
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board said Lexington's Campbell House Inn has agreed to pay a
$1,000 fine on a charge that it violated Sunday liquor sales laws.
"The fine was paid Monday, and this hopefully
closes the book on the Campbell House case,"
said Catherine Sta.ib, general counsel for the
ABC.
Julius Rather, an attorney for the inn, said, "It
doesn't mean we admit or deny guilt. It just
means that we decided it best not to contest the
charge - an option which we had in lieu of a
hearing before the board."
Penalties for such a violation may range from
a warning to revocation of the liquor license,
Staib said.
The citation issued last month charged that
distilled spirits and malt beverages were sold,
served and delivered at the Campbell House on
Sunday afternoon, June 1, and that other liquor
owned by the inn was not kept locked as
required.
The investigation began when a local television news crew filmed a bar in operation at the
hotel's Colonial Hall, where vendors of fire
equipment were displaying their wares for participants of a fire school.
State law forbids the sale or distribution of
alcoholic beverages in Lexington hotels on
Sunday.
Last week, the Urban County Council placed
on the Nov. 4 ballot the question of whether liquor sales by the drink should be legal in Lexington's larger hotels, motels and restaurants on
Sundays between 1 p.m. and 11 p.m. A similar
referendum was defeated in 1982.
LOUISVILLE„ Ky. (- AP) - A branch bank
manager who quit his job because of his role in a
gay religious group will get another day in court.
The 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals has ruled
that former U.S. District Judge James Gibson
erred in 1983 when he dismissed Samuel Dorr's
lawsuit claiming religious discrimination by
First National Bank of Louisville.
The appellate court ordered the U.S. District
Court here to reconsider the suit, but the judges
did not rule on the merits of the case;in which
Dorr is seeking $2.25 million from the bank.
Dorr, an employee for 19 years, resigned
in
1982, a few months after he became president
of
Dignity-Integrity, a group of Roman Catholic
and Episcopal homosexuals.
The appeals court ruling said that
in
November 1981, Dorr informed his supervi
sor

that he was president of the group and "anticipated taking public positions on issues affecting the gay community."
Because the bank had a policy prohibiting
employees from engaging in outside activities
that might "undermine public confidence in the
bank," the supervisor notified other officials but
did not pass along Dignity-Integrity pamphlets
explaining the religious nature of the organization, the appeals court said.
The court said bank officials told Dorr that to
remain'with the bank, he would have to resign as
president but could retain his membership if it
did not become publicly known.
Dorr also was told that if he resigned from the
organization, the bank would find him a new job
with less public visibility, the court said. Instead,
Dorr resigned from the bank.
---ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) - Ashland 011 Inc.
posted record third-quarter earnings, up 33 percent, thanks to lower crude oil prices and increased refinery margins, the company says.
Net income grew to $80 million, or $2.36-per
share of common stock, for the quarter that ended June 30, compared with $60 million, or $1.79
per share, for the same three months in 1985.
Sales and operating revenues for the period
totaled $1.8 billion, down from $2.1 billion in the
third quarter last year.
For the nine-month period ending in June, the
company realized a net income of $168 million, or
$4.93 per share of common stock. The total of the
first three quarters compared with a net income
of $100 million, or $2.74 per share, for the same
period a year ago.
Sales and operating revenues for the ninemonth period were $5.6 billion, compared with $6
billion through the same period in 1985.
---•
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Some types of ambulances in Kentucky may have problems that
cause gasoline caps to pop off and gasoline to
spill from the tank, state officials say.
As a result, the emergency medical services
branch of the state Department of Health Services has warned ambulance services
throughout Kentucky about the possible
problems.
The warning cited problems with heat buildup
In engines and with pressure buildup in gasoline
tanks of 1984 and newer Ford Model E-350
ambulances.

State cites
nursing home
for high heat

BOWLING GREEN
Ky.(AP ) - The Human
Resources Cabinet has
cited a Bowling Green
nursing home for
allegedly letting the
temperature in patients'
rooms in one wing of the
facility to exceed state
limits.
Inspectors from the
cabinet's Adult Protective Services Branch
and Division of Licensing and Regulation
visited Fern Terrace
Lodge twice this week,
spokesman Brad
Hughes said
Wednesday.
The visits followed a
complaint made on
cascades of water down. .Mondayof
"I thank God for every temperatures exceeding
drop of it."
100 degrees in some of
Mrs. Beam and her the rooms over the
husband, Jim, have weekend. The inspecbeen without water tors determined that
since their well went dry temperatures in the
more than six weeks unairconditioned wing
ago. They and about 19 were excessively high.
other families lined up Hughes said.
at the fire station's outUnder state law, nursdoor spigot Wednesday ing homes must mainto fill five-gallon jugs tain room temperatures
donated by a local below 85 degrees, he
chemical company.
said.

Ice headed for hot town;
arrival expected today
PIEDMONT, S.C.
(API - Residents of
this parched South
Carolina town are
awaiting a mountain of
ice from Indiana, a gift
that at least temporarily will turn Piedmont into the coolest haven in
dehydrated Dixie.
Kit Kowski, owner of
the 4K Ice Co. of South
Bend, Ind., promised
that 3,200 eight-pound
bags of ice would arrive
by refrigerated truck
today.
Kowski said he decided to send the ice to this
town of 600 people just
southwest of Greenville
In South Carolina's northwest corner after seeing an Associated Press
photograph in the South
Bend Tribune.
"It showed a group of
thirsty people filling up
their water jugs at the
Piedmont Fire Department and I thought how
terrible it must be to be
caught in a drought and
not have a cold drink of
water," he said from
South Bend.
Kowski refused to say
how much operation
was•costing him. "That
doesn't matter. What
does matter is that people are suffering and
need help."
Fire Chief Doug
Cowart said the ice
would be transferred to
another refrigerated
truck and distributed on
a first-come, first-serve
basis.
Piedmont, which is in
one of the most severely
drought-stricken .areas
in the South, finally got
some rain Tuesday.
"Boy,. did we need
this," Cowart shouted
as he held out his hands
and let himself be pelted
by huge rain drops.
"This is the first good
rain we've had in more
than two months," Faye
Beam said as the
‘hunderstorm 'sent

Pat Jones, manager of the EMS branch, said
Wednesday that she sent the notices after a
number of those types of incidents were reported
with ambulances in Virginia and West Virginia.
Jones said that the only reported problems in
Kentucky have been in Jefferson County, except

for one fire in the engine of an ambulance in
Rockcastle County.
She said that since the advisories were sent,
she has been notified that the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration is investigating
the problems.
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THE 1986 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES•
Saturday, July 26th
Sunday, July 27th
•
THEME:
"STAND FAST IN THE FAITH"

.*

The Unity In
Diversity Threat

"Stand Fast in
The Faith"

A Study of Romans 14
and Freedom

Dangerous Doctnnes
crangerous Times

ROBERT TAYLOR
Ripley, Tenn.
10:00 a.m. Sat.

NOEL MERIDETH
Lawrenceburg, Tem.
10:45 a.m. at.

A
GARLAND ELKINS
Memphis, Tenn.
8:30- a.m. Sat.

BILL JACKSON
Austin, Texas
9:15 a.m. Sat.

Saturday, July tflth
1:00-2:15 OPEN FORUM
Panel: Garland Elkins, Bill Jackson,
Curtis Cates, Robert Taylor
Moderator, J. Noel Merideth

Controversy As A Means
of N.T. Evangelism

JOSEPH A. RUIZ
Taichung. Taiwan
2:15 p.m. Sat.

Media Ethics and
Modern Music

We'd like to have the opportunity to show you
what we mean with quality air state
Auto
protection and service. Call
z-r1 Insurance
.
--2J Companies
us today.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple
Southside of the Cf. Square

CURTIS CATES
Memphis, Tenn.
7:00 p.m. Sat.

GARY COLLEY
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
3:45 p.m. Slit.

Make Plans to Attend!!!For Further Informat
ion Call 554-2496,
554-3587, 554-7145. VCR & Cassette Tapes Of
Lectureship Will Be
Available.

Location: sunny Slope Church Of Christ
Rout* 5 Old Mayfield Rood-Poducoh, Kentucky 4200'

PUBLICATIONSOPY - COMMERCIAL BANK

ST AE C35 r 3-

RESE.E

8

CITY

COUNTY

MURRAY

STATE

CALLOWAY

ZIP CODE

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

42071

KENTUCKY

ASSETS

Bil

.
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions
a Noninterest - bearing balances and currency and coin
b Interest - bearing balances
2 Securities

$15,105.00

'a
lb

r

67 956
V

2

3

4a

b LESS Allowance for loan and lease losses
C LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve

4b
•

V
4 Cl

43
NN
986
N. NE

5;
ssets held in trading accounts
6

remises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)
'7 Other real estate owned
8 Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associate
d companies
9 Customers liability to this bank on acceptances outstandi
ng
10 Intangible assets

NE

8

NE

9

N. NE •0
2 420 1'
122 802 12

11 Other assets
12 Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)
LIABILITIES

z

13 Deposits
a In domestic offices

108 607

(1) Noninteresting- bearing

11 137
97 CE"

b In foreign offices. Edge and Agreement subsidiaries.
and IBFs
(1) Noninterest -bearing

13a
'3a 11

4 1 3 a i21
•

(2) Interest -bearing
14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under
agreement to repurchase in domestic offices of the
bank and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in
IBFs
15 Demand notes issued to the U.S Treasury
16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalize
d leases
18,Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstandi
ng
19 Notes and debentures subordinated to deposits

ONE

-

554 i 5
"
,
4

NINE

't

NNE

•

NONE

49_
1 029 .7
110 Z19, 21

20 Other liabilities
21 Total liabilities (sum of items 13 through
22 Limited - life preferred stock

201

EQUITY CAPITAL
23 Perpetual preferred stock No of shares outstanding
24 Common stock (No of shares a Authorized

[MArZt,./
4"

3,000
16 000
13.000

b Outstanding

00
-

325
8 375_
3 563

26 Undivided profits and capital reserves
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adiustmen
ts
28 Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 271
12 563 28
29 Total liabilities, limited - life preferred stock and equity
capital (sum of items 21 22, and 28j
122 802 29
MEMORANDA Amounts outstanding as of Report
Date
MEMO
I a Standby letters of credit. Total
_ 105_ 'a
.1.b Amount of Standby fetters of credit in memo 1
a conveyed to others through participations
NNE
lb
NOTE This report must be signed by an authorized officeris)
and attested by not less than three directors other than the officers
signing the ,eporl
I We, the undersigned officerls). do hereby declare that
this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance
with o ft( ,al mstrui.
lions and is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief

r4r

DATE SIGNED
JULY

NANV/1&T E OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO
SIGN REPORT
MAX H. BRA NOON, VICE PRESIDENT /
CASHIER

2.3i 1986

AftEA_CODE PHONE NO

(502) 753-3231 •

We the undersigned directors attest the corfaitness oj
this Report of Condition.ar declare that it has been
eNstnined by us and to the •
best ol our knowledge and belief has been p epared in conforma
nce with official instructions an s true and cdrrect
--.
11G
,NATURE OF DIRECT
?
?4,..
.
e,*
SIGNATUP OF DIRECT
_,
OF DIRECTOR
1.
_ ,,.-

.. a

State of

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.

1986

Thou

Ml

600

3 Federal funds sold and securitiespurchased under
agreements to resell in domestic offices of the bank
and of its Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and in
IBFs
4 Loans and lease financing receivables .
a Loans and leases, net of unearned income

d Loans and leases, net of unearned income.
allowance, and reserve (item 4 a minus 4 b and

30

JUNE

Dollar Amounts in Thousands

_./L 44- I•G 0111

V-6, 2 8 Liter, AiT, PS,, P.8, A/C, Folding.
Rear Seat, Sierra Classic Interior

we

669

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SIGNATURE OFcie
OFFER()AUTHORIZEVIGN REPORT

1986 845.Jkliny 4x4

a&

STATE BANK NO

25 Surplus

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

•

LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

753-4451

r
E GMC

BILL HATCHER
Charlotte, NC
7:45 p.m. Sat.

CONSOLIDATED REPOR1: OF-COND1TION
(Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidia
ries)

(2) Interest - bearing

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY IS
A GOOD AGENT

Is Genesis „Iv

Sound Doctrine Makes
The Music That God
Autorhizes In N.T. Worship
Sound Churches

WAYNE COATS
Mt. Juliet, Tenn.
3:00 p.m. Sat.

•

Sunday, July 27th
2:00 p.m. "Is It New Or Is It True?"
Curtis Cates
2:45 p.m.'The Changeless Challenge In
A Changing World" Joseph A. Ruiz

(MAKE MARk FOR
NOTARY S SEAL)

U.S. 641 South
753-1372

...

ii.. 7

KENTucNT

County. of
,
Sworn to and Subscribed before me this
23R0
'1y Of
JuL..
and I hereby certify the I am ndt an officer or director
of thi 'bank
My commission expires
MAlicoi 28, /9 89

CALLOWA Y

1986
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i
t
8 , Public
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

Notice

e

2
KOUNTRY
KURL

School Special
Wolff Bed
150 min. '16.50
GET 1 FREE
300 min. $34.99
GET 2 FREE

600 min $64.99
GET 3 FREE

753-1701
RARRETT'S
Center has heat.. .1 .
Monroe shocks tor Ss ss
200 N 4th St NItirray
Ky 753-6001

Metal Roofing
Siding•Factory Direct
\

\1

•
Now But
14 Karat Gold Chain
By The Inch

North 641 Flea Mkt.
He, 641 N
Farmer 1/Viggo's Furn Bldg
F. 8. Si 8 5 Sun 12 30

WO Quality painted $4200
per square. Galvanized
$3200 per squere. Full 30
covers's,, fey only for whet
you oof. 3 V /Aetel In stan
deed lengths of 124.93 per
square.
Toll Free In Ky.
1100-433-32113.
Free delivery 23
squares end up.

BLUEGRASS AG
DISTRIBUTORS
Henderson, Ky.

2

Notice

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. Our Most Comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled, Intermediate
or
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
hospital confinement,
Nursing
Home Insurance is
more important
than ever. For free
information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
75.1-4199
"tree local claim service"

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

2

Meierray Ledger & Times

Notice

Allison
Photography
as moved to
new location
607 S. 4th
Street
753-8809
1' 1MS Cake Hut- when
need a cake for any
reaSI'll call Pam's Cake
!lilt. Their cakes are
fluffy & moist
niliced with a butter
ream icing made from
catch. Their decurat,pg is superb Best of all
.11eir prices are great
give us a call. We
promise you'll be glad
...II 1111i
759-4492 or
-,-.1455 evenings.
741F: Gold Nugget. west
I it
ot square.
Mac-field. Ky. 247-6762.
uamonds. black hills
I4kt. gold chains.
\u' sell for less!'' •'W e
.:tiarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE
References
upon request.
Reasonably Priced.
436-5487 or
753-5086.

By

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
Thweatt's Service
Station
7 miles north of
Murray on 1824.
Selling tires at
cost Discount on
golf carts, trailers,
lamps, wicker,
plaster figurines,
tools,
radio
speakers.
Everything in store.

sa

T

Closing
August 5, 1986
7.2

ALL RIGHT LET'S START
uJITH
WHAT 15 THIRTY TIMES FIFTY?

kAll-IEN I GROW UP I*
GONNA 60 ON THE
LADIES PROFESSIONAL 6OLF
TOUR.. I WONT HAVE TO
KNOW THIN65 LIKE THAT

WHAT ABOUT KEEPING
YOUR SCORE: YOU'LL
HAVE TO KNOW NUMBERS.

Help Wanted
6
2 -Notice
Help Wanted
6
20. Sports Equipment
26
TV -Radio
now
3000 GO \ ERNmENT
NEED
help
cutting LARGE tent. Winche- rTSHER 19 color T.V.
working Thurs.. Fri & .jobsiisi.
Sat. at St Johns Beauty $16,040-$59.230 yr. Now tobacco starting Wed. ster Winlite shotgun. with stereo, 2 months
Shop. 604 Broad St Ext
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 August 23rd. Call 492- Leaf mulcher. Sears old. Call after 5p.m.
8790.
mower trailer. Taylor 762-6105.
753-0216.
F:xt. R-7777.
NEED
weekend care burner plus driver. Pelz
DENTAL
assistant. No
3 Card of Thanks
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
putter.
753-7410.
experience necessary. giver. Friday p.m.
12850 CENTRAIL. inSend resume to P.O. through Sunday p.m.
24. Miscellaneous
We wish to thank
sulated, pinning. more.
Box 1040-F, Murray. Some lifting involved.
Pay $90. Call 753-0251.
4 CEMETERY plots for Excellent condition.
Kv.
the people in Mur11X you need a job and PHARMACY Teciii- sale at Murray Memo- Reduced. Call 354-6717.
ray and Calloway
hope for the future? We clan. Full time positions rial Gardens. Call any- 12860. 2 BR. in Fox
County
the
Meadows, excellent
now have 5 openings available for mature. time 753-6471
cards,
and
that include training responsible individual. 4- FOUR wheel drive condition. Moving must
Prior
truck
experien
tires,
$500
ce
Call
sell. Call 759-9890 or
and placement. You
prayers received
753-5944.
may qualify if you don't necessary. Send resume 753-0747
to
during the illness of
P.O
Box
1040-R.
DROWN
leather
ready 12860. 2 BR mobile
have a GED or High
lift chair, reclines and home with 6 lots. in Ky.
School diploma and Murray. Ky.
Ralph Bogard.
RESPONSIB
has
LE
person
hand
belt
operation.
have been out of school
Lake Developement.
For all your
9 months or more and to watch 3 preschoolers in approx 5 mo old, like new. Phone 436-2532.
trucking needs you
my
home,
near
$600
campus.
best
or
offer.
Call 12860 Mobile Home.
are between ages of 16 &
22. Call us at JTPA Approx 20 hours per 489-2296.
can call Ralph at
Shady Oaks Trailer
week
Call
753-7351.
10
am
CARPET. 8810 1/2, Court. Must sell at once.
753-9378 Monday-Friday
753-2446.
5
pm.
references
finished edge, foam Can be seen Fri. 5 pm sa.m.-1p.m.
back, multi color slate pm. Saturday all day.
CHRISTIAN babysitter required.
5 Lost and Found
RN
or
LPN
position is blue, never been used. 14856 ATLANTIC. 2 BR.
needed part time for
available
for 11 to 7 Call 753-6147
1 bath, wood siding. Will
1.0ST 9 month oid kindergarten child for
Basset Hound, brown. half-day, 7:15-12:00. shift Employee would FIREWOOD for sale. move & set-up. Call
be
scheduled
Monday Need winter firewood 437-4608.
has collar with tag. starling Aug_ 18th.
name is "Pochie". Lost Sorhe light hoasekeep- through Friday with now' Call I) W Fox 1975. 12865. ARBOR.
every
weekend off. 753-8568.
ing. Must have own
Sat. night. S. 10th St
mobile home, excellent
area. Call 753-6054 or transportation. Re- Excellent salary & be- FOR sale- aosed furni- condition. new carpet.
nefits.
Apply in person ture. Call 753-1412.
ferences required. If
759-4141.
washer and dryer. Call.
at Care Inn. Mayfield, GRASS
is growing & 759-9430 after 5 pm.
LOST. female Calic0 interested call 753-1490.
or
call
247-0200.
will continue to grow 1977. 14852. 2 BR, in
cat, gray yellow EASY ASSEMBLY
this summer! Swap for Riviera Cts., some furwhite. Eagle Inn vicin- WORK! $714.00 per 100.
a new wheel horse now. niture, stove, reity No claws on front Guaranteed payment. 9. Situation Wanted
Prices will never be frigerator. paneling
feet White underbody No sales. Details-- send
Tan spot on right stamped envelope: MAINTENANCE lower! Instant credit! throughout. Call 759nostril. If found please Elan- 332. 34I8 En- foreman. 10 yr. exp.. in 90 days same as cash! 4904.
call John or Vicky .it terprise, Ft. Pierce. Fl. industrial maintenance. Stokes Tractor, Indust- 1982 14870. 2 large
recent recipient of Ass. rial Rd. 7531319
702.4519 work or 901.49.8- 33482.
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
EXPERIENCED Deg. in electronics with TT S not to early to think large kitchen and lung
,
992 home.
GPA
of
3.31.
Responsi-.
,
about your chain saw. room, newly decorated
tobacco cutters • to begin
6
Help Wanted
Wed. 23rd. Call 492-8411 ble. stable. matuye needs for fall wood Call 489-2813.
family
man,
with
cutting! See us at
GOVERNMENT after noon.
honorable discharge, Stokes Tractor. Indust- 1 9 11 5 1 4 x 7 0 .
FULL time secretarial
j ii b s -I 1- a t
BUCANEER. 2 BR,
vietnam vet seeks em- rial Rd. 753.1319
S 111.040-$59.230 yr. Now position- typing, filing. ployment with
full baths. Jacuzzi, dis
good
LARGE, large, large hwasher. central air,
Hiring Call 805-607-6000 office procedures a company.
Send
inselection Of storage tiedowns, double inmust, short hand a plus.
ExI 11-7777.
formation to P.O. Box
buildings in stock for sulated. low utilities, all
Send resume to P.O. 1040-L.
Murray. Ky.
immediate delivery. gas. Want payoff Call
Box 596. Murray, Ky.
HOUSEKEEF)ER CARPENTER wants Acree Portable 527-8740.
needed 2 or 3 days a work. Call Rick Brun- Buildings. Mayfield, ONE bedroom Trailer.
Growing Again
week. Must be de- ner' 436-2922. Reasona- Ky. 502-247-7831.
10845, reodeled inside and
We need a few good
pendable & assume all ble rates. References. NRW residential wood out. step up kitchen 753drivers. Qvalificoho-usehold re- Prices given for raised panel overhead 1491 or 753-4473.
tions: 25 years old, 2
door. 1687 at $289. Good SEVERAL 10'
sponsibilities. For in- framing or trim.
& 12
terview call 753-5141 WILL sit with elderly or used wood residential mobile homes. Ideal for
years of recent over
overhead
door.
887
at
7p.m.
after
the road experience &
convalescent in home or
lake or rental, furnished
1,1/MEDIATE opening. hospital. days lir nights $50. New heavy duty or unfurnished. At'.
good driving record.
commerci
al
wood
100,0481 watt FM station and will babysit chilNegotiable. 753-5209
Benefits: family health
seeking account ex- dren in my home. overhead door, 888 at
core, life insurance,
$289.
New
commercial
ecutive for Murray.. References. 759.4697
Mayfield lir Benton WILL sit with elderly fiberglass overhead 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
fuel bonus': vaction
areas. full-time. Sales nights. Call days 417-4580 door 1288 at $500. New
pay & much more.
experience preferred. or after 5 PM 753-4590. commercial • aluminum 2 OR -3 BR. furnished or
Applications accepted
storefront entrance unfornist:Tcf, some new
Prior radio sales a plus. Good references.
at
the
with 387 door at. $300. furniture, natural gas
Mucray
For confidential inter-'
15
We can arrange in- electric, air con
Terminal
'view phone 502-06-1100 10. Business Opportunity
•
stallation for any of ditioned Shady Oaks
Mon.-Fri. 8a.m.-5p.m
ESTABLISHED these. 365-7940 days. 753 5209
Paschall Truck
ask for sales manager.
needlework business for 522-7739 evenings & COMPLETELY remodel
Lines Incorporated
EOE
sale. Serious inquires weekends Malcolm ed, stove refrigerator,
Hwy. 601
air
MI RRAN firm taking only Call 753-8373
between Figert.
conditioner, furnished
applications for sales 10 am • 5
Morray, Ky.
pm.
PROTECT
your in- Call 753 9478.
position. Salary plus
502-753-1717
vestment put . rubber NICE 2 BR trailer, near
commission. Apply in
16. Home Furnishings
bed
mat in your new Murray. No pets. Call
person between 9 am-5
pm at 843 S 12th. Suite 10. COUCH. Early Amer., pick-up truck Stokes 489 2611.
- -Tractor
753.1319
Southside Shopping earth tones, well built
UNFURNISHED. 2 BR.
antique pedistal 2 bath Also, 3 OR, 1 I 2
great condition. $75.
Center.
table and chairs. Mellon baths, appliances A.
SPOUSE Abuse program Call 759-4027.
is in need of female staff bEEP freeze, 14 cu ft color. Velvet chaise water furnished. Cole
persons who are willing to $175 Garden plow 212. lounge. 2 end tables and man Real Estate 753
one coffee table. french 9898
work directly with vie- $100 Call 753-6459
with marble tops. Call
terns and to provide up to NtATCHINC; sofa, love
24 hours support Call seat & chair. Good 753-7388 after 4:30 pm.
30 Business Rentals
Spouse Abuse hotline 751,- condition. S90. Call 436- SEARS Cyclone. fence.
FOR
rent- clean-up
approximately 200 ft.
4050.
2290.
shop on Story Ave.. next
WANTED: guitar player WHIRLPOOL with gate. Couch. G.E.
to Boones Laundry $200
for top 40 rock band. ExMICROWAVE ovens as electric stove, good as is. 753-3018.
perience necessary Call low as $4 per week: 25" condition. Chest of
OFFICE space, in
901-642-6060 nights or 901Magnavox color TV as_ drawers 753-9510.
Southside Shopping
642-3559 days.
low as $7 per week: SMITH Corona portable
WE are presently seek- Whirlpool automatic electric typewriter, Center. Call 753-4509.
ing qualified applicants washer as low as $6 per built-in keyboard cor- 753.6612
for an accounting posi- week: Whirlpool re- rections, power return,
tion. Applicant must frigerator as low as $8 pica type, excellent
COMMERCIAL
have a BS in either per week. Goodyear condition. Call 753-1602.
BUILDING
STOP by & see the new
Business Administra- 753-0595
BCS tiller for your fall
tion or Accounting and a
Beautiful decorated
tilling. Stokes tractor.
minimum of 3 years
19. Farm Equipment
budding, fully
Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
working experience in
4•14
trailer,
HEEL
exrelated field. We offer
carpeted, walls
WE have a few nea
tremely heavy duty.
an excellent compensapush mowers left at
carpeted & mirror
Call 436-2879_
tion package which
bargain prices- includincludes salary and our
lined 30x90.
ing the new Hi-Wheel
20. Sports Equipment
fringe benefit package.
Push! Stokes Tractor
Available now.
CAMOUFL
AGE
army
Send resirme to:
753-1319 Industrial Rd.
pants. ,;100 cotton for WE have good clean 55
Reasonable rent,
Paschall Truck Lines.
warm
weather
wear. gal. drums, $6 each. AG
Inc.. Route 4. Murray.
College Campus.
Jerry's Sporting Goods, Brokers, Industrial
KY 42071. Attn: Linda
Rd
Mavfield. Ky. 247-4704.
Waugh
Call 753-2967.
753-4533.

twins Brittain

TRUCK DRIVERS

ROUND

I THOU&HT YOU WERE
GOING TO GET READY
FOR A PATE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

-Vro,

HE SAV5 5i-E'5 IN ThiE
ToP OF 11-iE 9TH r

„COLONEL,5ENP
A CHOPPER TO
PHANTOM -HEAP
PLAIN TO PICK
UP TWO
P45SEA6ER5.

5IR, WHO
5HALL I
TELL THE
PILOT THEY
ARE

e

A MAN AI.17 A
WOLF.(CLICK

Rent

I BR apt., appliances
furnished. Avail. •immediately. Call
753-3182.
Answer
to
ACROSS
I BR furnished apt .
37 Ray
Previous Puzzle
near hospital. 1145. No
38 Is in poor
1 Haste
pets please. Call 753.
health
6 Quarrels
3949.
40 Erase:
11 Fright
1 BR. upstairs. furprinting
13 Make
nished apt. $170 per
42 Cloth
pungent
month. Water furmeasure
14 Article
nished. Close to cam43 Cornered
15 Cooked in
pus. No pets. No chil45 Informer
oven
dren 753-5980.
46 Paid notice
17 Hebrew letter
2-3 BR furnished apt.
47 Meditates
18 Frozen water
8175 a month. Call
49 For the
20 Bishop's
498:8977,
purpose of
headdress
2 BR apt , 2 baths,
50 Sums
21 Health resort
52 Decayed
central heat & air,
22 Insect eggs
water furnished
54 Little
No
deer
24 Female
pets please. Call 753:
55 Couples
25 Winter
3949
vehicle
DOWN
SOT
2 BR duplex, appliances
26 Permits
furnished. Quiet, nice
28 Author
1 Blemish
neighborhood_ No pets.
30 Walk
hat
2 Writing
5 Fate
Central heat & air.
unsteadily
10 Golfer
implement
6 Prophet
759-4406.
32 Wild plum
Slammon'
3 Teutonic
7 Cushion
IliUR-Cal apts. Nor33 Trapped
Sam
deity
8 While
thwood Dr. 1. 2 or 3 BR.
35 Run easily
12 Foray
4 Blunder
9 Man's high
Now renting Equal
13 Guides
Housing Opportunity.
2
4
3
5
16 Pack away
759-4984.
19 Perpetual
NICE 2 BR apt., central
6
10
11
21 Pullman car
heat & air No pets. Call
Vapor
23
492-8634.
%MI
Mir
25 Remained
NICE 2 BR duplex with
erect
carport -It private area.
14
15
H
27 Weight of
Appliances furnished. No
pets Call 753-3343
18
18
NM
E
•29 Sick
1 or 2 bedroom Apart31 Becomes
ment near downtown
22
II
ill
II
aware of
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
Rarely
d
E
33
4
762-6650.
26
ill
ill
il
ONE bedroom Duplex
Click
beetle
36
Apartment, near down37 Whips
we 3°
il
ill
town $140 per month, One
39 Condeyear lease. Deposit. No
scending look pets
Call 753-3913,
il
%
fa
41 Short lackets
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
43
4
7B
F
L ue
tdfdaylI
.SubsIdizett-apt. I, -2'et'3
BR
Apply Hilldale
48-Music as
Apts . Hardin, •Ky
written
Equal Housing
51 Tantalum
Opportunity
symbol
THREE room furnished
53 Agave plant
Apartment in Murray
Water paid
Air con'
Attained Call 1.395-528.5

BAND MOOD IN I P
ARAR OGLE ONE
REGARD DE ATE
GOES DONOR
FRUGALLY BU
OUTER YES DAIZI
AB DEN 'RAM LA
QED DIM BASIN
ET TEMMI TY
OFUAL TORT
DOE OF AS I DEO
ERA SOFT NORA
ralEAS STEM

I'P BETTER CHECK
TO 5EE IF IT'S STILL
MONDAY OUT THERE

32. Apts for

d
win 4'
WI
mil Illiiiiii•ill
aUUUU
•
a•WI
illh
iii id
ill

r•••151r

1011010M•MI9P•low•••••••••••••1100••••••••••••M••••
•
•••MOI

•amemlell.trer""

a

THE'RNI)A1',

CLASSIFIEDS
32. Apts for Rent

34. Houses for Rent

38. Pets-Supplies
41
150G boarding. Oh
edience training. AK('
German Shepherds
AKC Australian Cattle
dogs. 436-2858.
WHITE, small Pekinese
dog, male. Best offer
Call 753-3588.

t LI 24, 11046

l'Atit,

Miirray Ledger & Times

Public Sales

46

Homes for Sale
49
Used Cars
52 Boats Motors
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
BR brie, I bath. nice 1977 CUEVROLET 4x4 1972 CLASTRON
Ski boat
-.4-WING Machin, 11,
carpet. 103 N. 17th St. short wheel base with 100 HI' Johnson
Call
ROOFING
Hitt
Only $37.500. Coleman Silverado truck. $2950 as 753.3105
Si! make, cr0
Metal & Shingles
trociels
Real Estate 753.9895.
& I.
is Stop by . and make 1977 HOWELL
(1!-Xt• I
dustrial (tag , losing
101 S. 10th, 2 BED- offer 501 S 17th Murray. .
Aluminum & Vinyl
$8454. red with white
!I;a41-11rd•ROOM. new carpet. 1977 PONTIAC Grand interior, Can be seen
Siding
at
-narpen.i
drapes. stove. ref . l'rix. fully equipped. 304 N 4th Murray
'Free
estimates
\pe!le-nr. r
arport. attached bldg
Call 762.6105 after 5p.m.
41 Public Sales
Call 759 1600
large lot, fenced in Call 1978 CUTLASS Supreme
11 a r n
II
759-4620. Moving must Brougham. Am"FM 53 Services Offered
36. For Rent Of Lease
tella
sell.
stereo, air. tilt. $1800
2 MEN want to do yard MITCHELL
.- T1 NI P ft F. VI
,•
C o m ni erc
ATTRACTIVE 3 bed- Call 753-0567
?RAILER space for
work Tree trimming.
E
Lots of
sidential I..c
room, quiet residential 1979 GRAND Prix. V.8
rent 6 miles east of
removal of unwanted small
Stec hani:
tct,
:'.44
street. well kept with air. 1 owner Good trees
m's
Murray. Call 753-4549 or
a, shrubbery, mow percent
children's
Ili in( hes
e
neighborhood TVA condition. Call 753-2235.
753-15.',7
Thurs. & Fri.
753-6612
yards. light hauling &
SLIrlaVe. no
approved insulation, re• 1980 Bonneville
34. Houses for Rent
clothes & toys
. loaded. wocoi for sale Free MOBILE HOME
8-?
r r 0 uc. d r:
37. Livestock-Supplies
decorated. carpet bought
Spec ialist Repttif and
estimates
new
in
753-0680
Murray.
3 BR brick home. Call
or preventat
Larry NI ccod
throughout. new roof. Call 753-6430
iy
niainten
401
S.
12th
nIMME
759-1653.
NTAL
and
759-1503
large yard Mid 5:94's
'
e Root s I lot,rs
1980 VOLKSWAGON
AI.I. type masonry
3 BR brick. country. / Simbrah bulls. PerFurniture, vacuum
either
753-4643 or 492.5465. plumbing
+Airing
formanc
e
work,
&
Rabbit.
semen
(7a111 759.4485.
block. brick. horn( an),'
acres. 050. Also, 3 BR
r•-•1/0)5'..
CEDAR LOG HOMES.
strap, 759
cleaner, children &
oncrete. driveways.
1981 Chevrolet Citation. 4
townhouse, city. $325. tested. Excellent qualit 4)1
UN
•
48511
Northern
white
cedar.
ity.
$650
&
up.
sidewalks.
Cadiz,
patios. hiluse
appliances furnished.
For ail k ,t
No rot no bugs. You dr. 4 cylindr, front wheel f
adult
clothing
'11
0011
and
S
V
'S.1
0 A *. f
522-8794.
Ky.
ounda
I
s
n e %AColeman RE 753-9888.
build or we build. drive, air. brakes. chill:it:ley
Fri. & Sat.
•
,Mney Re pa ii'- pickup host the pfolcother items.
3 BR house' at Pan- 38. Pets -Supplies
toil -643.9052 Brenda AMFM, new tires Call repair
deli', erk
111 kkork
489-27ii3.
- ex- guarante
arama Shores. $230 per
8 am
Munson.
ed Call 753perience
Free e-s•
1981
FORD
month. Call 443-9960 AKC German
Grenada.
E F. 55 11
5665
LOG horn,- on Ky. Lake,
604 LaFollette
Shepherds, acililt and
ps. pb. factory air, timates Call Charles NI 0
after 6p.m. or 753-6531.
piety ,• •
approxima
W
I
N
tely
2625
sq.
Barnett
753-5476
off Sycamore
4 BR, 2 bath, $250 a puppies. Free obr I It.'
It.. 2 story with full excellent condition. APPLIAN
& ttee, pruned
CE.
Phone 753-4417.
n-nith unfurnished, $325 edience training with
Ole( L,•
Trunk, whiskey
fa. rerfliAed
basement.
111dy 110
large
deck
&
SERA
purcha
ICE
se
Kenmore
of
ARC
.
1952
CADILLA
Seville
C
plus deposit.
porch Extrtc lot. Great
arit4.4t
el. call E x11,
jugs, antiques,
11. stinghouse
Australian cattle dogs.
No -711ACeigilit
Isaise for laige fandily Elegante, 4 -door. 9. hirlpool
759 i 5.- • .t - • ct.61 7 Wood
Boarding available.
23 years
clothes, trinkets
AM
FM
stereo
ble August. •?-:'14 5.
cass11 T f'
Must sell. 436.2573 after
everir_- 1,, .1''I
Fri. & Sat.
ette. 50.000 actual miles. experience Parts and ODD
5 ROOM house, 313 Call 436-2858.
No early Sales
sp.m. or weekends
• •
service
Bobby
BRITTAN
Hopper.
pups.
Y
ARC
753-9240.
Call
8:00-?
Woodlawn. Avail. Aug.
R El it'CED for quick
Bob's Appliance Ser- ceiling tan- electrical
1st. No pets. $250 a registered, champion
King Richard Dr.
sale- 2 bedroom brick 1984 BUICK Regal Sport vice, 202 S. 5th St. plumbing. 0-ming. You g ! al • .•
43.Rea
l
Estate
lines.
8
months
old.
2
month. $250 deposit.
house. newly decorated. Grand National Edition. Rosiness 753.4572: 436- name it. 1 do it. You Writ. 51 • •
in the back part
orange & white males. 2
Cali 753.2758
IxOPPER1 I) Realty 629 S 4th St. Priced in 14,000 miles. Loaded. Call
•
buy. I install. You Stry
5.P• 'home'.
liver
white
&
males.
of Sherwood
101-0
offers a complete range the low 30's. Call 753 753-1224 before 3 pm.
5 ROOM house, bath.
break. I fix Call 436
William
Wesley
901-692of Real Estate services 6612 or 753-5200.
1954 DATSUN 300ZX.
12o4b
utility. City water. Re2868evenings
Forest.
APPLIANCE repair.
with a wide selection of SECLUDED 3 bedroom. blue. ac. am fm
ferences. Responsible 3268 after 5p.m. daily.
PAINTER will do spray
10 family involved and 4
anytime
Sat.
&
smasher
Sun.
s.
dryers quality home in the city 2 bath, brick home on 15 stereo', 14,000 actual
couples. No pets. Near
refrigerators• ranges. painting. -brush or roller
that are moving.
& in the county. All acres.
Murray. References. 41. Public
reasonable Call 753-7701
miles east of miles. Call 753-9240
Sales
air
cond
George Hodge or
price ranges. Phone
$185. 753-7551
753 1565.
Murray. $81.500. Phone 1985 MONTE Carlo SS. .1:: Son. 10
Dixieland
753-1222 for courteous. 436-5574.
silver. low mileage,
EXECUTIVE style MOVING sale house full
1'
51%
TING
Shopping
Center 753competent Real Estate THREE
house in nice neighbor- of furniture, electric
hanging. comment al
Bedroom. 2 bath, excellent condition. Call 4669.
service. We make buy753-1462
before
hood, close to Univers- keybgard, 3 boats, stereo.
4p.m.
Bedford stone. 30x30 outAPPLIANCE REPAIP. residential. Fre.ng & selling Real building.
ity. $495. Call 753-4109. school ring almost new
2 1. acre. 7 and 436-2237 after 4P m.
Factory- authorited ''for . timates. Referent.-- _
Estate easy for you...
wedding rings 753-6438.
762-6650 or 436-2844.
'77
BUICK
LaSabre7y: ears eXperlen. t•
mites Nortnif NTUrray on
Tappan.
Kelvinator and
LAKEW
AY
Shores
blue.
tires,
good
fair
EXTRA nice. large. 4
Tremon Earns 759
1824. Call 753-5267 after 5
Brown.
Service
gas
on
area.
Hwy.
280.
Lake
condition
$300
.
BR house to responsible
Call
pm
and electric
No. 7 Riveria
view. 3 BR house.
436-2290.
family. Appliances. No
rOWave s.
Installing
city
339.000.
615-331-606
6.
4
Motorcy
7
.
cles
pet. References. Call
'75 MONTE Carlo, all
Hwy. 64r1--S.
Trailer Ct.
hwashers.
.•
LAKEWAY Shores.
sewer,
water
753-7457.
power.
lines
tilt,
cruise.
Call
si
YAMAH
2 miles nolth of
A. 3
frigerators. etc. Eal.
Love
seat,
lake view cottage. 2 BR. wheeler,
FEMALE wanted to
& septic tanks All
excellent condi- 492-8826.
1.ovolt. .354-6956 or 753Hazel.
321.000. 615-331-6066.
children's clothes.
share nice fully furnished
tion. Low mileage. Call '78 PONTIAC station 5341.
types
backhoe
house located near Unwagon. pb. ps. air. Good
Fri. 8-5
753.7413_
Avon bottles, lots
CARPET installation.
45 Farms for Sale
work.
iversity Inn. Call after 4
motor.
Uses
no
oil,
no
itico;
HONDA 250R 3Sat. 8-1
professional service
of miscellaneous.
pm. 753-4101.
Approx 30 ACRES. some
wheeler. like new. Call rust on body $575. Also repairs. Satisfac
Self propelled lawg
753-9224
753-7459.
limber,
mostly
tillable. 7 after 4p.m. 753-5621.
Absoltitely no eartion guaranteed. Glenn
TWO bedroom'
Years Experience
30
house on 3
mower, electric
miles
MERCI
RN
north
Capri.
of
Murray. '82 H1)N6A Nighthawk
Bebber 759-1247.
ly sales
Acres, with several outCall 753-2561.
dryer, shop &
454.4. excellent condition.' auto with air. lok), CONTRACTOR- carbuilding including a 24x32
51 ACRE farm with
whineherry red. $1395 mileage. Call 753-402.3 pentry. painting. Big or
56 Free Column
carpenter tools,
shop and- satellete dish.
after 4:30p.m.
house. 2'tobacco barns. or make offer. 753-3036.
snail we do it all.
Located in Penny .area.
misc.
-ELIE
E
smoke house. garage. SHARP, 1985 Honda '82 REGAL- Limited. 4 Quality work done
ftir
753-29(10 or 75:f-5702 after 5
litter box I r:tP.:Tt-li
open animal ;dielter.- Rebel Call 75341850 or door, all power. air Call less. Free estimates
pm.
V.1.1011
Ill frIl•
• •• •
753-8464.
stream. woods. Has 1.5
•
489-266:1.
459-2344'. ask for Chuck.
:111
acre, tobacco base, 50
GOODLOOKING 1977
• II SOSO ill a 00000
00000000 •
49
acres presently in' corn
Used Cars
Thunderbird. red with DAN
E S Window
Immediate possession.
1967 GTO. -new paint. white pin stripe, white Cleaning Residential.
Showtime's Weekend Special • Hwy 641 S., 1
Call 502-455.14852 or interior,
True-spoke
rebuilt, original. 400 big
commercial, one & two
•
write P.G. Bryant, 2100 block,.
mile
VCR all weekend
before Edge
602 Main, wheels. Call 459-2462.
story. References. 10',
S
land
Ave..
753-7307.
from Friday-Monday
Senior Citizen discount
Hazel, Ky. Trailer
$6.95
1,011i:0:111e, Ky 40204
753-9873 or 436.5836
1969 N OLKSIN AGON, new 50 Used Trucks
Movie Rental Special
• on left before last
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
tires, rebuilt engine. new 1972 BLAZER S2000.
46 Homes for Sale
Rent 4 Get 1 FREE
Call FENCE sales at Sears
paint Job. Call 489-2763.
bridge.
now Call Sears 753-2310
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
753.0534.
2 BR house with separFriday-Monday
for free estimate for
1971 VOLKSWAGON 1 9 7 3 C H F. \ R 0 I. E
OVER
• Lots of dishes, nic
1
ate efficiency apt. at 403
Weekly rates on VCR Rental
your needs.
20 YEARS
•
• nacs, curtains, some
S. 8th, both partly Super Beetle, very good pickup. 307 automatic.
condition Call ,after ps. new paint &
•
EXPERIENCE
Mon.-Fri. $ 12.95
• valuable items.
new GENERAL HON'r
furnished. Rental in4p m. 753-5624
SOLID WOOD CABINETS f. •
a
interior. Good condi- REPAIR. 15 years ex'Sat VCR Rental '5 Due Back on Mon.
•
come. $245 Absentee
RAISED PANEL DOORS
perience. Carpentry.
owner says sell at 1973 750 -TRILMPFI tion. $2450. 753-8124.
Dixieland
e
Birch • Oak • w aim,' •
,•
bargain price. $16.500. Bonneville. Call be- 1973 CHEN'ROLET concrete. plumbing, •
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
Center
,011U1/1/11111C 753-7731
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
Call Bondurant Realty tween 7: 30a . m . 4p . m. pickup. VS. I'S. Good roofing. siding NO JOB •
•
TO SMALL. Free esCarroll Volkswagen 753- condition. Call 753-8124.
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE P. FURNITURE REFINISHING
• II • II 111 OOOOOOOOOOOOOO • •
•
753.3460.
ID
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop S 4 Sop Our Display
timates Ilays 753-6973 •
8860 ask for Marty
•
2 LARGE bedrooms,
1975 CHEVROLET nights 474-2276.
Old 641 North
•409 Sunbury Circle
new carpet, re- 1973 PONTIAC Bon- Silverado pickup. extra
753-5940•
•••••••• OOOOOOOOOOO
Almo Heights
decorated. 403 S 10th neville. 82.000 miles. clean. 1 owner. Call GENERAL Building
••
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Repair- 20 years ex
St. Call 759-4620. Moving Call 753-5233 after lip.m.
436-2427.
Fri.
&
Sat.
8
til
?
perience. Rooting &
Gold
1974 LTI) Ford. Calf
Silver
must sell.
4 %HEEl., drive painting indoor
AM-FM Clock Radio
&
753-2691.
Closed
Closed
Chevrole
39.500_
Scottsdal
t
THREE
e.
bedtelephone, 33 mm camera,
door, odd jobs No job
room. brick with car- 1975 NOVA, PS. PB.
Call 753-0747 Best offer.
Yesterday
353.20 Yesterday
5.02
to small 474-5057
hair dryer, bowling ball,
port: Two bath. 1 1-2 good condition, bronze 1 9 s 5 Sill CHEIr y
Opened
Opened
LIFE
children's clothes size 5 &
acre lot. garden. fruit color. Call 753-2948.
pickup,
speed
4
with
air
Today
348.50 Today
6X, Jr. gins size 5 67.
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
5.05
trees, outside storage. 3
St lots of extras RainDown
4.70 Up
Woman's size 13/14 to 18
miles from town 121
.03
INTENSIVE CARE
bow paint 370011, Call
ROOFING
South on right I atok for
759-94',95
and men's clothes, 9 year
Compliments of
HEALTH
Professional
Century 21 Loretta .lobs
-1946 -TOP.T) Rd tiger.
old
pony. lots of
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
Quick, Neat & Clean
Realtors sign or call
miscellaneo
5004'
us.
miles.
sharp
602
Corner 13th & Poplar
713 S 12th Murray Ky. 42071
James Hart at 753.1192.
Free Estimates
Main Call 753-7307
753 7113
115 South 13th
3 BEDROOM house east
C;ood,
Bad,
Guarante
Work
ed
'75 CHEVROLE
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Diamonds
of Murray_ Owner
Murray, Ky. 42071
pickup truck. 6 cyl.,
753-2926
We loan motley on anything of value
No Credit
transferred. Must sell.
step side bed good
1502) 753-6202
Hours: 10 6 Daily, Closed Sunday
Mid-20's. Call 443-9960
condition. $1800 or best
No. Int.
ROOFIN
G.
Siding
after 6p.m
offer. Call 492-8775.
Concrete work. Ad3 BR, 2 bath. central
Bankrupt
'76 CHEVY 3 4 ton ditions. Painting
heat & air, brick house
truck,
rough body, good General Carpentry
on a well shaded 3/4
We carry the note
115 South 131h Street..
motor & trans $250 P.A Molctio.•
753-562,
acre lot.- Close to North
Murray. Kentucky 4207..
Sat. July 26th 9 a.m.
Call
436 2290
Free Estimates
(
.
1 Call Sammy
Elementary $43.000.
502-753-3492
'77 FORD Econohne 150
Rain or Shine
Call 753-7s7:1 for an
4's 753-6448
window van, ps. pb, ac
'A mile west of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy. 94.
appointment
ALUMINUM
stereo throughout van
Will be selling Mrs. Gracie Pennington Estate.
Excellent condition
SERVI
CE CO.
1203
f .4 •
The big old 2 story farm house was full of
Call after 21) m
/Aluminum and vinyl
choice antiques. Will have stove, refrigerators,
Doran Rd.
753 4339
siding. Custom trim
air conditioner, living room suite, chairs, 2 nice
work. References.
Children
's
clothes
5 1
dinette sets, dishes, cooking utensils, linens, all
Campers
Call Will Ed Bailey
and miscellaneous
the usual stuff, Pre World 2 bedroom suites, 3 fan16' KI.AS5IC camper
753-0689
SALES • RENTALS
cy iron beds, nice oak dresser and wash stand.
good condition. sleeps 1.
TTERING
to ‹. a: set of oak dining chairs, cane bottom chairs, 126
Chemic
stove. sink. porta pott.
als•Maintenance
air condition. Priced to Scars continuous
yr. old bureau, fancy 4 drawer oak spool cabinet,
installed
ters
for
sell. 436•2555
2 nice trunks, 100 yr. old Bentwood cradle, old an•re-r-rftra
19 FT. Midis Motor
tique rockers, small tables, treadle machine,
home. built on 1976 :16cI Sears 753.2310 ic••
glass door corner cabinet, oak lawn set, 2oblong
Dodge chassie, sleeps c estimate
dough trays, kitchen cabinet, picture frames, 4
Clayshire Dr.
1515
air on roof & motor, self HAMILTON C.
coffee mills, butter mold, churns, Jars,jugs, Blue
contained. 3000 'wat Marble. tops
Sat., July 26
Stone pitcher, small Blue Stone bowl and salt
-generator. 314441 Miley panels. c asbdr. •
dish, Cat Paw pitchers, Depression glass, Ruby
$S5tIll
8 am til 2 pm
5143 Richardson vanities Ere, F:s •
TOMMY SANDERS
9.11111
Red cut glass. 2 bridal baskets, good occupied
753-974o.
Lots
old
items,
of
HOUSE
building
SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR
t,
Japan pieces, corn shelter, fancy wood cook
24 M.A.\ El. trailer. full
$t r a
o e ling
jewelry, household
stove. lanterns, grind stone. McCoy and Hull
rear bath, twin beds, air
BROWN & BIGELOW
buildings clrikcx.ma
and awnings. extra clean
amber Alladen lamp, wall hanging lamp, pole
items, glassware,
sealing For ail • t.o:ir
Call
4:16.2569
lamp, dough boards, rolling pins, chandelier, flat
magazines,
old
PICK1 P camper. building & horne
Irons, cast iron tea ketlle, bean pot, muffin pans,
call Dun, an's Col.
lawnrnower
(502) 753-3299
stove.
refrigerator,
skillets, lots more. Lots of old granite, cast iron
electric monomatic strut-lion 474-5000
Norman
Rockwell
Calendars
Balloons
fireplace mantle with marble top, cross cut saw,
toilet. intercom Call INIst*LATION blown in
battery radio, truck load of feather beds and
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
by Sears IS N ap436-2579
pillows, quilts. This is Just a small part of the good
4000 Specialty items to choose from
proved Same •cri those
items. 2 old lawn mowers, 1 tiller for parts, large
high heating ant cold.
ing bills Call Scars
lot of horse drawn tools, gear, single trees. 12-14
7 5 3 - 2 3 1 0 II ire,
ft 4x4's, whiskey barrel and keg. Lots more
estimate'
goodies. For information call
J.L. MeRniFht & Sons
Sawmill on Poor Farm
Rd. Buyer of standing
timber. Call 753 75..:s
JOINET1-S complete
Hwy 280 to
tree service. :12
rs
Pottertown
Also.
experience
436-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
stuMPs
Rd., 5th house
removed 10- to•li)N%
Will also have several large room size
on right.
surface. Calt,
753--03t36
sculptured pile carpets and pads, draw
LEE'S CARPEt
Assorte
items.
d
drapes and curtains complete with rods.
CLEANING_ For all
Interesting house. Gatesborough. split
your carpet & upholst
sliding and folding doors, light fixtures,
ery cleaning. For a
level, large shade trees, 1 iv lot. painted in
baseboard heaters out of a almost new
-estimate call 753
side and out 1985. Landscaped in 198$
house, not soiled or damaged in any way.
Satisfied references
Heating and cooling system new •1988. For
LICF.NSFTh Elictrician
for residential and. mai living ancl.dining room. eat-in kitchen.
2).2 bath..3 bedrooms. 2 car garage, den with
commercial. Heating
and air condition, as
fireplace, gas ;tarter' Owner says sell
am
installation and repair
• ••-608 FairtearDr:
TWO bedrooms, re•
decorated throughout.
garage, utility, stove.
refrigerator. Married
couples only. No pets.
Deposit. References.
Call 492-8594. See at 415
S. 11th.
WANTED: Female
roommate to share
furnished house. Re•
asonable expenses. References required. Call
759-4011.

FOR rent- you live in
house make payment
for 1/2 ownership. Why
rent. 753.0430.
NICE 2 BR, 2 bath, near
hospital. For mature
adult. No pets. References. $275. Call
753-6429 after 2p.m.

4 PARTY
YARD SALE

Yard
Sale

502 Pine St.
Sat., July 26
7a.m. - ?

er

YARD
SALE

„.

MOVING
SALE

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.

Moving Sale

SMALL
CARPENTRY
JOBS

Yard Sale

753-9440

Fri. & Sat. 8-?

()TERRY'S

*9.95

4

Mon.-sat. *15.95

Yard Sale

0-45 Look r4,
Need Car

AUCTION SALE

Yard
Sale

Friday
7-12

MURRAY
HOT TUBS

NOTICE

Yard
Sale

.•

Dan Miller Auction Co.
will be out of town this
weekend. Will return
August 1st with a lot of good
auctio
_
_ns.
Check next Thursday's
paper for detailed listing.

Dan Miller
Auction

Specialty Advertising

435-4144

YARD
SALE

Otto Chester's
Auction Service

Sat. Aug. 2nd
A Big Household and Antique Auction
On Pogue Ave. acrossfrom Carroll
Tire In Murray.

Two day Labor Day weekend antique sale
of the late Gaylon Hargrove Estate in Farmington. Ky. on Hwy. 121.

Fri. & Sat.
9 am - 3 pm

YARD
SALE
8

girls
Little
clothes size 5 &
ladies
6,
clothes, shoes.
Few nic nacs.

Eleven
1986 Oldsmobiles
98 Regency Brougham.
Factory Executive Cars.
Save $1,000s and Get
GAIV1C Factory Financing
Starting At 5.9%.

PETE GUNN

Pontiac, Oldsmobile
Buick, GMC Trucks
w. Sth
Benton, Ky.
753-8111
527-8671

IntgatIon

Shroat-Waldrop
Real Estate

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING

207 Maple, Murray, Ky

McKyinsl• In
CM Colittt
901 352 3671 or
SOI 352 5704
Fro* Estirmilos

Call Pete Waldrop
Office 759-1707
Home 753-7249
Chuck Williams Home 435 4561

•

•

•
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DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

How to assist
medical research
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR.GOTT — My father is in
a nursing home, since he's at the end
of a 15-year battle with Alzheimer's
disease. My mother and I would like
some good to come out of this experience and, to that end, would like to
know how we would go about having
an autopsy done for research when he
finally passes away.
DEAR READER — You; father
-must be under the care of a physician
who either works in the nursing home
or is called when needed. Ask the doctor to make suitable arrangements
for an autopsy when the time comes.
Second. make sure that the nursinghome administrator knows of your
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wishes: Third, make sure that all the
next of kin — your mother, brothers
and sisters — agree on a postmortem
examination. If they don't, there
could be legal problems at an awkward moment. Finally, you might
want to check with the nearest university or teaching hospital in your
state. Usually, a routine autopsy will
not further an understanding of Alzheimer's disease, whereas a special
study performed by neuropathologists could be very helpful.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I am a new
resident in Florida and have been
hearing about sun poisoning. Could
you discuss this?
DEAR READER — Sun poisoning
is nothing more than severe sunburn
that causes destruction of the outer
layers of skin. It can affect large areas of the body, causing extreme discomfort,fluid loss, headache and — if
it is severe enough —shock and collapse. There is some evidence that ultraviolet damage in the form of sun
poisoning can predispose a person to
skin cancer. Until your skin becomes
adapted to the Florida sun. wear protective clothing or a sunscreen with a
rating of 12 to 15 when you are out of
doors.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Please settle a
disagreement in our household. When
you get burned from grease, water or

Ellerbee to co-host ABC series

-touching something hot, what should
you do? Maybe if everyone reads it
straight from the doctor, they'll clip
the information and save it.
DEAR READER — As a general
rule, small burn areas of the household type are best treated with cold
compresses. Avqid ice, because it can
cause further tissue damage. If the
burn involves more than some blistering — for example, charring — or if
the burned portions are large, I recimmediate
ommend
attention.
From the sound of your question. I
assume that you are interested in
knowing whether butter or oil will
help a burn. They will not.' Nonetheless, there are salves containing local
anesthetics and, or aloe gel that may
soothe burns after the cold compresses have been applied for several minutes. Some people keep aloe vera
plants in their kitchen for just this
purpose.
Learn the facts about osteoarthritis:Send for Dr. Gott's new Health Report on the subject. For your copy.
send $1 and your name and address to
P.O. Box 2597. Cincinnati, OH 45201.
Be sure to ask for the Health Report
UNDERSTANDING
titled
OSTEOARTHRITIS.

NEW YORK IAP) —
Linda Ellerbee. the TV
journalist with the dindam for empty-headed
news readers she labeled "Twinkies" in her
best-selling book. is
ready for a prime-time
job she says won't
radically alter her latenight mentality.
Ellerbee on Wednesday was officially.named co-host of ABC's new
historical news series,
the prime-tine "Our
World," as part of her
new three-year contract
with ABC News.
"My priorities are the
same," said Ellerbee,
who definitely Was not a
Twinkie when she dressed casually, wrote
cleverly and delivered
the news sometimes irreverently on NBC's
"Overnight" in 1982-83.
On that show, she once
traded the budgeted option of A personal hairdresser for a videotape
machine.

0INN, NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

"My priorities are
still the same," she said
in an ,interview.

Ellerbee's decision to
accept ABC News' offer
Instead of the "CBS

"Nobody has said a
word about how I have
to dress. I will dress appropriate to the show. I
always work in context
to the program."

01INIRAL MOTORS CORPORATION

Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

eht,
Live in one spacious apartment, enjoy the glassed-in
porch and let the other two
apartments make your payment_ Priced in the 40's
Call us 753-1492

1984 CAMARO Z28
5-Speed Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Power Windows, Power Door Locks, AM/FM Cassette,
18,000 miles, one owner, blue in color.
$8,900.00

Cen

DWAIN
PURCHASE
AREA
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET/ INC, eisemt

Loretta Jobs Realtors
1200 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 753-1492

1334617

641 S. Morrow

SAVING CA$H

Ki1•1111•I• D — FR •PlieriT0711•1111*3

We Accept
Food Stamps

Fif'11)/

TOILET
TISSUE

rng.
29

5. ,

KETCHUP

32 oz.99

Betty Crocker Scalloped

DEI COCKTAIL,0,79'
FRUIT

POTATOES

5¼ oz.

79'
37' TUNA

Starkist Oil- or Water Packed

Campbell's Cream of Mushroom

SOUP

10.5 oz

Limit 1

tto II/ WO.' Additional
With $
Purchava• I %. i.•. irifi Toabcco
Dairy & Drs,as ,m Special

Creamette

BUY ONE
PASTA...GET ONE FREE

8 pack 16 oz

4,/

Golden Wheat Macaroni & Cheese

$ 159

$

DINIVERS

7 5 oz

HAMBURGER DILLS

oz.imTA

99'
BUY ONE
KOSHER DILLS GET ONE FREE
'279
Fresh

Hyde Park 48 oz

Chase & Sanborn

COFFEE

99'
*I"
9
ga *199

Fisher Honey Roasted

PEANUTS

12 oz.

Flatr-O-Rich

yal

Prairie Farm

WHOLE MILK

1 lb. bag

Ruby Pure

BRAN

COKE &
COKE PRODUCTS

16
PORK & BEANS Z/lY LIGHT MILK
Van Camp

Paramount 32 oz

5

6 5 oz.

2 liter

Equal value

PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS

INALSR

Prices Good 7-24-86
thru 7-30-86

COW.M
il1
1%1T
MN:0130da.

Wluto Cloud

Morning News" coanchor job was widely
reported last week.

6o,.

US Choice
Boneless Rolled

BUY ONE
GET ONE FREE

Eagle Brand Condensed

RUMP
ROAST

$ 129

MILK

$

14 oz

Owen's Best
100% Pure

USDA Grade A

()licit NV SliCt'd

CHICKEN GROUND PORK
BEEF
BREAST
LOIN

69Ib

3-4 lb. pkg.

$159 89
Lb.

$

39,,,

*Wok
Fr(' ,/t

GIt'E'll

CABBAGE

PORK CHOPS

lb

Extra Fancy Granny Smith
S

APPLES
White Seedless

GRAPES
Yellow

ONIONS
'

19°
79°
69°
19°
„, 29°
lb

-

Golden Rip,

BANANAS

.0-0e4

ui

Center Cut

PORK CHOPS.

lb

USDA Grade A Frying Chickens

LEGS OR THIGHS
US Choice Boneless Bottom

ROUND STEAK
US Choice Chicken

FRY STEAK

........
11NO•••••.W.••••••••••••••,
110,114.110
,

411

I(

selds Center Cut Smoked

$2.39
$1.89
„ 69°
1.49
$1.79

17 All Meat

$1.89
CHEESE
$3.29
BBQ BEEF
$2.98
BBQ RIBS
$3.29
BAKED BEANS
lb.$1.09
PIMENTO CHEESEib $2 69
BOLOGNA

lb

Baby

SWISS
Owens Best

II

Owens Best

lb

Owens Best 880 or

Owens Best Deli Made Reg or Hot

NNW.
,1

